The tomb of Sheikh Sayyid Amir Kulal.

Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) was born in the village of Qasr al-Arifan near
Bukhara in the year 711 AH/1317 CE. He is reported to have had miraculous powers even
during his childhood. When he was still a youth Muhammad Baba as Samasi, a Sheikh of the
Naqshabandi Tariqa asked for him and to fulfill this request he went to the village of Samas
in order to serve him. Of this period of time Shah Bahauddin (ral), has this to say,
“Rising in the morning hours at least three hours before fajr I would perform the sunnah
prayers and thereafter in the position of sajda (prostration) ask Allah Almighty to give me
the power to carry the pain of His Divine love. Thereafter I would pray salat ul fajr with my
Sheikh. It seems that my Sheikh was aware of my supplication, for he told me, “You will
have to change your method of supplication as Allah Almighty does not like His servants to
ask for difficulties. He might however in order to test his creatures give them some
difficulties. This is different. The servant should not however ask to be in difficulties because
this will not be showing proper respect to Allah Almighty. Therefore change your
supplication and instead say “to this weak servant of Yours, oh my Lord grant Your
pleasure”.
“After the death of Sheikh Muhammad Baba Samasi I went to Bukhara and also got married
there. I lived in Qasr al-Arifan near Seyyid Amir Kulal in order to serve him.” It is related
that Sheikh Baba Samasi had a long time ago told Seyyid Amir Kulal to take good care of
shahBahauddin Naqshaband.

The tomb and monument of Shah.

Shah Bahauddin (ral) relates of a vision that he had. “When I was in seclusion with a friend
of mine the heaven suddenly opened and a great vision came to me. In this vision I heard a
voice say, “Leave everyone and come to Our Presence alone”. I began to tremble and ran
away from that place to where there was a river and threw myself into it. I
washed my clothes and then prayed two rakaat’s of prayer in a manner that I had never
prayed before as I felt that I was praying in the very Divine Presence. Unveiling was taking
place in my heart and it was opening to everything. The entire universe vanished and I was
not conscious of anything other than praying in His Divine Presence”.
There is also a very unusual story about this very great saint Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband
(ral). Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) relates about this incident, “At the beginning of my
state of attraction I was asked as to why I was entering on this path. I answered “so that
whatever I say and want will happen” I was answered, “It cannot be like
that, whatever We say and whatever We want is what will happen” to which I replied, “I
cannot agree to that”. I must be able to say and to do whatever I like; if this is not going to
be the way then I have no need for this path”. Then I received the answer, “no it is
whatever We desire to be said and whatever We desire to be done, that must be said and
done”. To this I replied again “whatever I say and whatever I do should be the way”. After
this I was left alone.
For fifteen days I was left alone. This made me go into a deep state of depression. Then
suddenly to my joy I heard a voice saying, “Oh Bahauddin, it is as you wish We will grant to
you whatever that you wish”. I asked for my wish which was “give me a way which will lead
all who travel on it directly to the Divine Presence.” Then I experienced a great vision and
heard “You have been granted what you have asked for”. This story is unusual as everyone
complies with the Divine Orders and does not ask for what they wish. Generally it would be
considered discourteous to refuse to accept the Divine Orders and insist on
wanting what one wants. Yet after the initial refusal Shah Bahauddin (ral) was granted his
request. It may be that because he asked on behalf of others and not for himself that what

he wanted was granted. This then was the consideration that Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband
(ral) had for others and this we assumed was the reason that this request was granted.

The tomb of Sheikh Muhammad Baba as Samasi.
There is another interesting story about how Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) was tested
by his Sheikh. This test was a heavy one. Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) relates this
incident, “Once I was in a state of divine attraction where I was not conscious of myself and
I was moving about not knowing what I was doing. At nightfall I found myself
bleeding in both my feet which were torn and pricked with thorns. Then I felt that I should
go to the house of my Sheikh, Seyyid Amir Kulal. It was biting cold in the night and the
night too was dark with no moon or stars. To prevent the cold I had nothing on me but an
old leather cloak. Then I arrived at my sheikh’s house and saw him together with his friends
and followers. He saw me and told his followers, “take him out of my house, I do not
wanting him in my house”, so the followers came and put me out of the house. I could not
bear it”.
“I felt that my ego was going to defeat me and that it would take over my feelings by trying
to poison me concerning the trust I had in my Sheikh. How could I carry this disgrace and
humiliation? Then the Divine Mercy came upon me which made me able to carry this insult
in the cause of Allah and in the cause of my Sheikh. I firmly told my ego, “I am not
going to allow you to make me lose the love and trust for my Sheikh”.
“I then felt a deep depression overcome me. I held fast to the state of humbleness, put my
head down on the entrance of my Sheik’s house and swore that I would not remove it from
there until he accepted me one more time. I could feel the snow and the cold wind going
right through my bones which were making me shiver and tremble in this cold dark night.
There was not even the light of the moon or the stars for consolation and warmth. I almost
froze. It was only the warmth of the love that I had for Allah Almighty and my Sheikh that
kept me warm.”

The Tomb of Sheikh Abd al Khaliq Gujadawani.
“I waited in this condition until the break of day. Then my Sheikh stepped out and without
seeing me his foot trod on my head. When my sheikh saw that this was me, he quickly took
me into his house and with great concern and care he started pulling out the thorns from
my feet, he said “Oh my son you have been today dressed with the dress of
happiness and the dress of Divine Love. This dress which your have been adorned with
neither my Sheikh before me nor I have been dressed in such a manner. Allah is happy with
you and the Prophet Muhammad (sal)is happy with you. The Saints of the Golden Chain are
also all happy with you”.
“While pulling the thorns out of my feet and washing my wounds my Sheikh poured into my
heart such knowledge that I had never before experienced. Then in a vision I saw myself
entering into the secret of Muhammad ur Rasolullah. This was entering into the secret of
the verse that is the Reality of Muhammad. Thereafter this led me on to enter into the
secret of la ilaha illallah which is the secret of the Uniqueness of Allah. This in turn led me to
enter the secrets of Allah Almighty’s names and attributes that are in the secret of the
Oneness of Allah. It is not possible for words to explain this state. This can only be
experienced by tasting through the heart”.
Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) was trained by Baba as Samasi and Seyyid Amir Kulal
both of whom are great Sheikhs of the Golden Chain of the Naqshbandi order. He was also
trained by another very big Grandsheikh of this very same Golden Chain. This incident is
referred to by Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband in the following story, “At the start
of my journey on the Sufi way I used to wander at night from one place to another in the
suburbs of Bukhara. In order to learn a lesson from the dead I used to visit many
cemeteries in the darkness of night and this was also specially during the winter. One night
I went over to visit the burial place of Sheikh Ahamed al Kashghari and to recite fatiha for
him. When I went to his grave I found there two men waiting for me. I had never met them
before. They had a horse with them. They made me sit on the horse and tied on my belt
two swords, then they directed this horse to the tomb of Sheikh Mazdakhin. We then

dismounted from our horses and entered the tomb and the mosque of this sheikh
and started meditation.
“While meditating I saw in a vision the wall facing the kabah come crashing down. A big
made man was seated on a huge throne. He was gigantic. I felt familiar with him as if I had
met him before. Whichever way I turned my face I would see this person. Around this
person were my Sheikhs Baba Samasi and Seyyid Amir Kulal together with a large crowd. I
felt a love for this huge man and at the same time I felt afraid of him. I had awe and fear of
his presence and love and attraction for his beauty. I was asking myself who could this
great and gigantic man be. Suddenly I heard a person from the crowd around this man
saying “this man is your Sheikh and he looked after you on your spiritual path. He looked at
your soul when it was still an atom in the Divine Presence. You have been under his
training. His name is Abdul Khaliq Al Gujadawani and the crowd that you see around him
are the Saints who carry his great secrets, the secrets of the Golden Chain. Then this Sheik
began to point to each Sheikh and say, “this is Sheik Ahmed, this is Arif Rawakri,this is
Sheikh Ali Ramitani, this is your Sheikh Baba as Samasi who gave you his cloak during his
lifetime. He asked me, “Do you know him”. I replied “yes”. Then he said, “The
cloak that he gave you is still in your house and with his blessings Allah Almighty has
removed from you many troubles”.
“Then another voice said “the Sheikh who is sitting on the throne will be teaching you
something that you will need while traveling on this path. I asked them whether they would
allow me to touch his hand. This was allowed and I took his hand. Then he began to tell me
about the path, its beginning, middle and end”. He said, “You have to adjust the wick
of yourself so that the light of the invisible can be strengthened in you and its secrets can
be seen. You have to show constancy and you have to keep firmly the Divine Law of the
Prophet Muhammed (sal) in all your states”. He also said, “You have to dispense with
comfort and keep away from innovation and make your kiblah the traditions of the Prophet
Muhammad (sal). You have to go into and investigate the life of the Prophet Muhammed
(sal)and his companions. You must ask people to read and to follow the Quran both during
the day and night and to do the compulsory prayers and all the sunnah worship.
Do not overlook even the tiniest thing of the Prophet Muhammad’s (sal) deeds and good
works”.
“As soon as Abd al-Khaliq al-Ghujadawani (ral) finished, his khalifs told me “so that you can
be certain of this vision he will be sending you a sign”. He was told that certain things and
incidents would happen and as to what he had to do, as and when they happened.
Likewise these incidents took place in the manner described to him and Shah Bahauddin
(ral) also acted in the manner that he was instructed to act, thus fulfilling the truth of this
vision. He was also asked to take the cloak of Azizan to Seyyid Amir Kulal (ral). After this
vision ended I went to my house on the next day and looked for the cloak and asked my
family as to its whereabouts. They told me, “it has been here for a long time”, and brought
and gave it to me. I started crying inside when I saw the cloak.
After the fulfillment of all the things that was said in his vision, as ordered I took the cloak
of Azizan to Sheikh Seyyid Amir Kulal (ral) and gave it to him. After some silence Sheikh
Amir Kulal told me, “I was told about this cloak of Azizan last night and that you would bring
it to me. I have been ordered to keep it in ten different layers of covering”. He then asked
me to come into his room and taught me and placed in my heart the silent zikr. I was asked
to keep to this zikr day and night. I kept to this silent zikr which is the highest form of zikr.
I also went to the external scholars to study the Divine Law and the traditions of the
Prophet Muhammad (sal) and also to study about the character of the Prophet

Muhammad (sal)and his companions. I followed the orders that were given to me in my
vision and my life took on a big change. All what was taught to me by Sheikh Abd al-Khaliq
al-Gujadawani (ral) in the vision benefited me and bore fruit. His spirit always accompanied
me and taught me”. Sheikh Abd al-Khaliq al-Ghujadawani (ral) was also one
of the masters of Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) although he lived a long time before
the time of Shah Naqshaband (ral). This connection is known as the Uvaisi Connection
which means that the guide is spiritually connected and guides, although he is from another
time. Sheikh Abd al-Khaliq al-Ghujadawani (ral) is also a Master of the Golden Chain of
Masters.

Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband's (ral) Mausoleum.

Shah Bahauddin Naqshband (ral) also followed and learned from Mawlana Arif ad-Din Karani
for a period of seven years. After which he followed Mawlana Kuthum Shaykh for many
years. He also kept the company of Dervish Khalil Ghirani about whom he said, “in
his company new unseen knowledge was opened to my heart and he always looked after
me, praised me and lifted me up”. There was another lover of Allah about whom Shah
Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) talks, “He ordered me to help and serve the poor and needy
and to help the broken hearted. He asked me to be humble and to keep to tolerance. He
also told me to take care of animals and to cure their deceases and to clean their wounds
and also to help them find their food”.
Shah Bahauddin Naqshband (ral) refers to another incident regarding the cloak of Azizan.
“One day I was in my garden and around me were my disciples. I was wearing the cloak of
Azizan. I suddenly felt overwhelmed by heavenly blessings and attraction and I felt that
I was adorned and dressed with Allah Almighty’s attributes. I began shaking in a way that I
had never experienced before so much so that I could not remain standing. I then saw a
great vision in which I was totally annihilated and I could not see anything other than the
Existence of my Lord.

Then I saw myself coming out from His Divine Presence reflected through the mirror of
Muhammad ur Rasoolullah which was in the form of a star in an ocean of light without
beginning and without end. My external life ceased to be and I saw the meaning of la ilaha
illallah Muhammad ur Rasoolullah. This in turn led me to the meaning of the Essence of the
name “Allah” which led me to the Absolute Unseen which is the Essence of the name
“Huwa” (He). As soon as I entered this ocean my heart stopped beating and my life ended. I
was in the state of death. All those around me started crying thinking that I had
died. However after about six hours I was ordered to return to my body. I could see my soul
re-entering my body slowly and then the vision ended”.
Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) also says that he received secrets from all sides and
specially from Uways al-Qarani (ral) who he says influenced him to give up worldly things
and to attach himself to spiritual matters. He says, “I did this by keeping to the sunnah and
the orders of the Prophet Muhammad (sal)until I began spreading the unseen
knowledge and the granted secrets from the Unique Oneness that no one before me had
ever shared”.
There is another interesting story related by this great Saint Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband
(ral) regarding his spiritual power. He says, “I went one day into the desert with one of my
sincere disciples named Muhammad Zahid. We started digging with a pick axe and working
but at the same time also discussing very deep states of knowledge. We
threw away the pick axes as were got deeper and deeper into this subject. Then he
suddenly asked me, “to what limit does worship reach,” I replied, “worship reaches to such
a level that you will be able to point out at someone and say “die” and then he will die.” As I
said this I unconsciously pointed at Muhammad Zahid. When I said the word “die”, to my
horror he fell down dead. From sunrise up to mid day the time passed and he still remained
dead. At mid day it got very hot and the body started deteriorating due to the intense heat.
I did not know what to do and was afraid and confused. All I could do was pull him towards
the shade under a tree. I then sat down and started thinking and
contemplating as to what I should do in this situation. Suddenly Divine Inspiration came to
me and I said pointing to him “Oh Muhammad Live!” three times. To my joy his soul slowly
started to return to his body and then he gradually returned to his original state. I quickly
went to my sheikh and told him about this incident to which he replied, “Oh my son, Allah
Almighty has given you a secret which he has not given to anyone else”.
In his last days Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) was confined mostly to his room.Many
were the people who came to see him. Crowds thronged to see him as his illness became
graver. When his time began to draw near he ordered the sura yasin to be recited. When
this was finished he raised his hands to Allah Almighty and then also raised
up his finger and recited the Shahada Kalima, bearing witness to the One God and the
messenger hood of the Prophet Muhammad (sal). With this his soul returned to Allah.
The date was the 3rd of Rabi-al-Awwal, 791 AH/1388 CE, on a Monday night. As he had
requested, he was buried in his own garden. Regarding this a great Saint of the time Abd al
Wahab ash-Sharani said, “when the sheikh was buried in his grave a window to paradise
was opened for him, making his grave a paradise from heaven. Two beautiful spiritual
beings came and greeted him saying, “We have been waiting to serve you from the time
that Allah created us and now the time has come for us to serve you,” to which Shah
Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral) had replied, “I am not in need of looking at anything other
than Him. I do not need you, I need Him”. This is how the passing away and the burial of
this great Sheikh has been described. Such was the greatness of the Pir or the Pillar of the
most distinguished Naqshabandi Tariqa. This Tariqa was before his time called “Siddiqiya”.

After Shah Bahauddin Naqshaband (ral), however it came to be known as the
Naqshbandiyya Tariqa.
7TH SHABAN is URS MUBARAK OF Shaykh Abu Sa'eed al-Mubarak Ibn 'Ali Ibn Hassan
al-Baghdadi al-Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho.
PEER O MURSHID OF SARKAR GAUS E AAZAM radiallaho tala anho.

Sultan al-Awliyah, Burhan al-Asfiyah, Qibla-e-Saalika, Waaqif-e-Haqeeqat, Jaami'e Uloom-eMa'rifat, Hadrat Shaykh Abu Saeed al-Mubaarak al-Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho is the
sixteenth Imam and Shaykh of the Silsila Aaliyah Qadiriyah Barakatiyah Ridawiyyah Nooriyah. He
is the Great and Eminent Shaykh (Murshid) of Peeran-e-Peer Dastgeer Hadrat Sayyiduna Gawth al
Aa'zam Shaykh abd al-Qadir al-Jilani Radi Allahu Ta'ala Anhu. He was also appointed as a chief
justice, but he later left his position. He spent all his time in the Zikr of Allah.
BIRTH:
Hadrat Abu Saeed Mubaarak Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho was born in Baghdad Shareef.
NAME:
His blessed name is Mubaarak bin Ali bin Hassan bin Bandaar Al Baghdadi Al Makhzoomi and he
was known as Abu Sa'eed. [Masaalik as-Saalikeen]
PEER-E-TAREEQAT:
He is the mureed and Khalifa of Shaykh Abul Hassan Ali Hakaari Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho. The
Shajra of his Khirqa Mubaarak is as follows :
Hadrat Shaykh Abu Saeed Mubaarak Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho was blessed with the
Khirqa by Hadrat Shaykh Ibrahim Abul Hassan Ali Hakaari Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho, He received
this from Shaykh Abul Farah Tartoosi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho,who received it from Shaykh Abul

Fadhl Abdul Waahid bin Abdul Aziz Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho,who received it from Shaykh Abu
Bakr Shibli Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho. [Maqamaat-e-Dastageeri]
HIS EXCELLENCE:
His spiritual sight was so powerful, that when he embraced anyone, or placed his sight on him,
then he would become so pure, that his heart would divorce itself from the world and everything
in it. He was one of the greatest Imams of Fiqh in his era. He was a muqalid of Imam Ahmed bin
Hambal Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho.
Hadrat Abu Saeed Mubaarak Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho is the founder of Baabul Azj,
the most famous madrassa in Baghdad Shareef. He handed this madrassa over to Hadrat Ghause-Azam Jilaani Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho in his physical life. Huzoor Ghaus-e-Azam Radi ALLAHu
Ta'ala Anho taught at this Madrassa, and his beloved children taught in it after his wisaal.

Hadrat Abu Saeed Mubaarak Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho says,
"Shaykh Abdul Qaadir Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho wore the Khirqa from me and I from him, and
each of us attained blessings from the other."
He was also a great Saahib-e-Karaamat and held a very exalted position in the chain of wilaayat.
The incident relating to how Huzoor Ghaus-e-Azam Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho attained the Khirqa
from his Peer, can be found in the next chapter, which deals with Huzoor Ghaus-e-Azam Radi
ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho.
HIS FORESIGHT:
Hadrat Shaykh Hamaad Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho who is from amongst the Masha'ikh of Huzoor
Ghaus-e-Azam Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho says,

“Once Huzoor Ghaus-e-Azam Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho presented himself in the Darbaar of his
Peer-o-Murshid. He sat with great respect in the court of his Peer. When he woke up and went
outside, His Peer, Hadrat Abu Saeed Mubarak Makhzoomi Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho said, The
foot of this non-Arab is such, that in his era, his foot will be on the shoulders (necks) of all the
Awliyah Allah, and this will occur when he says, This foot of mine is on the shoulders of all the
Awliyah Allah, he will say this, and all the Awliyah will lower their necks.”
HIS KHULAFA:
Many of the predecessors have remained silent concerning the names of his Khulafa, but the one
name that shines out clearly is that of Huzoor Ghaus-e-Azam, Shaykh Muhiyyudeen Abdul Qaadir
Jilaani Radi ALLAHu Ta'ala Anho.
WISAAL:
He passed away on a Monday, the 7th of Shabaan 513 Hijri, in Baghdad Shareef. Some scholars
have also said his wisaal to be on the 4th of Shabaan, 27th Shabaan or 10th Muharram.
MAZAAR SHAREEF:
His Mazaar Shareef is situated in his Madrassa "Baab al-Azj" and is the place of attaining
blessings for the servants of Allah.

-O Allah! For the sake of Abul Farah the harbinger of joy and glad tidings,
and for the sake of Abul Hasan and Abu Sa’eed, substitute for me with beatitude, my sorrows!!

O, GHOUS HELP
Hazrat-e-Bishr Qarazi narrates that I was travelling with a group of traders along with
fourteen camels carrying sugar. We stopped for the night in a dangerous jungle. In the early
hours of the night my four loaded camels disappeared, which were not found even after a
lot of search. The group also departed. The camel driver stayed back with me . In the
morning I suddenly remembered that my Mentor, The King of Baghdad Huzoor Ghous-e-Pak
had told me that whenever you get stuck in any problem then call me (my name), Allah
willing that problem will be solved, hence I requested this way: YA SHAIKH ABDUL QADIR!
MY CAMELS ARE LOST.
All of sudden I saw a saintly man dressed in white clothes on a sand dune towards east,
who was signaling me to come to him. As soon as I along with my camel driver reached
over there the saintly Man disappeared from vision. We were strangely looking here and
there when we suddenly spotted those four lost camels sitting under the sand dune. Then
what happened was that we caught the camels and re-joined the group. When Sayyed-e-na
Shaikh Ab-ul-Hasan Ali Khabbaz was told the incident of the lost camels He said that
Hazrat-e-Shaikh Ab-ul- Qassim has said that I have heard Sayyed-e-na Shaikh Muhi-ud-Din
Abdul Qadir Jilani saying:
"THE ONE WHO CRIES OUT FOR MY HELP DURING SOME PROBLEM, THE PROBLEM GETS
SOLVED, THE ONE WHO CALLS OUT MY NAME IN ANY HARDSHIP, THAT HARDSHIP; GETS
DISMISSED, THE ONE WHO USED ME AS A SOURCE TO ASK ALLAH FOR SOME NEED, IT
WILL BE FUFILLED. THE PERSON WHO PRAYES TWO RAK'AT OF NAFL AND IN EACH RAK'AT
AFTER SURAH FATIHA RECITIES SURAH IKHLAS ELEVEN TIMES, AFTER SAYING SALAAM i.e
AFTER FINISHING THE PRAYER, SENDS DUROOD-O-SALAAM ON THE KING OF MADEENAH
AND THEN WALKS A DISTANCE OF ELEVEN STEPS TOWARDS BAGHDAD SHAREEF AND
CALLS OUT MY NAME AND PRESENTS HIS NEED, ALLAH WILLING, THAT NEED WILL BE
FULFILLED'.
Why should I go from door to door when I have a mentor like You. I received every thing
from you 'O, Ghous-e-Azam Dastgir.
Dear Islamic Brother! It is possible that in someone's mind a thought may arise that we
should only ask Allah for any help and no one else, because when Allah is the One who
helps then why should we ask anyone else for help? The answer to this is that this is the

way he makes an unknown number of people go astray. When Allah has not refrained from
asking for help from someone else then how can someone get the right of saying that don't
ask for help from anyone but Allah. Look in the Holy Quran, where Allah has in various
verses allowed asking for help from someone else, but even though being the Omnipotent in
every way,. He has asked for help from His beings. Therefore it is stated:
Translation: If you will help the religion of Allah, Allah will help you. (Part-26, Sura:
Muhammad)
THE KING OF JINNS
Bushair bin Mahfooz states that once my daughter, Fatima, all of a sudden vanished from
the roof of my house. I got worried and want to the blessed presence of Sayyed-e-na
Ghouse-e-Pak and requested for help. He told me to go to Karkh, and during the night sit in
a deserted place forming a fort (Hisar) around myself. Over there think about em and say:"
Bismillah" During the darkness of night groups of Jinns will pass by you, their faces will be
very strange, do not get scared by looking at them, at the time of sahari the KING OF JINNS
will come to you and will ask you about your requirement. Tell him, "Sheikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani has sent me from Baghdad (my requirement is that) you search my daughter."
Hence, I went to the ruins of KARKH and followed the instructions of Huzoor Ghous-e-Azam.
During the silence of night, horrifying Jinns kept on passing outside my hisar. The faces of
the Jinns were so horrifying that I could not look at them. At the time of sahari, the KING
OF JINNS came on a horse back, there were Jinns surrounding him. He asked my demand
from outside the hisar. I told him that Huzoor Ghous-e-Azam has sent me to you. As soon
as he beard this, he got down the horse and sat on the ground. The other Jinns too sat
outside the hisar.
I narrated the incident of the disappearance of my daughter. He announced amongst all the
Jinns, "Who has taken the girl?" Within moments the Jinns caught a Chinese Jinn and
presented him as the culprit. The King of the Jinns asked him why did you pick the girl up
from the city of the Highest Cadre in Spiritual Pivot (Qutub) of the time? He said, while
shivering, Your Highness! After looking at her I fell in love with her. The King ordered the
Chinese Jinn to be beheaded and returned my wonderful daughter to me. I thanked the
King of the Jinns and said, as Allah will! You are an ardent lover of Sayyed-e-na Ghouse-ePak. He then replied, I SWEAR UPON ALLAH WHEN HUZOOR GHOUS-E-PAK LOOKS
TOWARDS US, ALL THE JINNS START TREMBLING. WHEN ALL NOMINATES AS QUTUB OF
TIME THEN ALL THE JINNS AND HUMANS ARE ORDERED TO FOLLOW HIM. (Bahjaa-tulAsraar)
All the Jinns start trembling (with fear) on hearing your name. Your Have that majestic awe
'O, Ghous-e-Azam Dastgir.
About Gous Pak
Sheikh Abdul Qadir Jelani was a noted Hanbali preacher, Sufi sheikh and the eponymous
founder of the Qadiri Sufi order (selsela). He was born in Ramadan AH 470 (about AD 1077)
in the Persian province of Gilan (Iran) south of the Caspian sea. His contribution and renown
in the sciences of Sufism and Sharia was so immense that he became known as the spiritual
pole of his time, al-Gauth al Azam (the "Supreme Helper" or the "Mightiest Succor"). His
writings were similar to those of al-Ghazali in that they dealt with both the fundamentals of
Islam and the mystical experience of Sufism.

Parents and Early Life
Abdul Qadir Jilani was a Sufi master and Syed (descendant of the Prophet Muhammad) from
both his father and mother. His father Abu Saleh Jangidost, was an illustrious and Godfearing man. Once while engrossed in meditation by the bank of a river he saw an apple
floating down the river. He picked it up and ate it. It struck to him that he ate the apple
without paying for it so he set out in search of the owner, on the bank of the river and at
last reached the owner of the apple orchard "Abdullah Somai" whom he requested to tell
him the price of the apple, Abdullah Somai replied that it was an expensive thing. Syed Abu
Saleh replied that he had not much by way of worldly material but he, could serve him for
compensation. Abdullah Somai then asked him to work for a year in the orchard. In course
of time the duration was extended several times. In the end Abdullah Somai admitted that
he had served him in excess of the price and desired to reward him. Abu Saleh hesitated in
accepting it but when Abdullah Somai persisted, he relented. He said he had a daughter,
blind of eyes, handicapped of hands and feet and wanted to give her in marriage to him. In
this way Abu Saleh was married to Abdullah Somai's daughter, Syeda Fatimah. To his
astonishment found her wondrously beautiful and wholesome. He complained to his fatherin-law that he found her exactly the opposite to what he had described her. Abdullah Somai
insisted on the truthfulness of his statement. She was blind because she had not seen any
Ghair Mehram (a man who could marry her). She was mute because she had not uttered a
word repugnant to the Shariah (Islamic law). She was deaf because she had not heard
anything inconsistent with the Shariah. She was handicapped of hand and feet because she
had never moved in the direction of evil.
Abdul Qadir Jilani's father died soon after and the young orphan was reared up by his
mother and his grandfather, Abdullah Somai.

Adult life
At the age of 18 he went to Baghdad on AH 488 (1095 AD), where he pursued the study of
Hanbalite law under several teachers. His mother sewed 40 gold coins in his quilt so that he
might spend them when needed. The dacoits struck the caravan on the way, and looted all
the travelers of their belongings. They asked him what he had. He replied that he had 40
gold coins. The dacoits took his reply for a joke and took him to their chief, who asked him
the same question and he again replied that he had 40 gold coins. He demanded him to
show, upon whom he tore away, the quilt and produced the gold coins. He was surprised
and asked him why he had given the hidden gold coins when he could have kept them
hidden. Young Abdul Qadir Jilani replied that he was travelling to Baghdad to receive

education and his mother had instructed him to speak the truth. This left a deep effect on
the chief of the dacoits and he gave up looting.
Abdul Qadir received lessons on Islamic Jurisprudence from Abu Said Ali al-Mukharrimi,
Hadith from Abu-Bakra-bin-Muzaffar, and commentary (tafseer) from the renowned
commentator, Abu Muhammad Jafar.
In Sufism, his spiritual instructor was Shaikh Abu'l-Khair Hammad. From him, he received
his basic training, and with his help he set out on the spiritual journey. Abu Shuja' was also
a disciple of Shaikh Hammad, once he said: "Shaikh Abdul Qadir was in the company of
Shaikh Hammad, so he came and sat in front of him, observing the best of good manners,
until he stood up and took his leave. I heard Shaikh Hammad say, as soon as Shaikh Abdul
Qadir had left: 'This non-Arab has a foot that will be raised, when the proper time comes,
and placed upon the necks of the saints of that time. He will surely be commanded to say:
This foot of mine is upon the neck of every saint of Allah. He will surely say it, and the
necks of all the saints of his age will surely be bent at his disposal.'" Hazrat Junayd
Baghdadi (died AD 910), who died about 167 years before the birth of Shaikh Abdul Qadir
Jilani, predicted about him on one occasion, when he was performing meditation & during
that he said: "His foot will be over all Saints' necks." After finishing meditation, his disciples
asked him about his words, he replied: "One Sufi would be born in the future, who would be
greater than all saints." Thus, Shaikh Hammad proved the words of Hazrat Junayd as right.
The historians says that, later Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani also repeated the same words on
many occasion by himself.
Spiritual Lineage, Shajra Mubarik
Prophet Muhammad (SW)
The Caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib
Sheikh Hasan Basri
Sheikh Habib Ajami
Sheikh Dawood Taiee
Sheikh Ma'ruf Karkhi
Sheikh Sari Saqati
Sheikh Junayd al-Baghdadi
Sheikh Abu Bakr Shibli
Sheikh Abdul Aziz al-Tam?m?
Sheikh Abu al-Fadl Abu al-Wahid al-Tam?m?
Sheikh Abu al-Farah Tartusi
Sheikh Abu al-Hasan Hakari
Sheikh Abu Sa'id al-Mubarak Mukharrami
Sheikh Abdul Qadir Jilani

Popular Sufi Sheikh
After completion of education, Hazrat Abdul Qadir Jilani abandoned the city of Baghdad, and
spent twenty-five years as a wanderer in the desert regions of Iraq as a recluse.[2] He was
over fifty years old by the time he returned to Baghdad, in AH 521 (AD 1127), and began to
preach in public. His hearers were profoundly affected by the style and content of his
lectures, and his reputation grew and spread through all sections of society. Not only
Muslims, but also Jews and Christians, not only caliphs and viziers but also farmers,
merchants and traders allegedly altered their lives in response to Abdul Qadir's
perorations.[3] He moved into the school belonging to his old teacher al-Mukharrimii, there
he engaged himself in teaching. Soon he became popular with his pupils. In the morning he
taught hadith and tafseer, and in the afternoon held discourse on mysticism and the virtues
of the Qur'an. The number of students increased so much that the seminary could no more
contain them. He, therefore, decided to extend the premises of the seminary. The students
and the people willingly came forward with their wholehearted contributions. The campus
buildings were ready in AH 528 and thereafter it came to be known as Madarsai-e-Qadriya.

Hazrat Abdul Qadir Jilani was a Non-Arab (ajami), so he wasn't fluent in Arabic and was
having some difficulties because of it. Once The Prophet Muhammad came to him in a

dream, before the time of the midday prayer (Zuhr), and he said to him: "O my dear son,
why do you not speak out?" He replied: "O dear father, I am a Non-Arab man. How can I
speak fluently in the classical Arabic language of Baghdad?" Holy Prophet said: "Just open
your mouth!" He opened his mouth, and The Holy Prophet put his saliva seven times in his
mouth. A few moments later, Hazrat Ali ibn Abi Talib also came & did the same to him six
times. And from that time, Hazrat Abdul Qadir Jilani spoke classical Arabic language with
fluency, his memory increased and he felt some great positive spiritual changes in him.
Once some one asked Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani about Mansur Al-Hallaj, he replied: "His
claim extended too far, so the scissors of the Sacred Law (Shari'a) were empowered to clip
it."
He busied himself for forty years in the service of the Islam from AH 521 to 561. During this
period hundreds embraced Islam because of him and organized several teams to go abroad
for the purpose. He arrived in Indian sub-continent in AD 1128, and stayed at Multan
(Pakistan). He died in AH 561 (AD 1166) at the age of 91 years, and was buried in
Baghdad.

The Gold Frame arround the Holy Grave of Syedna Ghausa Azam inside the Shrine at Bab-ush-Shaikh,
Baghdad, Iraq. The Khalifa Faqir Muhammad Afghani is sitted behind the Holy Grave. He passed away in
probably 1985.

SYED ABDUR REHMAN was a great scholar and his personal Library consists of thirty six
thousand books on various subjects. Of these, about two thousand were manuscripts. The
Present Makteba Qadiria is in fact, the altered name of the personal library of Syed Abdur
Rehman. A copy of the QURAN written in gold was, after his death, presented to the king of
LIBYA, IDRIS SANOSSI by Pir IBRAHIM SAIF-UD-DIN.
This manuscript of the Quran was seven hundred years old. In “Tarikh Ahwarat IRAQIA” by
Abdul Razak Al Hassani, it has been stated that he was well known for his examplary piety
and charity, and as a great Alim who loved books and had acquired abundant knowledge.
He was also a man devoted to prayer and a great Wali of his time. Hazrat Seyidena Ghousul
Azam conferred upon him the Khilafat of his Order in a dream, which was later affirmed by
the Walis of his time. He had million of Murids and devotees.

He was s/o Al-Syed Abdur Rehman Al-Gilani Naqeeb ul ashraaf, born in 1189 A.H. He was a
scholar and also possessed profound religious know-ledge. He led a strict religious life that
was symbolised in his impressive and attractive personality, He was known for his charity,
and devotion to the faith His Murids included Kings, Amirs and Nawabs and many other
prominent people all over the world. He always associated with his father in the political
deliberations of the Country.He himself formed in Baghdad a new political party known as
Hizb-Al-Hurr (Freedom party). The library of Syed Abdur Rehman included a big and
valuable collection of books and thousands of manuscripts. After the death he purchased it

from brothers and placed it at the disposal of the Makteba Qadiria. He was the Mutawalli
and after him, the, management would go to the eldest son in his family
Dargah Shareef of SYEDUL ABDAL HAZRATH SYED SHAH ABDUL LATEEF LAUBALI QUADRI
AL HAMAVI (R.A.) in Kurnool. (State: Andhra pradesh). Hazarath Laubali (Rh) is the direct
descendent of Ghouse Pak of Baghdad.
It is also called as "Second Baghdad"

Chishtiya:
The Chishti Order is a Sufi order within the mystic branches of Islam which was founded in Chisht, a small
town near Herat, about 930 C.E. and continues to this day. The Chishti Order is known for its emphasis
on love, tolerance, and openness.
The order was founded by Abu Ishaq Shami (radi Allah anhu) (“the Syrian”) who belonged to Syria
introduced the ideas Sufism in the town of Chisht, some 95 miles east of Herat in present-day western
Afghanistan. Before returning to Syria Hazrat Shami(radi Allah anhu) initiated, trained and deputized the
son of the local Aamir, Abu Ahmad Abdal (radi Allah anhu) (d. 966). Under the leadership of Abu Ahmad’s
(radi Allah anhu) descendants, the Chishtiya as they are also known, flourished as a regional mystical
order.
The most famous of the Chishti saints is Hazrat Moinuddin Chishti (radi Allah anhu) (popularly known as
Gharib Nawaz meaning 'Benefactor of the Poor') who settled in Ajmer, India. He oversaw the growth of
the order in the 13th century as Islamic religious laws were canonized. Other famous saints of the Chishti
Order are Qutbuddin Bakhtiar Kaki (rehmatullah alaih) , Fariduddin Ganjshakar(rehmatullah alaih),
Nizamuddin Auliya(rehmatullah alaih), Alauddin Ali Ahmed Sabir Kalyari(rehmatullah alaih), Mohammed
Badesha Qadri(rehmatullah alaih), and Ashraf Jahangir Semnani(rehmatullah alaih).
The silsila sabiriiya, Nizamiya and Ashrafiya is the branch of Chistiya Silsila.
Chishti master Hazrat Inayat Khan (rehmatullah alaih) (1882–1927) was the first to bring the Sufi path to
the West, arriving in America in 1910 and later settling near Paris, France. His approach exemplified the
tolerance and openness of the Chishti Order, following a custom began by Hazrat Moinuddin Chishti
(rehmatullah alaih) of initiating and training disciples regardless of religious affiliation and which continued
through Nizamuddin Auliya (rehmatullah alaih) and Shaykh ul-Masha”ikh Kalimullah Jehanabadi
(rehmatullah alaih) (d. 1720). All his teaching was given in English, and 12 volumes of his discourses on
topics related to the spiritual path are still available from American, European, and Indian sources.
Initiates of his form of Sufi practice now number in the several thousands all over the world.
A number of Chishti family members are now living in Pakpattan and Bahawal Nagar, North of Punjab,
Pakistan.
Madariya:
Madariyya is the name of a Sufi order founded by Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar(radi Allah
anhu), He is a prominent sufi saint whose tomb is situated in Makanpur, near Kanpur city in the State of
Uttar Pradesh in INDIA.

He was born in 242 Hijri, and lived for 576 yrs, When Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar(radi
Allah anhu was 14 years of age, he had completed the education and he asked his father Sayed kazi
kidwattuddin ali halbi (radi Allah anhu that he wishes to merge in the Jaffariya chain.
That thought also encouraged him to say before his parents that there are two main tasks to be done in
his life one is towards the almighty Allah and other is towards the parents. Hence he requested them to
let him go into the way of Islam and spread the teachings of Islam amongst others. He was permitted by
his parents for the task with the answer that we free you from our rights and let you in the hands of the
almighty Allah.
Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar was the Khalifa of Sultanul Arifeen Hazrat Bayjid Bustami
(radiAllah anhu) when they met Sultanul Arifeen Hazrat Bayjid Bustami(radiAllah anhu) said that
Badiuddin, I was waiting for you. I used to see a miraculous light here, but now that I had seen you I
believe that the light I had seen is you.
Mureed (Disciple) of Hazrat Sayed Bayazid Bustami Sahib:
Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar (radiAllah anhu) got fame in the region that there is a true
follower of Islam here in the people, and that he is sure a wali of Allah, who is an example into himself.
When this news reached Hazrat Sayed Bayazid Bustami(radiAllah anhu), he invited Hazrat Shah Madar
Sahib(radiAllah anhu) to his place.
In the first meeting he kissed the forehead and eyes of Madar Sahib (radiAllah anhu) and said that in a
dream he saw that The Prophet (may peace be upon him) in one gathering has ordered Bustami
(radiAllah anhu) that very soon you will meet a man whose name will be Ahmad Badiuddin(radiAllah
anhu). So when you meet him you should offer him all the teachings that you have earned, as it is his
authority. So I am ready to do so.
After that Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar(radiAllah anhu) was pledged with the Tayfooriya
chain and was being said as Silsila-e-Tayfooriya. Hazrat Sayed Badiuddin Zinda Shah Madar(radiAllah
anhu) accepted the fellowship of the Bayazid(radiAllah anhu), and he continued the journey towards
Makkah and performed the Hajj. After that he stayed there for some days. One day when he was doing
the Tawa'af of the Kaba shareef when he heard a voice saying that: "Badiuddin, you should leave for
Madina. Hearing this it was the extent of his curiosity and he left immediately towards Madina.
Note: Junaid Baghdadi has said in his sayings about Hazrat Afreen Bayazid Bustami((radiAllah anhu) that
his status in the walies is the most prominent one. Where all the ways towards the followers of the
almighty ends, there starts the beginning of the Bayjid chain.
Hazrat Abu Sayed Al Khair has said that he has seen that the Bayazid is the follower of truth.

Pic's of Hazrat Badiuddine Zinda Shah Madar
( Radiallahu Ta’ala Anhu), Makanpur,U.P

A pleasant sight of old Khanqahi traditions accomplished at
Makanpur
Accession of Sajjada Nashin, Arrival of boat, acts of
religions enthusiasts and seat of Sajjada Nashins.
Makanpur, the enlightened place, is that very habitation
which was purified by the pious feet of Madar Park (May his grave

be hollowed) in 818 A.H. And he made the place Qibla-e-Hajat (who
or what is looked to for the attainment of one’s wants) for Muslims.
It is due to the essence of Shaikh Qutbul Madar’s feet that every
house of this sanctified Basti is a training centre for Muslim and
orbit of faith in their hearts. Who so ever has studied the in clear
history we knows that when ever Indian Sultans and Amirs faced
any problems them they came to this holy tomb. According to a
narrative in Safinatul Aulia, about four centuries ago too, an amount
of five lakh people used to gather at this sacred mausoleum despite
their lack of resource and means. And today too, after so many
centuries, people from all walks of life come to pay holy visit to this
tomb. The beauty of Khanqahi management and its rules and
requlations are an example in its own.
Through Zinda Shah Madar’s Urs begins on 6th Jumada Awwal with
gul poshi on his tomb but a complete Urs celebrations start from 15,
16 and 17 Jumada Awwal. According to an ancient tradition on 16
and 17 Jumada Awwal the actual and hereditary Sajjada Nashins
and Takht Nashins of Zinda Shah Madar’s Khanqah enthrone
themselves on Takht-e-Sajjadagi in the Khanqah. But in modern
times there is a common sorry state of affairs in all the Khanqahs
and religions centers that for mere false fame and money many
illiterate people assume such titles and ranks for which they are not
rightful owner and they do not deserve this at all. In such a
situation it is difficult for the people to identify the true rightful
owner. They have become so greedy that they do not even feel
that they are dishonoring these preligious titles and ranks. They
continuously keep defaming these titles and ranks.
Anyway, I was saying that on the auspicious dates of 16 and 17
Jumada Awwal the actual and here dietary Sajjada Nashins of Zinda
Shah Madar’s Khanqah sits on Takht-e-Sajjadagi and at this time
many rank holders among the Pirzadas of the Khanqah are present
there with their responsibilities. This spectacle is truly amazing. The
customs and traditions of Sajjada Nashins remind the dates in the
presence of Sajjada Nashins remind the Muslims some very special
points which were uttered by the holy tongue of the Prophet about
1400 years ago. It can be understood in this way that when Sajjada
Nashin sits on Takht-e-Sajjadagi, then a boat in brought before him

by the Shaikhs in a splendorous manner. In this pious boat the holy
Quran is kept and this boat is kept close to the seated Sajjada
Nashin in a special way. A multitude of believers is a witness to this
glorious spectacle. By this sacred act many centuries earlier
religious men and perfect valis wished to give a massage to Muslims
that Prophet Mohammad holding the door of Ka’aba Sharif
addressed to his worthy Sahabi and guided that “Undoubtedly the
example of my Ahl-e-Bait (may peace be upon them all) among you
is like the boat of Prophet Nuh who so ever boarded this was saved
and the one who remained was perished”.
Despite this about four months before his death the Prophet (sal lal
laho tala alaihi wasalam) addressing thousands of his Sahaba’s(may
peace be upon them all) at Maidan-e-Arafat had guided that I leave
two things with you, if you would keep holding them you will not be
diverted. Each and every thing of these things is better than the
other things. The first one is the book of Allah “Quran” which is a
long enlightened rope from earth to heaven and second is my
family, my Ahl-e-Bait. These two will never get separated from each
other and even they would come to me at Hauz-e-Kausar. So, you
consider what treatment you keep with them after me.
In the first Hadees the Prophet(sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) has
given example of his Ahl-e-Bait through the boat of the Prophet Nuh
(may peace be upon him) and in second Hadees he was guided
that I one leaving two things with you for your instruction – Quran
and my own family. Thus, in both the two discourses the ProphetMohammad was urged the Muslim to get attached to the holy Quran
and his family. These are two important things to attain Salvatim
and the Prophet was stressed Muslim to be attached with these two
things. In the light of these Ahadees in 812 A.H. Hazrat Sayyedna
Jaw Min Jauti, presenting a clear picture and example of the
essence of words that came from the Prophet’s tongue in the form
of a boat, and keeping a copy of holy Quran in it and presenting it in
the presence of Sayyed Badihuddin Ahmed Qutbul Hader Zinda
Shah, he (Sayyedna Jau Min Janti) tried to convince Muslim. And in
that very manner the boat and the holy Quran was kept close to
Madar Pak for a long period of time.

After the death of Hazrat Qutbul Madar his heir (Janasheen) and
Sajjada Nasheen Hazrat Sayyedna Khwaja Sayyed Abu Mohammad
Arghun Madari (May his grave be hollowed) sat on Takht-eSajjadagi then the Khalifa of Huzur Qutbul Madar, Sayyedna Sayyed
Jamaluddin Jau Man Janti, keeping that boat and the holy Quran in
front of Huzur Sayyedna Khwaja Sayyed Abu Mohammad Arghun
Madari, gave this massage to Muslim that “O! Muslims the plans
personality who is enthroned before you on Takht-e-Sajjadagi is the
descendant of the Prophet Mohammad”, and in the words of the
Prophet an example Hazrat Nuh’s boat. And in this imaginary boat a
holy Quran is kept in front of him. So, today in an example of
Hazrat Nuh’s boat the descendant of the Prophet is present before
you on Takht-e-Sajjadagi. The book of Allah ‘Quran’ is also present
in front of him. Now if you want to attain salvation and instruction
then make no delay to associate yourself with him your success lies
in that you come forward and hold his pious lap and attach yourself
with him so that on the day of Judgment you will not be ashamed in
front of Ahle-mahshar.
It is a different thing if the Muslim are prey to imprudence otherwise
the valis of the Khanqah-e-Madaria have been continuously
proclaiming this with care for about six hundred years. History tells
us when Hazrat Qutbul Madar went for Haj to the socred city of
Hejaz for the last time, on return the brought with him to India
three sons of Hazrat Abdullah, who was among the tenth generation
of this real brother Hazrat Sayyedna Mehmududdin. Among all the
three sons who came with Shaikh the eldest one is Shaikhul
Sheyukh Huzur Sayyedna Khwaja Sayyed Abu Mohammad Arghun
then Hazrat Khwwaja Sayyed Abu Turrab after him Huzur Sayyed
Khwaja Sayyed Abul Hasan Taifur. Hazrat Zinda Shah Madar made
these three noble beings his spiritual sons and even before his
death he tied the Dastar-e-Khilafat on the head of Hazrat Khwaja
Abu Mohammad Arghun who ever the eldest among these three. He
made him Janasheen but his complete Rasm-e-Janasheeni was elect
orated after the death of Hazrat Qutbul Madar. Today too all the
Sayyeds of Makanpur Sharif follow the path shown by Hazrat Qutbul
Madar. And whenever any of the Sayyeds of Makanpur dies then
Dastar-e-Janashini is tied to his eldest Son if he is wise and not

attached to worldly things. This tradition is bestowed by Huzur
Qutbul Madar.
Among all his three spiritual sons his eldest son Hazrat Khwaja
Sayyed Abu Mohammad was made Sajjada Nashin by Qutbul Madar
so, following the footsteps of Hazrat Shaikh Madar Hazrat Arghun
appointed his Janasheen to his eldest son Hazrat Sayyedna Khwaja
Sayyed Abul Faiz Arghun. In this manner after Hazrat Khwaja
Mohammad Arghun the Sajjadagi of Khanqah-e-Hazrat Shah Madar,
Makanpur Sharif was given to Hazrat Sayyed Abul Faiz and Hazrat
Abul Faiz preleasing this here dietary tradition appointed his eldest
son Hazrat Khwaja Fazlullah Arghun Madari as his Janasheen.
Similarly the honour was given to Hazrat Khwaja Sayyedi had
Darbari Arghuni the eledest son of Hazrat Fazlullah. After sayyed
had Darbari his eldest son Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Abdul Rahim, a
great and a very famous personality, sat on Madarian throne. He is
known as a very dignified and famous person of Madari silsila. He is
among the famous personalities of the eleventh country. The elders
of Makanpur relate a narrative about him and even today they say
that in the reign of Sultan Jalaluddin Akbar some people came to
Makanpur from Kasoor and with the help of some rank holders in
the government they forcibly tired to enthrone themselves on
Masnad-e-Madaria. Despite so much persuasion by the elders of
Makanpur and even by showing severely they kept their central over
Khanqah. Those days the actual Sajjada Nashin of Khanqah-e-Zinda
Shah Madar was Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Abdur Rahim Arghuni and
incidently in those days he had gone to a far district for the
propagation of faith when some responsible people of the exalted
family saw this insurrection from Kasoors then they at once sent a
messenger to Hazrat Abdur Rahim he asked about all the
circumstances and situations from the messenger and left for
Makanpur. On reaching Makanpur he first of all paid a visit to the
holy mausaleum of Hazrat Qatbul Madar. Many elders of the family
had surrounded him by the time he finished his visit. They told him
about the rebellion of Kasoors. Though the Kasoors had got an
information about the arrival of herestitary Sajjada Nashin of
Khanqah-e-Madari but they kept sitting in the Khanqah as used.
After wearing all the details Hazrat Abdur Rahim came to these
people. He asked in Madari anger to the head of Kasoors “How do

you get the right to sit on Masnad-e-Sajjadagi in this Khanqah?”.
This person gave the same answer which he had given to other
elders that I am from the generation of Hazrat Sajjad Abul Hasan,
famous as Meethe Madar and Hazrat Shah Madar had fixed Hazrat
Meethe Madar as his real son. Thus, Sajjadagis right of this
Khanqah reaches to me. Hazrat Shah Sayyed Abdur Rahim said if
you are in rightful owner of Sajjadgi Khanqah-e-Meethe Madar
Kasoori. All started trembling on hearing these words from Hazrat
Sayyed Abdur Rahim and they were seeing him with utmost
surprize. Noor-e-vilayat was apparent in his eyes.
He threw these people out along with their head. He himself sat on
the hereditary seat of the exalted Khanqah-e-Madaria. These people
could not tolerate such daring by actual Sajjada Nashin of Sajjedna
Qutbul Madar and taking help of some rank holder in the
government, they presented a case against him in the court of
Sultan Jalaluddin Akbar. Sultan Jalaluddin Akbar at the instigation of
some chiefs, wrote the Sajjadagi of the holy Khanqah of Makanpur
in the name of Kasoors. He sent a royal Farman to the Zinda Shah
Madar. Akbar wrote in this Farman that from today Kasoors are
appointed as Sajjad Nashins of the exalted Khanqah of Makanpur.
And from now on only the off spring of Sayyed Abul Hasan Meethe
Madar Kasoori would be the Sajjada Nashin of Khanqah-e-Madaria
of Makanpur. The Kasoor happily reached Khanqah-e-Madaria again
with the order of Sultan Jalal Uddin Akbar. They presented this
Farman to the real and hereditary Sajjada Nashin of the Khanqah
Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Abdur Rahim Arghuni. Since Hazrat Abdur
Rahim had known about the content of the Farman through an inner
eye. So the moment it was presented to him, he spat over it and
said “against the order of my lord – Sayyedna Madarul Alameen
Hazrat Qatbul Madar Hazrat Sayyed Badihuddin Ahmad Zinda Shah
– I have no regard for Farman of any wordly sovereign. The
moment he spat over this Farman he was chewing beetle leaf so the
whole Farman became red on account of spit.
The Kasoors again reached Akbar’s court taking the royal Faman in
that very condition. They said Alam Panah! That person did not
obey the royal Farman and he even insulted it very badly. After
saying this they presented the Faman to Akbar Shahansha Akbar

was utterly furious at the right of such disgrace of the royal Farman.
He at once ordered his soldiers to assets Hazrat Sayyed Abdur
Rahim and present him in his special court. The Soldiers, obeying
the royal orders, arrested Hazrat Sayyed Abdur Rahim and brought
him to the court. Akbar ordered to put this man to elephants’s cell,
so that they would powder his bones and kill him. Following the
orders the soldiers put him in elephants’s cell. But ever after
passing 24 hours this, Shahzada of Qutbul Madar was seen busy in
worship without being hurt. It was witnessed that all the elephants
were licking the feet of this great person with their trunks. When
Akbar got this news he ordered his soldiers to put him in lion cell.
The soldiers obeyed this order too but as he reached the lions cell,
the lions also did the same as elephants had done.
All the courtiers were seeing this spectacle just then there raised a
roar in the royal palace that queen Joda Bai was an acute stomach
pain. All the experienced and most famous Hakims of Akbar’s court
came and started treatment but the problem kept increasing and in
a little while all the royal palace changed into a mourning place.
Akbar also started feeling giddy. In the mean time a courtier came
to Akbar and holding his hands to said Huzur! all this mishappening
is occurring due to the malediction of that person who is trapped in
the lion cell. That person seems to be a special personality
otherwise what would have these lions and elephants done with
him. So, it is better to release him and you apologize to him. It is a
possibility that by doing this queen Joda Bai would get relief. Akbar
liked words of this man very much and he at once ordered to
release Shaikh from cell. He asked to bring him in his presence with
dignity honor. When Shaikh came to him Akbar was very much
ashamed and he apologized to him and asked Shaikh for blessing
for his wife. Since the Shaikh belonged to the descent of the
Prophet Mohammad (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) he for gave
him. The moment Shaikh forgave Akbar Joda Bai felt relief as
nothing has happened to her. All the courtiers were surprised to see
this amazing scene. Later on, Sultan Jalaluddin Akbar departed the
Shaikh to Makanpur with his special servants presenting many
beautiful gifts to him.

After this real and hereditary Sajjada Nashin of Khanqah-e-Madaria
his eldest son Hazrat Khwaja Saiyyedna Khwaja Sayyed Muhibbullah
Arghuni became heir of Khanqah-e-Madaria. After him this noble
blessing was received by his eldest son Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Abdul
Ghafur Arghuni. After Hazrat Sayyedna Abdul Ghafur Arghuni this
august post was held one after the other by Hazrat Khwaja Abdul
Hakim Arghuni. Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Murad Ali Arghuni, Hazrat
Khwaja Sayyed Ghulam Ali Arghuni, Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Kamil
Darbari Arghuni, Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Hafiz Mohammad Mian
Arghuni, Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Abdul Baqi Arghuni, Hazrat Khwaja
Sayyed Sardar Ali Arghuni and Hazrat Khwaja Sayyed Mohammad
Zafar Habib Arghuni. All the hereditary Sajjada Nashins of the holy
Khanqah-e-Zinda Shah Madar were enthroned on Takht-e-Sajjadagi
on 16 and 17 Jumada Awwal. Centuries after centuries, generations
after generation that sacred boat was kept close to all these
Shaikhs. And this message was being given to the following of the
Prophet that the boat of Hazrat Nuh and the Holy Quran, the rope of
enlightenment and instruction, both are gathered at this place. So,
O! sons of the followers of the prophet there would not be a better
time than this. Do not think anything, consider this a good fortune,
come forward and attach yourself to the personality sitting on the
sacred throne. Praise be to God that in the third decade of fifteen
century Hijri the sagacious, lover of Allah’s messenger, source of
blessing, the chief of Shaikhs Hazrat Sayyedi Abu Zafar Sayyed
Mohammad Mujeebul Baqi Arghuni Madari is enthroned on this
illustrious post. On account of holding this auspicious and exalted
post the honest and God fearing people call him Sajjada-e-A’zam,
Sadr-e-Sajjada Nashin and Takht Nasheen. He is a real and
hereditary Sajjada Nashin of Khanqah Hazrat Qutbul Madar Sayyed
Badihuddin Ahmed Zinda Shah Madar in present times. He is the
head of all the groups of servants, Diwans, lovers and well wishers
of Silsila-e-Madaria. Because of this he is also called Sadrul
Mushaikh and chief of Silsila-e-Madaria. He is representative and
real Janasheen of Sayyedna Sarkar Zinda Shah Madar.
In this age of name and fame people are trying to show off
themselves by using face tittles and ranks with their names but
praise be to God that these sort of thoughts have not affected him.
On 16 and 17 Jumada Awwal he sits on the auspicious throne of the
Khanqah and all the hereditary customs and traditions are

performed in his presence. This spectacle is so illuminating. The
people are stunned to witness them. Iman gets refreshed. The
magnificent feelings of Islam are awakened. The Malangs of all four
groups, acting on his special gestures, take out blasphemy and
aberration from the hearts of the people by performing religious
acts (Shughl Dhamal). They bestow upon the heats of the people
the purity of Islam and Iman. When these picus Malungs get free
with these sacred acts them Sajjada Nashin’s chief read a laud this
quatrain:
“The pitiful peoples world was been dashed the people have
been aware of it May the lamps of Qutbul Madar be lighted Dhamal
has been performed now more straight to chowk.”
After reciting this quatrain that sacred boat is carried to Deewangah
Chowk. Sajjada Nashin accomplishes in his ancestral duties and
tasks in the Sajjadagi Havel.
Later on those who are supposed to have ba’it they are made Murid
and the most special Nisbat (relation) of Madari Silsila is confessed
upon them. Then, the common Langer (food) is distributed among
the people.

HAZRAT SAYYED BADIHUDDIN AHMAD SHAH MADAR:
AN INTRODUCTION
Qutbul Madar(1) is such a shining sun in vilayat that its right has
illuminated the hearts, minds and souls of the Muslims in Asia and
Europe. The rays of this sun have not only enlightened the Indian
subcontinent but also the Khanqahs (Hospices)
andMadrasahs (Schools) of Europe and Africa. The expert historians
and biographers are well aware about the personage and life
ofQutbul Madar Sayyed Badihuddin Zinda Shah Madar (May God be
pleased with him).
It is very difficult for a person to write about all the aspects and
traits of a pious life of five hundred and ninety six years. It would
certainly be a good fortune and happiness for me to include myself
in the list of biographers by writing a brief biography of Shaikh
Madar. To achieve this good fortune and happiness the life-sketch of
Qutbul Madar is being presecuted.
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This is one of the many titles given to Shaikh Madar.

Birth
born on 1st Shawwal 242
the city of Halab (Syria).
Monday and the festival of

:

He was
A.H. in
It was
Eid. The

noble birth had
enlightened the houre of his father Sayyed Ali Halabi. The root for
his date of birth comes with ‘Saheb-e-Alam’ (242 A.H.)
Basharat (Happy Dreams):
before birth
The author of Najmul Huda Qutbul War narrates that when the
moon of the month of Moharram 242 A.H. appeared, then Shaikh’s
mother Bibi Fatima Sania saw in a dream that a sun is rising in her
courtyard and soon all of a sudden it starts shining brightly. It rays

spread to near and far places. His father Qazi Sayyed Ali Halabi
dreams that the Prophet Mohammad has manifested himself and
guiding him in his dream” O Ali soon Allah would bestow you a
noble and obedient son who would be a famous vali of his age and
he would be famed as Badihuddin. On that very night the light of a
Shaikh’s life had entered into the abdomen of Fatima Sania from
Sayyed Ali Halabi.
Karamat (Miracles) at the time of birth:
Shaikh’s mother relates that special blessings were sought at the
time of his birth. The voices of “Allah” were being heard from all
sides. The newborn put his head down in Sajda(prostration) and
thanked Allah just after the birth and he gave testimony
about Kalma-e-Taiyyaba in an eloquent Language.
Shaikh’s Genealogy (Nasab Nama):
He is an Hasani-Husaini Sayyed. From his father’s descent he is
Husaini and from his mother’s side he is a Hasani.
Shaikh’s Genealogy from father’s side:
Sayyed Badihuddin s/o Qazi Sayyed Qudwatuddin Ali Halabi S/o
Sayyed Bahahuddin S/o Sayyed Zaheer-uddin Ahmed S/o Sayyed
Ismaeel Sani S/o Sayyed Mohammad S/o Sayyed Ismaeel S/o
Sayyed Imam Jafar Sadiq S/o Sayyed Imam Mohammad Baqir S/o
Sayyed Imam Zainul Abedin Ali S/o Sayyedus Shohda Imam Husain
Shaheed Karbala S/o Maula-e-Kaihat Sayyed Ali Murtuza
Karamallah Wajahul Karim Wa Rizwanullah Tala Alaihim Ajmaeen.
Shaikh’s Genealogy from mother’s side:
Sayyed Badihuddin Ahmed S/o Sayyeda Fatima Sania-famous as
Bibi Hajra Tabrezia D/o Sayyed Abdullah S/o Sayyed Mohammad
Zahid S/o Sayyed Abu Mohammad Abid S/o Sayyed Saleh
Mohammad S/o Sayyed Abi Yusuf Abdullah S/o Sayyed Abdullah
Umhaz S/o Sayyed Hasan Musna S/o Sayyed Imam Hasan S/o
Maula Ali Haider Karar Raziallahu Tala Anhum Ajmaeen.

Tradition of Bismillah Khwani:
At the time when Shaikh Madar attained the age of four years, four
months and four days his father entrusted him to the renowned
theologian of the time Allama Sadeeduddin Huzaifa Mar’ashi
Shami for education and training. The respected teacher started
education with Bismillah Hirrahman Irrahim and he was a fully
amazed to see his intellect and gifted talent. On seeing his
exceptional abilities the teacher expressed Haza vali Allah, HazaVahi
Allah (This boy is Allah’s vali, He is Allah’s vali). Shaikh Madar
excelled in Quran, Hadees, Commentary Jurisprudence and religious
sciences at a tender age of fourteen years.
The prophet Khizr adorned him with Ilme-Laduni. Among the
sciences of the prophets he learnt about the rare sciences
likeKimiya, Simiya, Rimiya and Heemiya.
Shaikh Madar at the Court of Sultanat Arefin: (Shaikh Bayazid
Bustani):
When Shaikh Qutbul Madar accomplished himself in Ulum-eZahera (The Science of knowing outward qualities) after that he
learnt about Ulum-e-Baten (The Science of knowing inward
qualities). His father permitted him and he gave Khilafat of his
ancestral Silsila Jafaria Husainia to him. One night Shaikh Madar
saw in a dream that pilgrims are gathered at the place of Arafat. He
became very impatient at the sight of this marvelous spectacle and
wished to pay a religious visit to the holy Meccaand Madina. He
restlessly passed whole night and came to seek permission to
visit Mecca and Madina from his father in the morning. He moved on
feet after seeking permission. On the way he was busy at a place in
prayer then an angel gave him a happy news that you are awaited
at Jerusalem. You please be there Shaikh Madar made a move from
this place to Jerusalem,Sultanul Arefin Bayazidi Bustami (May God
be pleased with him) was waiting for him there. The
moment Sultanul Arefin had a look at Shaikh Madar-he kept seeing
him for quite sometime and at last embraced him as a separated
soul was meeting after a long time. Hazrat Bayazid honoured at
Shaikh Madar by doing bait and also bestowed upon him
his Khilafat and Misbats ofTaifurya Jafarya. Shaikh Madar spent a

long time in training withSultanul Arefin and under his guidance he
completed the stages of mysticism with the permission of his
master he left to Mecca and Madina and performed Haj (pilgrimage)
at holy Mecca. He intended to go to Madina after completing duties
of Haj and on reaching the prophet Mohammad’s place he visited
sacred rights and Gumbad-e-Khizra Shaikh Madar was exalted with
these holy visits.
One night Shaikh Madar was busy in prayer close to the tomb of the
Prophet Mohammad. He was the most fortunate that the Prophet
Mohammad manifested himself and bestowed and increased
rewards for him. The Prophet having entrusted him to Hazrat Ali for
further education and training ordered that O Ali take this son of
yours and bring him back to me after adorning him with the
knowledge of devine matters and truths. The Prophet also
commanded the holy spirit of Hazrat Imam Mehdito train this young
one in Spirituality. Obeying the orders the holy spirit of Hazrat
Imam Mehdi started spiritual training and taught him the books
like Samaviya Taurait, Zubur, Injeel andQuran. After making him
the most perfect he presented him to Hazrat Ali and said now this
young has been able to guide. Hazrat Ali accomplished Hazrat
Madar with spiritual training and took him in the presence of the
Prophet Mohammad. The Prophet showered more special blessings
on him and familiarize him with true Islam. The Prophet ordered “O
Badihuddin. How get ready to march and spread Allah’s Kalima in
Hindustan by preaching Islam lighten the hearts of Indian people
with the light of Tauheed and Lighten the lamp with the light
ofWahidat”. Familarize the inhabitants of that country with the
essence of Islam and Iman. I am feeling smell of Iman from
Hindustan.
With the Prophet’s permission and having faith in Allah Shaikh
Badihuddin decided to travel to India without any sufficient goods.
He used to be on fast the whole day and in the evening two breads
were received from Ghaib (invisibility) of which he ate and gave the
other in alms. He came to the shores of Jaddah traveling through in
sacred city of Hejaz and different parts of Arab. He boarded a ship
which was heading towards India.

On board he endeavoured to educate the fellow travelers about
believing in one God and conveyed to them the Kalima-e-Haq
Lallaha Illallah Mohammadur RasulAllah. Since the travelers on
board were infidels, the light of Wahidat could not affect their hearts
and all of them refused to believe in Allah. Sarkar Madar Pak’s heart
was severally pained with this attitude of fellow travelers. Allah
Tala could not see the inflicted heart of his beloved vali and with
Allah’s will and anger there occurred a huge storm in the sea. The
ship drawened in water after being torn into pieces. There appeared
a plank sheikh Madar sat on it and reached Khambat in Gujarat with
the help of Allah.
The Shaikh’s condition had worsened due to appetite and thirst and
his clothes became untidy with the salty water of the sea. He
prayed O Allah do something that I would not feel thirst and
appetite and my clothes would not get dirty. The prayer was
granted by Allah. A practitioner calls Badihiddun please come with
me, you are awaited. The same call was repeated three times. He
looked everywhere but in caller was not seen. The Shaikh addressed
to the proclaimer, O Caller please appear before me”. His eyes
witnessed that a Prophet Khizir had appeared before him. He says
that Badihuddin please come with me to the land of Khambat. That
place is still famous asChillahigah of the Prophet
Khizr and Chillahgah of the Prophet Khizr and Chillahgah of Sayyed
Bachihuddin Shah Madar.
Shaikh Madar moved to a specific place with the Prophet Khizr. He
sees that specific place with the Prophet Khizr. He sees that
adjacent to the sea there is a canal. He went down the canal and on
crossing it reached to a beautiful garden. There was a magnificent
palace in the garden and in the courtyard of the palace in a
lightening and studded throne was spread on which the Prophet
Mohammad was sitting. The Shaikh was presented in the service of
the Prophet Mohammad and in the presence of his noble ancestors
the Shaikh was receiving Mohammadia andAhmadia rewards. He
was being bestowed special degrees and posts. The Prophet
Mohammad clothed him a dress with his own holy hands and fed
him nine mouthful of meals from the kingdom of heavan.

Hazrat Ghulam Ali Farooqi Naq Shbawdi Mujadadi Dehlavi writes
in Darul Ma’rif that after this Shaikh Madar obtained Maqam-eSamadiyat (Eternal Position). From now on he neither felt thirst nor
appetite and the same dress was enough for him for the whole of
his life. Neither it got dirty nor it got old. The Prophet Mohammad
performed Masah on his face with his own hands and now his face
became so illuminating that it was not possible for a person to
confront him. The one who see him remembers Allah and falls down
faintly in Sajda That is why Shaikh Madar used to veil his face.
Hazrat Shaikh Abdul Haque Mohaddes Dehlavi narrates inAkhbarul
Akhyar Fi Asrarul Abrar that whosoever looked at the beauty of his
face fell down in Sajda and why such a thing should not happen as
it is very famous that Vahi is the one to whome a person sees and
remembers Allah after seeing him. It is related by Hazrat Sahabia
Asma daughter of Yazid in the famous book on hadees Ibu
Maja and Tibrani that the Prophet Mohammad said should I not tell
you about those who are the best amongst you? Who are they? The
companions requested “O Allah’s messenger do tell us”, then the
Prophet said the best away you are those to whom you see and
remember Allah. The Prophet told a complete commentary of this
holy Hadees to Shaikh Madar. His auspicious into a shining star. He
put his forehead down into Sajda to thank in Prophet and as he took
his head back from Sajda, he found himself alone there. Either it
was Arsh (the throne of God) on which the Prophet had manifested
himself a little while ago or they were the presents which were
being to him by the Prophet. Now the highest positions and dignitcs
had been bestowed upon him and preaching of Islam was made
compulsory for him.

Biography Of Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazl-E-Rehman (reh) in English:
Owais-E-Dauran, Gaus-E-Zamaan, Qutub-Ul-Waqt,Imam-E-Mujaddine Hazrat Maulana Shah
Fazl-e-Rehman Gunjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) Was not only a great Islamic scholar
but one of the greatest Auliya Allah of his time .He was a wali by birth. He was born on 1st
Ramzan Mubarak 1208 Hijri and died on 21st Rabi ul awwal 1313 Hijri. He use to not drink
milk until it was magrib for the whole month of ramzan mubarak. He was so much involved
in the love of Allah and our Holy Prophet (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) and in the
same way our Holy Prophet (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) & His Family (Ahle
Bayat)use to love him .When ever he wanted he had the didar(vision) of holy Prophet (Salla
Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam). He had spend his whole life teaching the qalities of Islam,
Sunnah, Love and Humanity. He dedicated his whole life for the welfare of mankind. He had
the khilafat from Qadri, Chisti, Nakshbandi and Soharwardi Silsila. He also shares the blood
realtion with all this 4 silsila including silsila-e-arabiya. He also took the knowledge of silsilae-madariya from his pir sahab but his main intrest was in silsila-e-naqsbandiya. Many time
he was blessed with the vision of Panjatan Pak(alaih salam), Shaba-E-Karam(radiallahu
anhu), Gaus-e- Pak (radiallahu anhu) he use to call him Nana jan, Mujadid Alif
Sani(rahmatullah alaih) and many great personalities.

Owais-E-Dauran, Gaus-E-Zamaan, Qutub-Ul-Waqt, Imam-ul-Mujadidine Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih)

ALLAH tala nay ye sari kayenaat ko banaya to sirf aur sirf apne mehboob Hazrat Mohammad
Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ka martaba logo ko batane kay liye ki mera
mehboob mere liye kya hai. Warna ALLAH ko koi zaroorat nahi thi hum jaise gunah garoon
ki, Na to wo hamari ibadat ka mauhtaj hai na hamari kisi cheez ka, balki hum uskay har

tarah se mauhtaj hai. Is Duniya-E-Fani ko sajane kay baad usne har waqt hum ko gumrahi
say bachane kay liye nabiyon ko bheja jo hamay rahey haq ki dawat detey rahey aur sidhi
rah dikhate rahey, Kafi arsa isi tarah guzarta raha aur ek waqt aya ki sarey nabiyon kay
sardar ka ana hua jin ka nam hi isme azam hai aur har marz ke dawa hai mere aur hum
sab ke pur noor jinke liye sari tariff choti hai Hazrat Mohammad Mustufa (Salla Allahu ta'ala
'alayhi wa Sallam) is duniya main jalwagar huey.
Aap Deen-E-Islam apne sath laye aur puri insaniyat ko anmol tohfa diya Jis say insaniyat
aaj tak is deen ki rehmat se sarabor ho rahi hai aur qayamat tak hoti rahegey. Ye who deen
hai jo ALLAH ko khud sabsey zyada pasand hai. Hamare pyare nabi (Salla Allahu ta'ala
'alayhi wa Sallam) kay baad to nabuwat ka silsila ruk gaya, unke baad Sahaba-E-Karam,
Tabaen aur Tabetabaen nay Deen-E-Islam pehlaya aur akhir main Aulia-E- Karam ka silsila
shuru hua jo Imam-ul-Aulia Hazrat Maula Ali Muskil Khusha(radhi Allah ta'ala anhu) kay
daste-e-bayyat se aagey bhada. ALLAH nay apne Mehboob(Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa
Sallam) kay baad in Aulia-E-Karam say kaam liya jo Deen-E-Islam ko duniya kay har ek
konay may phailane ka kaam karte rahey aur hum gunha garoon ko ALLAH aur uskay
Mehboob Hazrat Mohammad (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ki pyari sunnato par
kaise amal kiya jaye aur sirate mustakim par kaisa chalna hai is ka tarika sikhatey rahey
aye hai.
Aaj mai ap logo ko aise hi baa kamaal buzurg Owais-E-Dauran, Gaus-E-Zamaan, QutubUl-Waqt, Imam-ul-Mujadidine Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi
(rahmatullah alaih) kay baray main batane wala hun jinki puri zindagi logo ko rahe haq
aur ishq-e-Mohammadi (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ki talim detay huay guzari hai.
In Buzurg kay baray main jo bhi likha jaye kum hai. Ye wo buzurgi rakhne waley buzurg hai
ki jinka taskara arsh se farsh tak har jagah hota hai.
Inki Buzurgi aur ishq ka ye aalam tha ki jab chahtey Hazrat Mohammad Mustafa (Salla
Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ka didaar karlete. Hazrat Waris Ali Shah(rehmatullah
alaih) Jinke Mazar Sharif Barabanki Main hai wo to ye farmate hai ki Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) wo buzurg hasti
hai ki jin hone nay kabhi Hazrat Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa
Sallam) ko bina puchey mureed hi nahi banya(subhanALLAH). Ab aap log khud
andaza laga saktey hai ki kya martab hoga Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) ka . Aulia ALLAH apni sari zindagi nikal dete hai bus ek
baar didar-e-mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) kay liye aur Hazrat Maulana
Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ka martaba to dekhiye ki jab
chahtey Hazrat Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ka didar karliya
karte thay aur jisko chahte Hazrat Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa
Sallam) ki bargah main khada karkey didar kara dete(SubhanALLAH).

Introduction:

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay farmya ki darse
nizami wa fiqah wa usool wa kalam waghaira ki takmil hamney bahrul ullom Maulana
Mohammed Noor Sahab Firangi Mahal say ki unkay walid Maulana Mohammed
sahab(rahmatullah alaih) nay jane kya dekha ki masnad par humko bithate apni
khushi se bakamal e shafkat puri baizavi phir hidaya mukamal padaye. Tafseer
fiqah ka hum kabhi ded juz aur kabhi do juz padhtey ye khuda ki dain thi ki humko
un musanifane kutub se faiz ata yahan tak ki "Yusuf Jhuleka" padhtey waqt Hazrat
Yusuf(alalih salaam) se faiz aya karta.
Huzoor ala(rahmatullah alaih) nay farmaya ki pehli baar 1221 hijri main delhi apne murshid
Imam-Ul-Auliya Hazrat Khwaja-E-Afaq sahab (rehmatullah alaih) ki khidmat main mureed
hone gaye baad bayat khwaish usool-e-hadees sharif bataye, murshid sahab nay duain
dekar ijaazat bakshi, awwal roz Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) ki khidmat
main padhney kay liye gaye to aap nay aam talba ki tarha tawajo rakhi baad dars us shab
ko hum bhookey pade rahey, magar usi shab ko Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi(rahmatullah
alaih) sahab nay pata nahi kya dekha ki subha tadke ek admi humko bulane ko bheja
magar hum baad magrib ijaazat murshid lekar gaye, Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz
Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) bakamaal shafkat pesh aye ye hidayat ki aaj se shyam
ka khana hamre sath hi khaya karo, phir hum isha baad se tahajud ke waqt tak
padha yahi waqt dars-e-hadees hogaya. Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz
Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) sahab apne damad Hazrat Sayed Zahirudine
Shaheed(rahmatullah alaih) ke siwa aur kisi ko sharikh dars nahi kartey. Bhukhari
Sharif 18 juz(part) ek waqt main padhkar hamne khatam ki apne bohat duain di.
Hazrat Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ye bhi farmatay hai ki jo kitabain log 2
baras main khatam kartay wo hum sirf 15 din main khatam kar letay, Bukhari
Sharif hum nay 15 din main puri karli thi.

Taalim Wa Tarbeeyat:

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay farmaya
ki ek din Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) say unkay damad nay kaha ki
isha say tahajud tak Maulvi Fazle Rehma ko padhane kay bajaye koi aur waqt mukarar

kardain. Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi (rahmatullah alaih) nay farmaya ki sabse
ahleda (alag) Maulvi Fazle Rehma ko padhane ka raaz hai ki wo tawajohatey
Risalat (sal-lal-laho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) say padhtey hai, unko barabar Huzoori
Risalat (sal-lal-laho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) rehne kay sabab main bhi ye mehboob
rakhta hun ki meri bhi raatain Hadees Quran Khani say Huzoor Risalat (sal-lallaho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) main guzarey, fakat tumko isi sadat yabi kay liye bithata
hun, halaki tum kabhi kabhi shirkat karte ho warna main to chata hun ki tum
Maulvi Fazle rehma say ilm hasil karo unko bafaiz Mustuafai (sal-lal-laho-talaalaihi-wasalm) Ullom ata ho rahey hai.
Sab kuch Rasool-E-Khuda(sal-lal-laho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) say Fazle Rehma puch
lete hai aur paa lete hai, warna is tarah raat bhar kaun pada karta hai aur kaun
pad sakta hai.(SubhanAllah) kya martaba hai mere sarkar apka.
Ye haqikat hai jisnay Hazrat Maulana Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rehmatullah alaih) ko
nahi dekha ho wo unke badey sahab zadey Hazrat Maulana Ahmed Miyan Sahab
(rehmatullah alaih) ko dekh lay, ye dono Hazrat Lazim wa Mazlum wa Sahi Nisbat ke dulha
Wilyat ahsan kay tajdaar hai. Aap murshid-e-dauran Maulna Fazle Rehma(rehmatullah
alaih) aur Ahmed Miyan Sahab (rehmatullah alaih) ko Owais- E- Dauran, Gaus- E - Zaman,
waghayra jo bhi apki aqeedat wa basirat faisla karey keh lijiye, lekin asliyat ye hai ki iske
bawajood aap ke tasali nahi ho pati jab aap ye sunte hai ki Bahru-ll-Uloom Maulana
Abdul Haye Firangi Mehali, Maulana Jaan Ali Saheban Mohadis Bihari, Muhajir
Makki Mukarama, Maulana Suleman Sahab Phulwari wagehra (rehmatullah alaih)
aksar wa peshtar ka yeh kehna tha ki "Jisne Nisbat Mohammadi(sal-lal-laho-talaalaihi-wasalm) aur Shaan -E- Sahaba Karam (radiallahutala anhu) na dekhi ho to
woh Hazrat Maulana Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rehmatullah alaih) aur Hazrat
Maulana Ahmed Miyan Sahab (rehmatullah alaih) ko dekhle.

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) Hazrat Shah
Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) kay mureed aur janasheen khalifa thay. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ka khooni aur roohani
rishta in charo badey silsilo sey hay Qadriya, Chistiya, Naqshbandiya, Shorwardiya aur aap
in hi silsilo main logo ko bayat bhi karte thay. Aap kay Pir Sahab nay apko Silsila-EMadariya ki talim bhi di thi, Par apne silsila Naqshabandiya ko sabse zyada pasand kiya.

Hazrat Shah Mohammad Afaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) 1160 hijri mai paida hui they. Aap
Hazrat Khwaja Ziaullah Shah(rahmatullah alaih) sey murred huay aur baad mai unhi se
khilafat hasil hui. Hazrat Khwaja Ziaullah Shah(rahmatullah alaih) kay parde kay baad aap
Hazrat Mir Dard(rahmatullah alaih) jo khalifa thay Hazrat Mohammad Nasir
Andalib(rahmatullah alaih) kay aur unkey hi betay thay aage ki taalim aap ne inhi se li.
ALLAH tala ne Hazrat Shah Mohammad Afaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) ko kubule aam
farmaya tha aur unko Shehar-E-Aafaq bana diya tha. Delhi say Kabul tak logo ne Hazrat
Shah Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) se faiz uthaya khud Hazrat Shah
Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) Kabul tashrif le gaye aur Zama Shah Shah-EAfghanistan ko mureed banaya.

Introduction Of His Pir Sahab :

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) farmate
hai ki hamrey Pir Hazrat Shah Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) 10,000
martaba durood sharif aur 50,000 martaba kalmaye tayab roz padtey thay. Aur 10
se 12 kuran sharif tahajud main padhne ka mamul tha. Aur 10 Quran Sharif kay
parey itne der me padtey ki logo ko lagta ki ek para hi padha hoga. Aur 5 times
salato tasbhi padhte. Hazrat Shah Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih)
bahut narm dil aur mohabbati thay.
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) farmate
hai ki un kay Pir Hazrat Shah Mohammad Aafaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) sari
baatien sunnat ke mutabik hi kartey thay. Hazrat Shah Ghulam Ali dhelvi
(rahmatullah alaih) jo Hazrat Mirza Mazhar Janejana(rehmatullah alaih) ke
mureed aur khalifa hai aur naqshbandiya silsile ke kafi bade buzurg hai, aksar
apne mureedon ko talim kay baad Hazrat Shah Mohammad Afaq
Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) kay paas talimat kay liye bheja karte thay.
7th moharam 1251 Hijri ko Hazrat Shah Mohammad Afaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) ka is
duniya-e-fani se parda hua. Aap ki mazar sharif Delhi main Pulbangash metro station
Roshan Aara Road ke pass hai Punjab & Sindh Bank se thoda agey Jaidka Handloom House
Kay Samane, Bedi & Company ke bagal main ek hara paid(tree) hai mazar ke samney.
Hakikat mai ye jagah par rehmat wo noor ki barish dikhti hai aur zahir mai ek aam jagah se
lagti hai. Agar address dhundney main taklif ho rahi ho to mujhey call karey
9768020282(mumbai)/7503040282(delhi) (mazhar rehmani).
Hazrat Shah Mohammad Afaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) apne waqt kay bohat buland
martabe wali shaksiyat thi aur bohat paye ka wali thay, jab Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) inke pass bayat hone kay liye aye to inhey
pehley say pata chal gaya tha ki aanay wali zaat kaun hai aur kis bulandi par fayaz hai, aap
ne apne khulfa wa mureedon ko Hazrat Fazle Rehma Gajmuradabadi (rahmatullah
alaih) ka khair makhdam karne kay liye dur tak rawana farmatey huye kaha ki
mere pass ek aise hasti arahi hai jiski mureedi mere liye baaise fakr hogi, Aisi
shaksiyat ka zahoor kaey sadiyon kay baad hua karta hai, Hazrat Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) hazir bargahe karam huye to Hazrat Afaq
Sahab (rahmatullah alaih) ne aagey badhkar sinay say laga liya aur phir kaun keh
sakta hai ki andaze mohabbet main kya kuch nahi ata kardiya, yahi nahi balki
bayat karne kay baad apne ghar layjakar apni sehzadi saheba aur damad Hazrat
Maulana Shah Abdul Gani Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) say farmaya ki Maulvi Fazle
Rehma ko nazr pesh karo ye wo hai jinko hasil karne ki koshish bohat se Buzurgon
nay ki par ALLAH nay ye khaas karam hum par farmaya. Inka hamainy bohat
intezar tha aur tamam alam inke daryae faiz wa rehmaton nemat se sayrab hoga.

Hazrat Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ne ek arsa apne pir ki khidmat
main guzara aur unsey faiz hasil kartey rahey aur fuyuz bataini aur barkate roohani se qalb
aur rooh ko munawar kartey rahey, phir kuch waqt baad khilafat ka taaj hasil kiya aur phir
apne pir sahab ke hukum se watan wapas akar hidayat ka kaam anjam diya.

Bayat Wa Khilafat:

Walid ki taraf say Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih)
31st Pusht (generation) main Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddique(radhi Allah ta'ala anhu) say jakey
miltey hai. Aur walda ke taraf say apka rishta Hassani wa Hussani Sayed hai. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) kay walid ka naam
Makhdoom Ahlullah Miya (rahmatullah alaih) hai aap ka nikah Mohtarama Basirat bibi
Sahiba se hua, Jo Hazrat Rehmat-ullah shah (rahmatullahalaih) ki beti hai. Hazrat Rehmatullah shah(rahmatullah alaih) dadhiyali taur se aulad-e-khas Hazrat Makhdoom Sayed
Alauddin Sahab Sandhelvi (rahmatullah alaih) se hai. Makhdoom Sayed Alauddin Sahab
Sandhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) ka nasbi taluk Hazrat Sayed Nasiruddin Chiragh Dhelvi
(rahmatullah alaih) aur Hazrat Sayed Shahbhuddine Soharwardi (rahmatullah alaih) wa
aulad Khwaja-E- Khwajgan Hazrat Sayed Bahauddin Naqshbandi (rahmatullah alaih) say
hain.
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) Mallawan Sharif Kay
Rehne Wale thay, aap ki paydayish bhi Mallawan Sharif main hui thi. Mallawan district
unnao (U.P) main ek kasba hai jahan par Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Gajmuradbadi(rahmatullah alaih) kay dada Huzoor Hazrat Makhdoom Misbah Piya urf
Maggan miya(rahmatullah alaih) ki mazar-e-akdas hai.
Hazrat Makhdoom Misbah Piya(rahmatullah alaih) ki mazar sharif ka link ye hai
please nichye click karain :
aulia-e-hind.com/dargah/MallwanShariff

Khandan-E-Fazl-E-Rehmani (reh) :

Hazrat Makhdoom Misbah Piya(rahmatullah alaih) ki paidayish 810 Hijri main hui thi, aap
Panipat main paida huey thay ibtedaye shabab main ap multan jakar shaikh-ul-islam Hazrat
Bahauddine Zakariya Multani(rahmatullah alaih) ki khanqa main rehkar Maulana Mohammed
Hussain(rahmatullah alaih) se uloom dars sikha aur haj se musharaf huey. Kuch waqt kay
baad aap nay talsh-e-murshid shuru ki aur is silsila main mashriq ka rukh kiya aur
Lucknow main Maulana Aazam Saani (rahmatullah alaih) aur Hazrat Shah Mina
Shah (rahmatullah alaih) ki sohbat main kuch waqt guzara phir awadh main
Shaikh Ahmed Sarthi(rahmatullah alaih) ki khidmat main manzile sullok teh kiya
aur silsila chistiya main bayat li, iske baad aap kay shaikh ki ijazat say hi Hazrat
Shaikh Jalaludine Gujrati(rahmatullah alaih) jo Pandva, Bengal main thay unki
khidmat main pahunche aur unsay aagay ka sabak hasil kiya aur ek roshan
zammer wali Allah bangaye aur kuch din baad khilafat se sarfaraz huey.
Hazrat Jalaluddine Gujrati(rahmatullah alaih) ne unko "Mishbahul Ashquine" ka laqab
diya, Kuch waqt kay baad Hazrat Jalaludine Gujrati(rahmatullah alaih) apne har mureed ko
Misbah Piya(rahmatullah alaih) kay supurd farmatey aur unke hath Kharqe Khilafat ata
farmatey.
Apne Murshid Sahab kay pardey kay baad aap nay Pandava Chod diya aur Bihar main kuch
waqt rahey wahan logn ko mureed kiya us ke bad apne murshid Sahab ne hayati main jo
hukum diya tha us par amal kartey huey magrib ki taraf rookh kiya aur 881 Hijri main
Mallwan Sharif tashrif laye, Yahan apne deen-e-islam failaya aur kafi log ko iman ki dolat se

nawaza aur gumrahi se rahe haq ki taraf mod diya. Apka parda 939 hijri 1 rajab ko hua tha
tab apki umar akdas 123 saal thi.

Hazrat Makhdoom Misbah Piya(rahmatullah alaih) kay barey main ye kaha jata hai
ki ye ishq-e-nabi(sal-lal-laho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) main aisey dubey huey thay ki in
ki surat(face) mubarak puri tarah hum sab ke pyare Huzoor(sal-lal-laho-talaalaihi-wasalam) say milti thi, is wajah se kafi Aulia Allah aap ki ziyarat kay liye
aatay thay, aur aap kay jalal ki kya baat, aap jis darakht(tree) ko dekh lete thay
wo sookh jaya karta tha "Allah ho Akbar". Is par aap ALLAH say kehte is me mera
koi kasoor nahi hai ye bhi teri diey hui sift hai.
Ek baar ek jalsay main Hazrat Shah Maulana Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rehmatullah-alaih) nay farmaya ki hamaray jad day amjad Hazrat
Makhdoom Misbah Piya (rehmatullah-alaih) chisty thay par khilaf-e-shara sama
wagaira na suntay thay, Hazrat Khwaja Banda Nawaz Gesu Daraz (rehmatullahalaih) khalifa Hazrat Chiragh Dhelvi (rehmatullah-alaih) say apka silsila hai. Phir
Hazrat makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) ki yeh karamat bayan ki. Ek din
Hazrat makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) darwazay pay baithay thay door say
hinduo ki baraat gana gati bajati aanikli, Hazrat makhdoom sahab (rehmatullahalaih) kay khalifa Hazrat shah wajhiudin sahab (rehmatullah alaih) nay mana kiya
ki Hazrat makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) chukhi darwazay pay tashrif farma
hai is liye khamoshi wa adab say guzar jaye lekin baratiyo nay na mani to Hazrat
makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) nay palak(nazar) utha kar in logo ki taraf
dekha to sab ki sab aakar musalaman ho gaye aur mureed bhi ho gaye. Phir irshad
farmaya ki sab ki haqiqi barat ho gaye. Is par Hazat Ahmad Miya
sahab(rehmatualh alaih) nay farmaya ki ek martaba makaan banany kay liye ek
shayteer(mota lamba lakda) aya to wo itefaq say chota pad gaya Hazrat
makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) nay farmaya tum darakht(tree) main to
badhtay ho to yahan bhi bhad jao ab jo lakda rakha gaya to bilkul thik tha. Hazrat
Shah Maulana Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rehmatullah-alaih) nay is karamat ki
tasdik farmaye.
Jab Hazrat makhdoom sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) shuru main mallawan tashrif
laye to apka mukabla badsha e jinnat shah sikandar say hua bil aakhir shah
sikandar muti(farma bardar) hokar mureed ho gaya aur aisi atat ki, ki aaj tak urs
sharif main pehlay shah sikandar sahab ka fatiha ho leta hai baad main makhdoom
sahab ka fatiha hota hai. Makhdoom sahab ki masjid kay konay may makaan kay
goshay main lakhori eton(briks) ka khamba baki hai yahi shah sikandar ki kayam
gah aur ab aaram gah bhi hai. Is hissay ka bahar Hazrat Makhdoom Hafiz Shah
Abdur Rahim Sahab (rehmatullah-alaih) aur Ahlulaah Miya Sahab(rehmatullahalaih) jo Hazrat Shah Maulana Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rehmatullah-alahi)
kay walid sahab hai un ki mazar shairf kayam farma hai.
Hazrat Shah Maulana Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rehmatullah-alaih) ki 3 shadi hui thi
pehli Mallawan sharif main unsey apko do sahab zadey huey awwal Shah Abdur Rehman
Sahab(rehmatullah-alaih) dusrey Shah Abdur Rahim Sahab(rehmatullah-alaih) huey. Awwal
sahab zadey ki aulad kamsini main faut hogaye. Dosre betey ki 2 ladke huey awwal Shah
Tabarak Hussain(rehmatullah-alaih) dusrey Shah Hameed Hussain(rehmatullah-alahi) phir
ek dukhtar huey, kuch roz baad apki pehli biwi ka parda hogaya. Isi bich aap ko mallawan
ke log bohat pareshan karne lage din ba din taklif badhne lagi, phir aap sunnat-e-rasool(sallal-laho-tala-alaihi-wasalm) ada karte nazar aye aur hijrat karte huye ap Gunjmuradabad

Sharif tashreef laey aur yahin sakunat ikhtiyar ki yahin aap ne dusri shadi ki jis se Silsila-EFazle Rehmani agey badha.
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ki dusri biwi se 2
sahab zade hue Pehley Ka Naam Hazrat Maulana Shah Ahmed Miyan Sahab (rahmatullah
alaih) jin say Silsila-E-Rehmani Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi
(rahmatullah alaih) kay pardey kay baad aagey bhada, aur dusre beta ka naam saidu baba
tha jo ki paydayshi mazoob thay, aur ek ladki huey jinka naam Shafkat Bibi tha. Hazrat
Ahmed Miyan Sahab(rehmatullah alaih) kay 2 betay huey Hazrat Maulana Shah
Rehmatuallah miyan Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) jo ki apne waqt ke Abdaal guzre hai aur jo ki
gaddi nasheen bhi thay, Hazrat Ahmed Miyan Sahab (rehmatullah alaih) kay dusre betay
Hazrat Maulana Shah Nematuallah Miyan Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) jo itne sakhi thay ki
agar raste main koi bina kapde dikhaye deta to apna kapda Utar kar usay day dete thay.
Hazrat Rehamatuallah Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) ki aulad bachpan main hi parda kargaye
thi. Hazrat Nematuallah Miyan Sahab (rahmatullah alaih) ki 2 shadi hui pehli biwi se Hazrat
Maulan Shah Afzalur Rehman urf Bhole Miyan(rahmatullah alaih) jo ki mere peer sahab bhi
hai, aur dusrey Hazrat Maulana Shah Mohammad Miyan sahib (rahmatullah alaih) jo ki mere
nana hazrat hai.
Aur dusri biwi se Hazrat Afaq Sahab(rahmatullah alaih), Hazrat Fazlu Miyan, Hazrat Rafiq
Miyan(rahmatullah alaih). Hazrat Shah Afzalur Rehman urf Bhole Miyan(rahmatullah alaih),
aur Hazrat Shah Mohammad Miyan (rahmatullah alaih) ko baad main Hazrat Shah
Rehmatuallah Miyan Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) nay god lay liya, aur Hazrat Shah Afzalur
Rehman urf Bhole Miyan(rahmatullah alaih) aur Hazrat Shah Mohammad Miyan
Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) ko sari talimat zaheri wa bateeni dilane ke baad apna janasheen
banaya aur silsile Fazl-E-Rehmani ko aagay badhane ki zimmedari in ke khandon par dal di
aur Hazrat Shah Afzalur Rehman(rahmatullah alaih) ko gadi nashien banaya. Hazrat Shah
Afzalur Rehman urf Bhole Miyan(rahmatullah alaih) ne bhi ye zimedaari bakhubi nibhai aur
silsile Fazl-E-Rehmani ko duniya ke har ek kone main phailaya, un ki buzurgi ka bhi kya
kehna tha unka jina hi tha ishq Fazl-E-Rehma, Raza-E-Sarware Kaunain(sal-lal-laho-talaalaihi-wasalm) aur ALLAH kay liye. In hone ne apni zindagi main bahut say karishme
dikhaye hai, jinhe bayan karne ke liye ek alag bab likhna hoga. Hazrat Mohammad Miyan
Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) bhi bohat ba kamala buzurg guzre hai in ki sari raat ibadat aur
riyazat main guzarti thi, ek baar aap ne apne ek mureed ko jo Madina aur Makkah sharif ko
dekhney ka kwahish mandh tha par maali halat thik na hone ki wajah se nahi ja pa raha tha
usko Kaba Sharif aur Madina Sharif apne hath mubarak main dikha diya tha, in hone ne bhi
silsile Fazl-E-Rehmani ko khub phailaya.

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi(reh) Makhdoom
Sahab(reh) ki 9th pusht (generation) main ate hai.

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) par ALLAH kay
Habib(sal lal laho tala alahi wasalam) ka kuch khaas hi karam hai ye unki hi dua hai ke aaj
jahan bohat say khankaon kay khadani cheragh bhujte nazar arahey hai wahi khandan-efazl-e-rehmani ki cheragh jagmaga rahe hai aur InshAllah qayamat tak jagmagate rahey
gay aur logon ko rahe haq ki dawat detain rahenge aur unke gunahon se nijat dilate
rahenge.

Waise to is khandan ka har bachha noori hai bus us ko Ishq-E-ILahi ki aag main apne aap
ko ek baar dal dena hai aur ba fazl-e- Habib(sal-lal-laho-tala-alahi-wasalam) kay sadke
nooraniyat ka jama pehan kar nikalna hai. Jis Jis ne aisa kiya aur fanaiyat ki taraf rukh kiya
who faiz pata gaya aur Faizan-E-Fazl-E-Rehmani ki sarparsti main najat patagaya aur dosro
kay liye bhi najaat ka zariya banta chala gaya. Ye khas dua ki thi Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazl

Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rehmatullah alaih) nay apne parde ke waqt aur ALLAH nay isko
kabul bhi kiya.

Shijra Khandan-e-Nasab :
Hazrat Sayyedina Abu Bakr Siddiqui(radiallahutala anhu),
Hazrat Imam Mohammed, Hazrat Sayeedina Imam Qasim,
Hazrat Abdullah,
Hazrat Shaikh Mohammed Hadis,
Hazrat Shaikh Mohammed Sabit,
Hazrat Shaikh Fakhrool Islam,
Hazrat Shaikh Abdullah Rumi,
Hazrat Shah Ahmed Kala,
Hazrat Shah Mohammed Joun,
Hazrat Shah Fakhiudine, Hazrat Shaikh Abu Bakr,
Hazrat Shaikh Ahmed Sufi,
Hazrat Shaikh Shahbudine Makki Zahid Shaheed (Imam Haram),
Hazrat Fakharudine(madarzaat wali),
Hazrat Makhdoom Udham Dana,
Hazrat Makhdoom Shahbudine Sani Zahid Bihari,
Hazrat Makhdoom Shah Mohammed Dawood,
Hazrat Mohammed Makhdoom Shah Maghan ,
Jade Ala wa Makhdoom Ala Hazrat Misbahul Ashiquine,
Hazrat Makhdoom Hafiz Abdur Raheem Urf Bandegi Miyan,
Hazrat Mulla Abdul Latif,
Hazrat Maulana Noorullah,
Hazrat Shah Saudullah,
Hazrat Makhdoom Abdul Qadir,
Hazrat Mulla Barkatullah,
Hazrat Mulla Mohammed Faiyaz,
Hazrat Shaikh Makhdoom Ahlullaah Miyan,
Hazrat Maulna Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi.

Buchpan Say Shauk-E-Riyazat :
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) ki
paidayish 1st Ramzan-ul-mubarak 1208 hijri main hui thi. Hazrat Maulana Shah
Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) ka buzurgi ka andaza isi baat
say laga sakte hai ki in kay naam ka aur in ki paidayish ka adad(total) ek hi hai
1208. Aap ki paidayish ke waqt lag raha tha ki har jagah noor ki barish ho rahi hai.
Aap ne porey Ramzan-ul-mubarak ka mahine apni maa ka dudh magrib kay baad
hi piya, din bhar aap auron ki tarah roze se rehte(SubanALLAH) Bachpan se hi
ALLAH ki yaad may magan rehte aur aksar tanha rehna pasand kartey. Jab
bacchey inhe khelne ko bulate to wo un se kehte ki main is liye nahi paiyda hua
hun.
Maulvi Haider Ali shah(rahmatullah alaih) Khalifa Hazrat Shah Mohammad Aafaq
Sahab(rahmatullah alaih) Mallawan main raha karte thay, ek din Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ne pucha Maulvi Haider Ali shah(rahmatullah

alaih) say ki aap aksar gardan(neck) kyun jhuka liya kartein hain. Maulvi Haider Ali
shah(rahmatullah alaih) nay jawab diya ki beta zikr-e-ilahi karta hun. Hazrat Maulana Shah
Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ne kaha ki mera bhi ji chahta hai ki mai
bhi zikr-e-ilahi karun aur Maulvi Haider Ali shah(rahmatullah alaih) se kaha ki awo unko bhi
sikha day zikr-e-ilahi karna ye baat tab ki hai jab Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ki umar sirf 3 ya 4 sal ki thi. Maulvi Haider Ali
shah(rahmatullah alaih) ne unko talim dena shuru kiya chand hi mahine me aahate kuwate-ruhani Maulvi Haider Ali shah (rahmatullah alaih) kay haath say bahar hogayi to miyan
Haider Ali shah (rahmatullah alaih) nay delhi apne murshid ki khidmat mai Hazrat Maulana
Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ko bhej diya. 9 sal ki umar bhi nahi
hone payi thi ki walid ka saya Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradbadi
(rahmatullah alaih) kay sar say uth gaya, aap ki walda ne uske baad apki parwarish ki, aap
bhi khub dil laga ke ullom wa deen hasil kartey rahein.

Karmat-E-Buchpan :
1) Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) khud irshad
farmate hai ki humko bachpan mai hi Huzoor Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi
wa Sallam) aur Sahaba-e-Karam(Radi Allahu anhu) ki ziyarat aksar hua karti thi. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradbadi (rahmatullah alaih) ko bachpan se kubuliyat
amaa hasil rahi. Insaan to insaan haiwan bhi aap kay ghulam thay. Hazrat Maulana Shah
Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) farmate hai ki Bachpan mai humnay
kabutar palay ek kabutar ko billi(cat) lay bhaagi Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay billi(cat) say kaha chod day ushi waqt billi(cat) ne
kabootar chod diya.
2) Ek bar ek bhediya ek chote say bachey ko utha kar bhaag raha tha sab log us bhediya
kay pichey bhagey bachey ko bachane jab wo bhediya ka guzar Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradbadi(rahmatullah alaih) kay samne say hua to Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Gunjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) nay us bhediya ko ghur kar dekha bus itna
karna tha ki wo bhediya wahi bachey ko chod kar bhag khada hua. Us waqt bhi Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ki umar 4 say 5 saal ki
hogi.
3) Ek bar Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) logo kay
bohat zid karney par shikaar par gaye bohat der pareshan hone par bhi logo kay hath koi
shikaar na laga. Bahut dur logo ko hiran(deer) ka tola(group) atey huay dikha logo ne
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) say nishana lagane
ko kaha Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) ne nishana
to nahi lagaya par buland awaz se hirano(deer) sa mukhatib kiya aur farmaya ki tum main
se ek hiran(deer) mere pass ajaye aur baki wapas chale jayee ye sunte hi ek hiran dauda
chala aya log khus hogaye aur hiran ko zinda hi ghar le jane ki tayari karne lage. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) ne logo se farmaya ki is
hiran nay yahan aakay tumlogo ka dil rakh liya ab tum log is hiran ko azad kardo. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) yeh baat sun kar logo ne
hiran ko azzad kardiya(subhanallah).

Hurane Bahisht Ka Salaam :
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) farmate hai ek bar
wo tifli mai apne kothay(terrace) par baithey huay thay ki bahar se logo nay shor machaya

ki kothay par aurate kaise khadi hai phir thodi der main sab gayab hogayi(subhanALLAH)
kya madarzat Qutubiyat wa alwaye muratib thay ki buchpan se hi hoorein salam ko aatei
thi.

Nisbat-e-Mustafai(Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) :
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ka Ishq Mohammad
Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) se kuch aisa tha ki lafzo main bayan nahi
kiya jaa sakta hai unki har ada hi Raza-E-Mohammad (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam)
thi. Unka uthna bolna baithna chalna yahan tak ki sans lena bhi Ishq-E-Mustafa mai
tha(subhanALLAH). Aap Farmatey hai, ki jin galiyon se Mohammad Mustafa(Salla Allahu
ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) guzre hai un galiyon kay kuchon ko main apni palkon say baharun.
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradbadi (rahmatullah alaih) farmatey hai ki ek
bar unki Zaujaye Hayat(Wife) un kay sath baithe huey thi to hamare pyare Huzoor(Salla
Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) tashrif latey hai ek pir zada Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradbadi (rahmatullah alaih) kay khidamt mai tashrif laya to Huzoor(Salla
Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ko dekhte hi behoosh hogaya hosh ane ke baad Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ne pucha ki arey bhai
behosh kaise hogaye to us pir zade nay jawab diya ki Huzoor (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa
Sallam) kay Jamaal se behosh hogaya to Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay farmaya ki bus ek hi jhalak main ye haal hai.
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) farmatey hai ki kayi
baar puri panjatan paak ka gahrana is masjid main tashrif lata hai aur ek bar aap nay
Hazrat Maula Ali Mushkil Khusha(Radi Allahu anhu) ko dekha who mujhse farmate hai ki
andar ajaao mujhe badi hichak lagi phir aapne dubara kaha to mai adban andar aagaya to
wahan Maa Khatoon-E-Jannat Bibi Fatima(Radi Allahu anha) ko dekha unhone mujhe beta
kehkar apne sine mubarak say laga liya aur farmaya:

Ki Tum Biradar E Hussain Ho....aur aksar Hazrat ko khwab me didar ata farmati.
Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqa(Radi Allahu anha) bhi isi tarah Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ko chahti thi aur jab bhi Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) bimar hote to aap unke paas tashrif lati aur
apna hath Hazrat (rahmatullah alaih) kay sar par phair deti tashrif lane par fauran Hazrat ki
tabiyat thik hojati (SubhanALLAH).

" Ek ye gahr hai ke goya maktabe Jibrile"
Warna Din-e-Madarse mai mausami talim hai"
Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay irshad farmaya
ki yeh wo masjid hai jahan Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) aksar
tashrif late thay aur Mohammad Mustafa (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ne is masjid
main namaz bhi padhi hai (SubhanALLAH). Jo koi is masjid main kadam rakhega uski akbat
bakhair hogi. Dada Miya Rehmatuallah Miyan Sahab jo Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazl-e-Rehman
Ganjmuradaabadi(rahmatullah alaih) ke Pote hai unse bhi yahi malum hua hai. Aap farmate
hai Yahan Huzoor Gaus-e-Pak(Radi Allahu anhau), Hazrat Nizamuddin Aulia(rahmatullah
alaih) aur digar aulia-e-karam aksar tashrif late thay. Maulvi Sayed Mohammad Ali
Mungeri(rahmatullah alaih) farmate hai ki unhone khud masjid Fazl-E-Rehmani main

Mujaddid Alif Sani(rahmatullah alaih) aur Huzoor Gaus-e-Pak(Radi Allahu anhau) ko tashrif
farma dekha hai.
Yahi wo cheez hai jis ko samajh kar dil ye kehne par majboor hojata hai ki

"Nabi Se Is Kadar Maksoos Ye The Qurb Nisbat Main,
Ke Karta Tha Khatir Fazl-e-Rehman, Fazl-E-Rehman Ki,
Khuda Ke Panjatan Ke Char Yaro Ke Hasin Jalwe,
Janab Fazl-e-Rehman Mai Hai Panah Dekhne Wale" (SubhanALLAH).

Maulvi Sayed Mohammad Ali Mungeri (rahmatullah alaih) jo Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) kay mureed thay farmate hai ki ek bar wo bohat
pareshan thay ki akhirat mai unka anjaam bakhair hoga ki nahi ye baat Hazrat Maulana
Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) apne kashf se malum karli. Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Gunjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay Maulvi Sayed
Mohammad Ali Mungeri (rahmatullah alaih) say farmaya ki ek baar un ko bhi yahi ahsas
satane laga tha ki akhir unka akhirat mai kya hoga, bus itna sochna tha ki, Hazrat Maulana
Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatualh alaih) ko hamare pyare Nabi(Salla Allahu
ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) ki basharat hui aur hamare pyare Nabi(Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi
wa Sallam) nay Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) say
farmaya ki tum kya Fazle Rehma jo tum say mohabbat kareyga uska bhi anjaam bakhair
hoga.
Isi tarah Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) far matay
hai ki unkay peer sahab Hazrat khwaja Afaq Sahab(rahmatualh alaih) aur Hazrat Mujadid
Alif Sani (rahmatualh alaih) nay bhi un say farmaya hai ki unkay wasilay say hazaro log
bakshay janay walay hai.

"Kiska Muqaddar Sajil Hai Ki Pahonche Tujh Tak
Kaun Jane Kahan Tak Hai Wilayat Teri"

Basharat-E-Mustafai (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa
Sallam) :
Shariyat Kay Bina Kuch Nahi :

Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih) Sunnat kay sakth
paband thay.Aap Hamesha Hanfi Musallay se itefaaq rakhtey thay aur hamesha awal waqt
jamat se 5 time namaz ada karte thay.Aap farmate thay ki sunnat hi Gausiyat aur Qutubiyat
hai. Aap ne ye bhi farmaya ki Gaus ho ka Qutub jo khilaf-e-shara karey wo kuch bhi nahi.
Durood Sharif ki ahmiyat main farmatey ki bakasrat(always) Durood Sharif padha karo.
Mujhe jo bhi mila Durood Sharif ki fazilat se hi mila.

Quran-E-Pak Ki Lazzat :
Maulvi Tajamul Hussain sahib likhte hai ki ek roz Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) Quran Sharif ki tilawat kar rahay thay achanak unpay
kaifiyat tari hogayi Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih)
nay Maulvi Tajamul Hussain sahib se farmaya ki jitna lutf mujhe Quran Sharif padhney main
ata hai us ka zar-raa(thoda) barabar bhi agar tumhey ajaye to tum hamari tarah baith na
sako aur apne kapdey phaad kar jungle main nikal jao. Uske bad Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazle
Rehma Ganjmuradabadi(rahmatullah alaih) nay ek aah li aur apne hujre(hut) main
chalegaye aur kaiye roz tak bimar rahie kaifiyat Tilawat-E- Quran Shariff ki wajah say.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ek baar ganjmuradabad sharif kay mutalik Hazrat Fazle Rehma
Ganjmuradabadi(rehmatullah alaih) nay farmaya ki is makaam ko abaad huay 300
baras hotay hai aur yahan par kai ek ba nisbat buzug bhi hai lekin jo nisbat Hazrat
Gauhar Shaheed(rehmatullah alaih) ki hai wo kisi ki nahi , phir farmaya agar cha
sayed Hazrat Masood Salaar Gazi (rehmatullah alaih) yaha aey aur laday wo badey
buzurg hai lekin Hazrat Shah Badiuddine Zinda Shah Madar(radiAllahanhu) magar
nisbat main fayak(buland) hai

Badawiyyah:

Holy Tomb in Tanta
Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badwi
The Shaykh al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi was a Muslim saint and also the founder of the Badawiyyah Sufi
order. He was born in Fez, Morocco in 596 AH and died in Tanta, Egypt in 675 AH. He was noted for his
ascetic behavior, and was also known to perform many miracles.
Many false stories have unfortunately also been attributed to him, including by those who claim to be Sufi
teachers.

According to the famous Muslim writer al-Sayyid Muhammad Murtada al-Zabidi (d. 1205 AH), the full
genealogy of al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi is Ahmad ibn 'Ali ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn
Isma'il ibn 'Umar ibn 'Ali ibn Uthman ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn Musa al-Ashhab ibn Yahya ibn 'Isa
ibn 'Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Hasan ibn Ja'far ibn 'Ali al-Hadi ibn Muhammad al-Jawad ibn 'Ali ar-Rida ibn
Musa al-Kazim ibn Ja'far al-Sadiq ibn Muhammad al-Baqir ibn [Zain al-'Abidin] 'Ali ibn al-Husayn ibn
Fatimah, daughter of the Prophet Muhammad, may Allah shower blessings and peace upon him and his
family members.
His Life :
Al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi was the youngest of the seven children of al-Sayyid 'Ali. His siblings were alHasan (the eldest, born in 583 AH), Muhammad, Fatimah, Zainab, Ruqayyah, and Fiddah.
Even from a young age, al-Sayyid Ahmad was already known as al-Badawi (the bedouin) as he liked to
cover his face, imitating the behaviour of the desert dwellers.
And while he was still living in Fez, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi was brought by his brother al-Sayyid alHasan to meet a Sufi shaykh by the name of 'Abd al-Jalil ibn 'Abd al-Rahman al-Naisaburi, who
recognized the spiritual talent of the young boy and gave him initiation into the Sufi path.
In 603 AH, al-Sayyid 'Ali heard a voice in his dream telling him to migrate to Makkah al-Mukarramah. So
he took his family, including the seven year old al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi, to move to Makkah alMukarramah. The journey took approximately four years. They stopped at several places including Cairo,
which at that time was under the rule of al-Sultan Sayfuddin al-'Adil al-Ayyubi.

When they finally reached Makkah al-Mukarramah, they were warmly welcomed by the leaders of the
shurafa' (descendants of the Prophet Muhammad, may Allah shower blessings and peace upon him and
his family members).
In Makkah al-Mukarramah, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi studied and memorized the Quran. He also
attended lessons on al-Hadith and on al-Fiqh based on the madhhab (school of thought in Islamic
jurispudence) of al-Imam al-Shafi'i.
After being introduced to the world of Sufism, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi would spent a lot of his time in
spiritual seclusion. One of his favourite spots was on Jabal Abi Qubais, which is located near Masjid alHaram.
In 633 AH, in a vision, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi was spiritually visited by al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir alJilani (d. 561 AH) and al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'i (d. 578 AH) who invited him to visit their tombs.
The next day, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi left Makkah al-Mukarramah and set out to visit the tombs of the
righteous ones in Iraq, accompanied by his elder brother al-Sayyid al-Hasan.
Before they reached Umm 'Abidah, the resting place of al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'i, al-Sayyid al-Hasan
decided to go back to Makkah al-Mukarramah for he missed his family. Al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi
continued his journey alone and met with many adventures including defeating the enchantress called
Fatimah near Umm 'Abidah.
In one of the most misquoted anecdotes, it was related that while al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Badawi was in
Iraq, he was offered by al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani and al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'i [in their spiritual
forms] the keys to the spiritual kingdoms of Iraq, Yemen, India, Iconium, and all the Muslim lands in the
East and the West, for the keys were in their hands.
Al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi politely declined. [According to one version of the story, al-Sayyid Ahmad alBadawi said that he would only take the keys from the hand of the Prophet Muhammad himself, may
Allah shower blessings and peace upon him and his family members.]
After visiting the tombs of the pious ones in Iraq, including that of his ancestor al-Imam Musa al-Kazim,
and receving further spiritual illumination after spending some time in meditation there, al-Sayyid Ahmad
al-Badawi headed home.
Back in Makkah al-Mukarramah, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi reported to his brother al-Sayyid al-Hasan
on the offer of the keys to the spiritual kingdoms by the two spiritual poles al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir alJilani and al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'i.
Al-Sayyid al-Hasan told his younger brother, "Verily, inviting people to the path of Allah is the key to
goodness. What al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani and al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Rifa'i had wanted was that you
follow their path in inviting people to God. And their path is none other than following the Quran and the
Sunnah. This is the true path (tariqah) in Islam."
Al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi concurred with and appreciated the explanation given by his elder brother alSayyid al-Hasan.
He studied the Qur'an with the readers of the time. He possessed a courageous heart, and was called alBadawi because of his stuttering. When the divine gifts came to him, drowning him in complete
absorption in Allah, his life completely changed. He shunned the company of people; held to silence, and
communicating only through gestures. (one line left out).
His state continued to grow until he became as he is known. In his sleep he saw three times someone

saying, "Stand and go to place of the rising sun. If you reach there, then go to the place of the setting sun.
Then travel to Tanta, for surely this is your place, O young man!" This was in Shawwal, 633 H.
He went to Iraq where he was welcomed by its Shaykhs, both living and dead. He took on the blessed
Sufi Kharqa through the permission of Shaykh Bari who received it from Na'im al-Baghdadi who in turn
received it from Shaykh Ahmad al-Rafa'i, may Allah be pleased with all of them. After reaching Tanta, alSayyid Ahmad al-Badawi stayed at the home of a trader by the name of Rukain (also known as
Ruknuddin) ibn Shuhait.
Al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi was very well received in Tanta. Many people came to visit him, for they
benefitted from his presence and his teachings, and also from the barakah that flowed through him. It was
reported that al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi once said, "The spiritual paupers (al-fuqara') are like the olive
fruit. Among them are the great ones and among them are the small ones. For those who do not possess
"oil", I will be their "oil". I will aid them in all their affairs and I will also help them overcome their difficulties.
Not on my own efforts and strengths, but through the barakah of the Prophet, may Allah shower blessings
and peace upon him and his family members."

His Tariqa :He took bay'ah from Shaykh Ibn 'Abd Allah al-Naysaburi, from whom there are a chain of
seven shaykhs who received bay'a from al-Imam Dawud al-Ta'iy who received it from Habib Allah al'Ajami who received from the Master of the Tabi'een, al-Hasan al-Basri, who received it from Sayyiduna
'Ali, may Allah illumine his face, who received it from al-Mustafa, the Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless
him and grant him peace.
His State :
He was a big Qutb, he could cause his murids to grow in ma'rifa by just looking at them. If he gave one of
his murids a special look he would raise him to the Maqam of al-Shuhud. He used to fast continually for
forty days, then break his fast. In most of his states he would stare upward to the sky with eyes of burning
coal, shouting continuously.
His Attributes :
He was called the one with the two veils, for he always wore two veils. He was tall with thick legs, full
arms, and a big face. His complection was between white and brown.
His Noble Sayings :
Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi (may Allah be pleased with him) said:

The fuqara are like olives, among them are the big and small, and he who has no oil; and I am his oil.
Meaning, whoever is truthful (sadiq) in his poverty, pure as the oil, living according to the Book and the
Sunnah, then I am his help in all matters, providing for his needs in this world and the next-not by my
power and strength but by the barakah of the Prophet (Allah bless him and grant him peace).

O Abd al-'Al, beware of love of this world, for it corrupts the righteous deed as vinegar corrupts honey.
Know, 'Abd al-'Al, that Allah said: "Surely Allah is with those who possess taqwa and those who do good"
(16:128).
'Abd al-'Al, be concerned with the orphan, cloth the naked, feed the hungry, honor the stranger and the
guest, perhaps then you will be among those whom Allah accepts.
'Abd al-'Al, you must do dhikr abundantly, and beware of being among those who are heedless of Allah
the High. Know that every raka'ah at night is better than a thousand in the day.
The best of you in character is he who has the most belief in Allah the High. Evil character corrupts good
deeds like vinegar corrupts honey.
'Abd al-'Al, this way of ours is built upon the Book, the Sunnah, sidq, purity, loyalty, bearing injustice
against oneself, and fulfilling the promise.

Shaykh 'Abd al-'Al said: While serving the Shaykh for forty years I never saw him distracted from the
worship of Allah for an instant. One day I asked him about the reality of poverty in the way of the sacred
law (al-faqr al-shar'i) and he said: According to 'Ali ibn Abi Talib (may Allah be pleased with him) the faqir
(in Allah) has the following 12 signs: (1) he is an 'arif bi llah (i.e., having direct knowledge of Allah); (2) he
is obedient to Allah's commands; (3) he holds to the Sunnah of the Prophet (Allah bless him and grant
him peace); (4) he is always pure; (5) in every situation he is pleased with Allah; (6) he is certain of what
is with Allah; (7) he is despairing of what is in the hands of mankind; (8) he bears [patiently] with
hardships; (9) he hastens to fulfill Allah's command; (10) he shows compassion for mankind; (11) he is
humble before people; (12) he knows that Shaytan is his enemy according to what Allah the High says:
"Surely, the Shaytan is your enemy, so take him for an enemy" (35:6).

Then Shaykh 'Abd al-'Al asked him about reflection, tawbah, dhikr, love of Allah (wajd), sabr, zuhd, iman,
and his shaykh and teacher, Ahmad al-Badawi, answered him in such a way that it quenched the fire of
rancor, comforted the ill, and demonstrated Allah's knowledge (of all things). These words, known to the
nobles of knowledge and the Sufis, were found scattered about, but the Sayyid revealed their reality,
exposing them with purity and clarity. He said the following about the above mentioned technical terms:
Reflection (tafkir): Reflection upon Allah's creatures and His creating not upon His essence, for surely
thinking cannot encompass Him.
Tawbah: Its reality is regret for wrongs committed, abandonment of disobedience, asking for Allah's
forgiveness with the tongue, resolve not to return to the disobedience, and purity of heart. This is the
tawbat al-nasuh (sincere tawbah) to which Allah orders us in His Mighty Book: "O you who believe, turn in
repentance to Allah a sincere turning" (66:8).
Dhikr: The reality of dhikr is that it is with the heart not by the tongue only. Dhikr with the tongue without
the heart is shallow. Remember Allah with a heart that is present and beware of being distracted (ghaflah)
from Allah, for surely it causes the heart to become hard.
Wajd: Wajd is when the dhikr of the Real, la ilaha illa hu, increases so that a light is cast into the heart
from Allah's presence, until the skin thrills, and there is longing for the Beloved, la ilaha illa hu. The murid
clings to wajd and attaches himself entirely to Allah. When the wajd increases and he becomes distracted
in passionate love so that it becomes excessive, then the murid reaches the high rank of spiritual
elevation.
Patience (sabr): It is pleasure with the hukm (ruling) of Allah and submission to His command. It is when
man rejoices in misfortune just as he rejoices in good fortune. Allah says: "And give good news to the

patient, who when a misfortune befalls them, say: surely we are Allah's and to Him we surely return" (2:
155-156).
Zuhd: Zuhd is opposing the nafs by leaving worldly desires; and leaving the seven doors of the permitted
in the fear that one may fall into the prohibited.
Iman: Iman is the most precious thing; he who has the most belief (iman) has the most taqwa. When the
character (akhlaq) of the murid is good, his iman increases; the best of you in character is he who has the
most belief in Allah.
When imparting counsel to his khalifah, 'Abd al-'Al, Shaykh al-Badawi said: Don't rejoice over the
misfortune of any of Allah's creatures or utter words that slander or defame. Never harm someone who
has harmed you. Show concern for someone who has wronged you. Do good to whoever has done you
evil and give to whoever has withheld from you. Do you know who is the true, patient faqir? I said: Please,
continue to give me what is beneficial. Shaykh al-Badawi continued: He is the one who when he gives he
doesn't ask to be thanked. And when the patient man losses his patience because of Allah's hukm (ruling;
i.e., He causes events to occur that break the faqir's patience), he acts according to the Book and the
Sunnah.
The following words transmitted by Sayyid al-Bakri are the ultimate expression of the secret of Shaykh alBadawi's great spiritual nature: He who has no knowledge ('ilm) will have no worth (qimah) in this world or
the next. He who has no forbearance (hilm) will find no benefit in knowledge. He who is without
generosity (sakha') will have no portion of his wealth. He who has no sympathy and concern (shafaqah)
for mankind will find no intercessor to plead his case (shifa'ah) before Allah. He who has no patience
(sabr) will obtain no success and goodness in his affairs. He who has no taqwa (godfearingness) has no
station (manzilah) with Allah. And he who is deprived of these six qualities has no place in the Garden
(Jinnah).
His Nearness to Allah :
Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) was drawing near to Allah until he reached the door of
divine presence and said " O Allah please open the door for me" He was not getting an answer until he
met some one by the grace of Allah, He saw that person on the street, an ordinary person, who looked at
him and said "O Ahmad" He did not even call him "Shaikh Ahmad" to give him due respect. He said "O
Ahmad" you need the key to Allah Divine Presence? I have that key. If u want it, come to me and i will
give to u.

Many people among us , because they are proud of themselves refuse to accept facts and truth, although
they know, as a matter of fact, that this is the right path. They are not accepting because of their ego say
"NO" so Ahmad ego said to him, " How are u going to accept something from him? Dont accept the key
from him accept Allah.So he said brother i dont take the key from u or any one else except the key maker.
Who are u ?you are nothing.
Then he kept striving to reach the divine presence until he heard a voice saying to him, " O Ahmad", this
life is the life of cause an effect, I will not give the key to u. My will is that the key to my door, for u is with
that person so go and get it from him, Now the matter was selected he had heard it from Allah and has
accepted.

Now he had to find that guide, but that guide had disappeared. He had left him for six months the guide
was secretly observing Ahmad's heart seeing him search for him to and fro and pray to Allah day and
night "O Allah send that person back to me" That person finally removed his viel he had been there all the
time revealing himself and Ahmad saw him last. so the guide removed the veil and appeared to Hazrat
Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) . Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) said "O
My Shaikh! I found u. "He did not find him but the guide had removed the viel, it was he who was unabel
to notice him.and Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) said oh y shaikh i accept u as a
guide, the guide replied if u accept me as a guide now u have to submit and surrender give over your will
to me completely. you cannot have a will beside my will. You have built your knowledhe on a cliff. With a

breath from the wind of ego , it is going to collapse. I have to first build for you a firm foundation. so , look
into my eyes. Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) look into the guide eyes and the guide
immediately removed all the knowledge that Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) has
learned through books. "Through Books" means there are many things written which comes out fro the
ego of authors. So he pulled out that knowledge from Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu)
heart and disappeard. He left him for another six month not knowing even how to say, Bismillahi 'rRahmani 'r-Rahim," and not knowing how to prounce the holy name Allah.

Everyone in the city now began mocking Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) who had
become insane after having been a great scholar. they thought that he was mentally ill because there
understanding was limited. All they could see that he was following some one who was making him crazy,
but Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) knew that he heard the voice of Allah saying" your
key is with that one. "No one can make him crazy-he was only after that person with all his focus.
If Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) had accepted from the begening, when that one
came to him by Allah wills, he would not have passed through this test at that time. why make yourself
pass through a test? When u find the truth, the correct guide, accept him immediately! dont play games
with ur ego. So the guide left him for another six months, then appeared to him another time. In those six
months Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) had been searchin for him again. when he
finally apperead again, Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) saw him and said " O my
shaikh, i found u another time! " At that time the guide looked into his eyes and through them transferred
from his heart to Hazrat Sayed Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) heart, internal Knowledge-the
knowledge of the book and its secrets - giving, giving , giving untul light was coming from Hazrat Sayed
Ahmed Al Badawi(Radi Allah Anhu) eyes, so much that anyone who looked into his eyes would die. After
that he began to wear a veil(burqa). At that time he was abel to enter into divine Presence, and he
recived that key he had been seekin so long.
Ahmad al-Badawi (rahimah-Allahu ta'ala) was one of the great awliya' and was the Khalifa to Shaikh
Baree, who was one of the superiors of tasawwuf and the Khalifa to 'Ali ibn Nuaym al-Baghdadi, who was
a great wali educated by Ahmad ar-Rifai (rahimahum-Allahu ta'ala), a possessor of karamat and a Sharif.
Ahmad al-Badawi, who was a Sharif, too, passed away in Egypt in 675 A.H. Hundreds of thousands of
Muslims have attained faid by visiting his tomb in Tanta every year, and nothing incongruous with Islam
has happened during the visits. [Mir'at al-Madina, p.1049.] As to 'Abd al-Qadir al-Geilani and Muhyiddin
ibn al-'Arabi (rahimah-Allahu ta'ala), their high status has been comprehended and explained in hundreds
of books only by Islamic scholars who were talented like them. Al-Imam ar-Rabbani's (rahimah-Allahu
ta'ala) work Maktubat is full of eulogy and praise for these great walis. And great scholar 'Abd al-Ghani
an-Nabulusi (rahimah-Allahu ta'ala) wrote about their high honor in detail in Al-Hadiqa.
After the death of al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi in Tanta, his followers came to visit his tomb regularly.
Today, three special annual festivals are celebrated in his honour, the centre of which are held at the
mosque bearing his name. The largest of these festivals is very popular and is attended by up to three
million people from all walks of life in Egypt [and some parts of Sudan].

This place is full of greenery and is situated at a small hill there are all together.

Urs sharif is on 11th Rabiul Aakhir (Gyarvin Sharif )

If you stay in India then you have to visit this place to see how blessed this place is by the
rehmat of Allah, If you want to know any thing more fell free to ask me my email id
is mazi_24fps@yahoo.co.in
This above biography is quoted from the Book Hayat Wa Karamat Sayed Ahmed Al-Badwi
Radi Allahu anhu and few things are also taken from the biography which is on the net.
Qalandariyah:
Qalandar is a title given to Sufi mystics,
The Qalandariyah, Qalandaris or "kalandars" are wanderering Sufi dervishes. The term covers a variety
of sects, not centrally organized. One was founded by Qalandar Yusuf al-Andalusi of Andalusia, Spain.
Starting in the early 12th century, the movement gained popularity in Greater Khorasan and neighbouring
regions. The first references are found in 11th century prose text Qalandarname (The Tale of the
Kalandar) attributed to Ansari Harawi. The term Qalandariyyat (the Qalandar condition) appears to be first
applied by Sanai Ghaznavi (d 1131) in seminal poetic works where diverse practices are described.
Particular to the qalandar genre of poetry are terms that refer to gambling, games, intoxicants and Nazar
ila'l-murd - themes commonly referred to as kufriyyat or kharabat.
The term remains in popular culture. Sufi qawwali singers the Sabri brothers and international Qawwali
star Nustrat Fateh Ali Khan favoured the chant dam a dam masta qalandar (Oh go, go, crazy Qalandar!),
Some famous Sufis called Qalandar include Dada Hayat Qalandar, Hazrat Lal Shahbaz Qalander and Bu
Ali Shah Qalandar, Hazrat Zhul Al Nun Misri, Rabia Basri Qalandar.

Today, the term qalanders in South Asia often refers to roaming Muslim teachers who may be spiritually
associated with the above mentioned saints.

ifaiya:
The Founder of this silsila is Hazrath Syedna Ahmed Kabir Rifayee Razi Allahu Taala Anhu
His full name was Abdul Abbas Mohiuddin Syed Ahmed Kabir Rifayee (Razi Allahu Taala anhu). One of
his forefather's name was 'Rifaah' and so he became very popular with the name of Rifayee. Having born
as 15th descendant of Hazrath Syedna Imam Hussain Razi Allahu Taala anhu, he was called 'Hussaini'.
He belonged to the 'Shaafayee' Maslak. Even before his birth itself Huzur Akram Sallallahu Alaih
Wasallam prophesied about him to his maternal uncle Hazrath Baz'as'hab Mansoor Bataahi (R.A.). He
asked him to name the boy Ahmed. He said that he would be the leader of saints (Auliya Allah) and
advised him to send the boy to Shaik Ali Qadiri Wasthi (R.A.) for education and training.
The order has a marked presence in Syria and Egypt and plays a noticeable role in Kosovo and Albania.
The Rifa'i Tariqa has a notable tendency to blend worship styles or ideas with those of other orders that
predominate in the local area. For example, the group established by Ken'an Rifa'i in Istanbul reflects
elements of the Mevlevi Order, while more rural Turkish Rifa'is have sometimes absorbed significant
influence from the Alevi/Bektashi tradition.
The order spread into Anatolia during the 14th and 15th Centuries and ibn Battuta makes note of Rifa'i
'tekkes' in central Anatolia. The order however, began to make ground in Turkey during the 17th to 19th
centuries when tekkes began to be found in Istanbul the imperial capital of the Ottoman Empire, from
here the order spread into the Balkans (especially Bosnia (where they are still present), modern day
Albania and Kosovo. During the reign of Sultan Abdul Hamid II the Rifa'i order gained even more
popularity in Istanbul ranking alongside the Khalwati, Qadiri and Naqshbandi orders as 'orthodox' Sufi
orders.
Current manifestations of the order in the United States include the tekkes (lodges) in Staten Island and
Toronto that were under the guidance of the late Shaykh Xhemali Shehu (d.2004) of Prizren, Kosovo.
Each of these orders is ultimately Turkish in origin

Hazrat Syedna Ahmed Kabir Rifayee

1. Hadhrat Syedna Imam Hussain :: 2. Abdul Qadir Geelani :: 3. Hasan al-Basri
4. Abdul Waahid Bin Zaid :: 5. Abu Hubairah Basri :: 6. Ilw Mumshad Dinwari
7. Rabia Basara :: 8.Imam-e-Azam Abu Hanifah (ra) :: 9. Hazrath Junaid Bagdadi
10. Hazrat Khwaja Sirri Suqti :: 11. Hazrat Mansour al-Hallaj (ra)
12. Imam al-Ghazali (ra) :: 13. Hazrat Ma'ruf al-Karkhi (ra)
14. Hazrat Syedna Ahmed Kabir Rifayee
15. Abul Fadhl Abdul Waahid Tameemi
16. Hazrat Dhul Kifl ::
17. Hazrat Hudhaifa Al Yamani (Sahabi)
18. Hazrat Jabir Ibne Abdullah -e-Ansari (Sahabi)
19. Ala-Hazrat Sayyiduna Sheikh Sirri Saqti (Radi Allahu anhu), Peer-o-Murshid of Hazrat Junaid
Baghdadi ( Radi Allahu Anhu )

Dargah_e_Shariff_Hazrat_Shahabuddin
Omar Soharwadi_Baghdad_Iraq
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Masjid and Side Portion of Mazar Shareef of His Holiness
Hadhrat Syedna Imam Hussain in Iraq

1. Hadhrat Syedna Imam Hussain :

The Imam Husayn Shrineis a holy place in Shia Islam in the city of
Karbala, Iraq. It is built on the spot where Husayn ibn Ali, grandson of the prophet Muhammad, is believed to have been
killed during the Battle of Karbala.
Public Broadcasting Service portrays Karbala as follows: “…For Shiites, his tomb is the holiest site outside of Makkah and
Medina, and many make the pilgrimage there -- up to a million pilgrims visit the city to observe Ashura, the anniversary of
Husayn's death”.

channel4.com states: “The holy city of Karbala, situated 100 km south of Baghdad, derives its name from the ancient
Babylonian meaning "sacred place of God" from the two shrines it houses of the Prophet Muhammad's grandson Husayn
and his brother 'Abbas. Shia Muslims consider this to be one of the holiest places in the world second only to Makkah and
Najaf.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Abdul Qadir Geelani - Gaus Paak
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Some other graves in the tomb of Hazrat Dhul Kifl (peace be upon him) in Babylon, Iraq.
Bible calls Hazrat Dhul Kifl, Ezekiel who was carried away to Babylon after the destruction of
Jerusalem. He was chained and imprisoned. Hazrat Dhul Kifl (peace be upon him) bore all
hardships with patience and continued helping the Bani Israel. Afterwards the Prophet Dhulkifl (peace be upon him) left his followers and migrated to Babylon. He died there.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Qabr-e-Anwar of Prophet Hazrat Sheeth (Peace be upon him) in Musal, Iraq.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mazar Mubarak Prophet Jarjees Wali Allah (Peace be upon him) in Musal, Iraq. Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) said that Jarjees Wali Allah is one of the four infants who
spoke with people in their infancy. The other three were; Jesus Christ (peace be upon him),
the infant son of women slave in Pharaohs court and the infant boy who witnessed the
innocence of Prophet Yousuf (peace be upon him)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Masjid and Mazar of Prophet Younus (peace be upon him) in Musal, Iraq.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to some tradition, Prophet Hazrat Ayyub (peace be upon him) has been buried
here. This Mazar is located in Iraq
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Imam-e-Azam Abu Hanifah (ra) in Baghdad, Iraq.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hazrath Junaid Bagdadi and Hazrat Khwaja Sirri Suqti (ra) in Baghdad, Iraq.
Click here to read full article
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hazrat Mansour al-Hallaj (ra) in Baghdad
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Imam al-Ghazali (ra) in Baghdad.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hazrat Ma'ruf al-Karkhi (ra) in Baghdad:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Hasan al-Basri
Hasan al-Basri (Arabic:··· ······) (Abu Sa'id al-Hasan ibn Abi-l-Hasan Yasar al-Basri),
(642 - 728 or 737), was a well-known Arab theologian and scholar of Islam who
was born at Medina.

Life & Works
His father was a freedman of Zayd ibn Thabit, one of the Ansar (Helpers of the Prophet), his
mother a client of Umm Salama, a wife of the Prophet Muhammad (d.632). Tradition says
that Umm Salama often nursed Hasan in his infancy. He was thus one of the Tabi'een (i.e.
of the generation that succeeded the Sahabah). He became a teacher of Basra (Iraq) and
founded a madrasa (school) there. Among his many pupils were Amr Ibn Ubayd (d.761) and
Wasil ibn Ata (d.749), the founder of the Mu'tazilites.
He himself was a great supporter of orthodoxy and the most important representative of
asceticism in the time of its first development. According to him, fear is the basis of
morality, and sadness the characteristic of his religion. Life is only a pilgrimage, and comfort
must be denied to subdue the passions. Al-Basri is also held in high regard by the Sufis, for
his asceticism and subtle directions relating to the science of practical religion (ilm-i
mu'amalat).[1]
Many writers testify to the purity of his life and to his excelling in the virtues of
Muhammad's own companions. He was "as if he were in the other world." In politics, too, he
adhered to the earliest principles of Islam, being strictly opposed to the inherited caliphate
of the Umayyads (r.661-750) and a believer in the election of the caliph. However, despite
his critical position concerning the Umayyads, he did not approve of rebellion against
tyrannical rule. His sermons contain some of the earliest and best examples of Arabic
linguistic prose style.

He was married to a woman of Ahl al-Kitab
---------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Abdul Waahid Bin Zaid
Abdul Waahid Bin Zaid Abul Fadl (d. 793) was an early day Sufi Saint, a successor to Hasan
al-Basri, second link in the Sufi Silsilah of Chishti Order, and the Master of Fudhail Bin
Iyadh.

He is also reported to have received education from Imam Abu Hanifah.
His year of birth is unknown but is said to be on 176, 177, or 186 Hijri. The month is said to
be 27th of Safar. His shrine is in Basrah, Iraq.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Abu Hubairah Basri aka Ameen Ud Deen, was an early day Sufi Saint, asuccessor to
Huzaifah Al-Mar’ashi, sixth link in the Sufi Silsilah of Chishti Order, and the Master of Ilw
Mumshad Dinwari. He was born Basrah, Iraq around 167 Hijri He died on 7th Shawwaal 287
Hijri. He is burried in Basrah, Iraq.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Ilw Mumshad Dinwari aka Karimud Deen Mun’im, was an early day Sufi Saint, a
successor to Abu Hubairah Basri, seventh link in the Sufi Silsilah of Chishti Order, and the
Master of Abu Ishaq Shami. He was born in a city Dinwar, Iraq. He died around 297-299
Hijri. He is burried in Dinwar, Iraq.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Rabia Basari: She was born between 95 and 99 Hijri in Basra, Iraq. Much of her early
life is narrated by Khawaja Fareeduddin Attar. She is reported to be born free in a poor but
respected family. She was the fourth daughter of his family and therefore named Rabia
(Arabic=Fourth). When famine struck, she was kidnapped and sold as slave. However when
she grew up, her master discovered her piousness and freed her out of his fear for God.
Click here for full biography ...
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Sultanul Arifeen Hazrath Syedna Ahmed Kabir Rifayee Razi Allahu Taala Anhu
His full name was Abdul Abbas Mohiuddin Syed Ahmed Kabir Rifayee (Razi Allahu Taala
anhu). One of his forefather's name was 'Rifaah' and so he became very popular with the
name of Rifayee. Having born as 15th descendant of Hazrath Syedna Imam Hussain Razi
Allahu Taala anhu, he was called 'Hussaini'. He belonged to the 'Shaafayee' Maslak. Even
before his birth itself Huzur Akram Sallallahu Alaih Wasallam prophesied about him to his
maternal uncle Hazrath Baz'as'hab Mansoor Bataahi (R.A.). He asked him to name the boy
Ahmed. He said that he would be the leader of saints (Auliya Allah) and advised him to send
the boy to Shaik Ali Qadiri Wasthi (R.A.) for education and training.

Hazrath Ahmed Kabir Rifayee (R.A.) was born on 15th Rajab 512 Hijri (1117 A.D.) (I.e.
Thursday) at Hassan, a village in Iraq. He learnt the Holy Qur'an by heart under the
guidance of Hazrath Shaik Adbus Samee Al Hasbuni (R.A.). Later he completed his Islamic
studies under the guidance of Hazrath Shaik Ali Qadiri (R.A.).
He was blessed with the knowledge of mystic powers by Hazrath Shaik Baz'as'hab Bathaai.
It is learnt that even in his childhood he never took milk during the days of Ramzan. He
strictly followed Qur'an. So, he became popular as an Islamic scholar and man of high
morals quite early in life.
Once his uncle asked him to fetch some leaves. He went for them but returned with empty
hands. He said to his uncle, "I found the leaves immersed themselves in invocation (Zikr) of
Allah Taala, hence I did not separate them from the tree.

In 555 Hijri (1159 A.D.), he went on a pilgrimage to Hajj and visited Madina shareef for
paying his obeisance (homage) to his great grand father. He went near the Rauza-e-Aqdas
(Holy shrine) of Hazrath Mohammad Sallallahu Alaihi wasallam and paid salam "Assalam
alaikum ya Jaddi" (my great grand father). In reply he heard from the Holy shrine
"Waalaikum assalam ya waldi" (my son). All the people who were present there also heard
the holy words. He further said " I always sent my soul on my behalf to kiss the Holy Land
of Madina shareef, as I live away from you. Now I have come in person to kiss you. Kindly
stretch your hands so that I can kiss them and get your merciful blessings". Then the holy
hand of Hazrath Mohammad (S.A.W.) stretched forward out of the holy grave. He kissed the
holy hand with great devotion and reverence. Nearly 90 thousand devotees witnessed the
incident. There were Hazrath Shaik Abdul Qadir al Jeelani (R.T.A.), Hazrath Shaik Hayath
(R.T.A.) and Hazrath Shaik Aadi Ashami (R.J.A.) among them.
Hazrath Syed Ahmed Kabir Rifayee (R.A.) showed a number of miracles. He used to bring a
dead body to life by the grace of Allah. He believes that the miracles of saints (Auliya Allah)
are the miracle of the Prophet (S.A.W.).
Now some disciples of Rifayee order (tariqa) still perform some miracles. They pierce knives
and long needless into their bodies by invoking the holy name of syed Ahmed Kabir Rifayee.
They do not feel any pain or damage. This is nothing but Rifayee Zarbath.

http://www.rifai.org/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Saalik-e-Tariqat Hazrat Sheikh
Abul Fadhl Abdul Waahid Tameemi
(radi Allaho anhu)

HIS POSITION IN THE SILSILA : Khadim-e-Shariah, Saalik-e-Tariqah, Waaqif-e-Haqiqat,
Hazrat Sheikh Abul Fadhl Abdul Waahid Tameemi (radi Allaho anhu) is the thirteenth Imam
and Peer-e-Tariqat of the Silsila Aaliyah Qaaderiyah Barakaatiyah Razviyah Nooriyah.

He was a great Sheikh of his time He was the Muqalid of Imam-e-Azam Abu Hanifa (radi
Allaho anhu). Many servants of Allah attained blessings from him. He journeyed on various
occasions for Hajj and travelled many parts of the world spreading Islam.

BIRTH: Precise information about his birth is not known.

NAME: His name is Abdul Waahid Tameemi and is also known as Abul Fadhl. [Masaalikus
Saalikeen]

HIS FATHER: He is the son of Hazrat Sheikh Abdul Aziz Tameemi bin Haarith bin Asad (radi
Allaho anhu) [Masaalikus Saalikeen].

TAMEEMI: He is known as Tameemi, because is from a tribe in Arabia which is called the
Bani Tameem.

SHEIKH-E-TARIQAT: One narration says that his Sheikh-e-Tariqat is Hazrat Abu Bakr
Shibli (radi Allaho anhu). He was his mureed and was also blessed with khilafat by him.
[Masaalikus Saalikeen].
However, other great scholars say that he was the mureed of his father. Hazrat Shah Wali
ullah Muhadith Dehlwi (radi Allaho anhu) says, "Hazrat Abdul Waahid Tameemi wore the
Khirqa from Hazrat Abdul Aziz Tameemi and he wore the Khirqa from Hazrat Abu Bakr Shibli
(radi Allahu anhum) . This is in most of the Shajrahs of the Silisila Aaliyah." [Masaalikus
Saalimeen]
CHARACTER : He was a very blessed and pious personality. His character was close to that
of Hazrat Abu Bakr Shibli (radi Allaho anhu). He was the greatest Aabid, Zaahid and Imam
of Taqwa in his time. He spent his entire life, practising and protecting the Sunnats of the
Prophet (Sall Allaho alaihi wasallam). [Khazinatul Asfiyah vol.1 pg.89]

GUIDANCE TO THE PEOPLE : He blessed the people with guidance, for almost 90 years
after the wisaal of His Sheikh-e-Tariqat. During these years, he caused the silsila to grow
immensely.

He saved the souls of many people and turned them onto the path of Allah. He formed a
huge army of Mubaligheen (muslim missionaries) and sent them far and wide to serve
Islam. [Khazinatul Asfiyah]

DATE OF WISAAL: He passed from this world, on the 26th of Jamadil Aakhir 425 Hijri on a
Friday. It was the time of the reign of Khalifa Abbasi.
MUREEDS AND KHULAFA: Even after much searching, the list of mureeds and khulafa of
Hazrat Abdul Waahid Tameemi (radi Allaho anhu) could not be found. However, Hazrat
Sheikh Muhammad Abdullah Tartoosi (radi Allaho anhu) is one of his khulafa who name has
appeared in various books.

MAZAAR SHAREEF : His Mazaar Shareef is in the mausoleum of Hazrat Imam Ahmed bin
Hambal (radi Allaho anhu) in Baghdad Shareef.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Al Najaf; Mausoleum of 1st Imam Ali ibn Abu Talib, Masjid Hannana
2. Al Kufah; Masjid Kufa, Masjid Hadhrat Ali, Mausoleum of Muslim ibn
Aquil
3. Karbala; Mausoleum of 3rd Imam Hadhrat Husayn ibn Ali
4. Moosayab; Mausoleums of two sons of Muslim ibn Aquil
5. Al Kadhimain (Al Kazimayn); Mausoleums of 7th Imam Musa ibn Ja'far
al-Kadhim and 9th Imam Muhammad ibn Ali al-Jawad (Ali al-Taqi)
6. Baghdad; shrine of Abd al-Qadir al Jilani.
7. Samarra; Mausoleums of 10th Imam Ali al-Naqi and 11th Imam Hasan
al-Askari, Sardab of 12th Imam Hadhrat al-Mahdi
8. Balad; Mausoleum of Imam Muhammad ibn al-Naqi
9. Al Hillah; tombs of Hamza and Prophet David, Ruins of Babylon
10. Basra; Masjid Ali
11. Mosul; Great Mosque, Shrine of Prophet Yunus (Jonah), Ruins of
Ninevah, Healing spring of Ain Yunus
12. Ruins of Nippur
13. Ruins of Ur Shrine of Sheikh 'Adi ibn Musafir at Lalesh, some 60 km
north-east of Mosul; Yazidis Shia sect

Some more walis in Iraq
Hazrat-e-Imam Kazim RA ::: Hazrat Ma'Roof Karkhi RA ::: Hazrat e Sarri Saqti RA
Hazrat e Junaid Baghdadi RA ::: Hazrat e Shibli RA ::: Hazrat e Sheikh Abdul Wahid Ra
Hazrat e Abul Farh Tartoosi RA ::: Hazrat e Abul Hassan Bakhaari RA
Hazrat e Abu Saeed Makhzoomi Ra ::: Hazrat e Ghouse-e-Azam RA
Hazrat e Sayyid Abdur Razzaq RA ::: Hazrat e Abu Salih RA
Hazrat e Muhayyuddeen RA ::: Hazrat e Sayyid Hasni Jillani RA
Hazrat e Sayyid Moosa RA ::: Hazrat e Sayyid Hasan RA
Hazrat e Sayyid Ahmad Jillani RA
Shadhili:
The Shazhili order takes its name from Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili (1196/1197 - 1258 CE). He
was born in Ghumara, near Cueta in northern Morocco into a family of peasant labourers. He studied the
principles of Islamic Law (fiqh) at the Qarawiyyin University in Fez. He subsequently traveled to many
countries. In Iraq he met the Sufi Hazrat Shaykh Wasiti (RA) who told him to return to his country where
he could find Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam Ibn Mashish (RA), the great Moroccan spiritual master. He did
so, and became the close follower of this spiritual master who initiated him in the way of remembrance of
Allah. When he met Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam (RA), after ritually washing himself, he said, 'O Allah, I
have been washed of my knowledge and action so that I do not possess knowledge or action except what
comes to me from this Shaykh.'

Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili traveled from Morocco to Spain and finally settled down in Alexandria
in Egypt. Later on in life, when asked who his spiritual master was, he used to reply, 'I used to be the
close follower (murid) of Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam Ibn Mashish(RA), but I am no more the murid of any
human master.'
Hazrat Shaykh Abu'l-Abbas al-Mursi (d. 1288), who succeeded Hazrat Shaykh ash-Shazhili (RA) as the
next spiritual master of the Order, was asked about the knowledge of his spiritual master and replied, 'He
gave me forty sciences. He was an ocean without a shore.'
Hazrat Shaykh ash-Shazhili (RA) had hundreds of close followers in both Alexandria and Cairo, not only
from among the common people but also from among the ruling classes. He taught his close followers to
lead a life of contemplation and remembrance of Allah while performing the normal everyday activities of
the world. He disliked initiating any would-be follower unless that person already had a profession. His
admonition to his close followers was to apply the teachings of Islam in their own lives in the world and to
transform their existence.
Among the many writings attributed to Hazrat Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili is famous litany "Hizb alBahar
Most Famous and Prominent Sufi Sanits of Egypt
1) Dargah Shareef of Syedina Hazrat Imam Abul Hassan Ash-Shazili (RA) (d. 656/1241)
( Gaus-Al Akbar / Qutb-al-Abrar , The Founder of Shazhiliya Order
( Also called as Shazuliya Silsila )
2) Dargah Shareef of Syedina Hazrat Ahmed Al-Badawi Al Fasi (RA) (d. 675/1260)
( The Baraka of Tanta, Shaykh-e-Tariqat ar Rifa;iya , Tanta )
3) Dargah Shareef & Masjid of Syedina Hazrat Abu Al Abbas Mursi (RA),
Alexandria (1219 - 1286 CE)
4) Mazar-e-Shareef of Hazrat Dhul-Nun Al-Misri (RA) (AD 796-859) in Cairo
( Hazrat Zunoon Misri Rahmatullah Allaih )
5) Dargah Shareef of Hazratha Sayyida Nafisa (RA), a female mystic from the 8th century, in Cairo.
6) Hazrat Imam Sharfuddin Busiri (RA) (newly added)
Click here for More Mazaars in Egypt
Rare photos from the tomb of Imam Abul Hassan ash-Shazhili ( 656 AH/1258 CE )

View of Humaythra Valley, on Egypt ’s Red Sea coast.

Shiekh Abul Hassan Al Shazali (RA)’s Village in the heart of the East Desert.

Overview from Humaythraa mountain.

Shaykh Abu’l-Hassan ash-Shazhili died in the south of Egypt near the Red Sea while he was on his way
to the pilgrimage in Mecca in 1258.
His shrine, which appears to be nowhere, in the middle of the desert, stands to the present day and is
highly venerated. Near his tomb are two wells, one containing bitter water, the other containing sweet
water.'

Historic stone

Maqam of Abul Hassan ash-Shadhali
The Shazhili order takes its name from Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili (1196/1197 - 1258 CE). He
was born in Ghumara, near Cueta in northern Morocco into a family of peasant labourers. He studied the
principles of Islamic Law (fiqh) at the Qarawiyyin University in Fez. He subsequently traveled to many
countries. In Iraq he met the Sufi Hazrat Shaykh Wasiti (RA) who told him to return to his country where
he could find Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam Ibn Mashish (RA), the great Moroccan spiritual master. He did
so, and became the close follower of this spiritual master who initiated him in the way of remembrance of
Allah. When he met Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam (RA), after ritually washing himself, he said, 'O Allah, I
have been washed of my knowledge and action so that I do not possess knowledge or action except what
comes to me from this Shaykh.'
Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili traveled from Morocco to Spain and finally settled down in Alexandria
in Egypt. Later on in life, when asked who his spiritual master was, he used to reply, 'I used to be the
close follower (murid) of Hazrat Moulay Abus-Salam Ibn Mashish(RA), but I am no more the murid of any
human master.'
Hazrat Shaykh Abu'l-Abbas al-Mursi (d. 1288), who succeeded Hazrat Shaykh ash-Shazhili (RA) as the
next spiritual master of the Order, was asked about the knowledge of his spiritual master and replied, 'He
gave me forty sciences. He was an ocean without a shore.'
Hazrat Shaykh ash-Shazhili (RA) had hundreds of close followers in both Alexandria and Cairo, not only
from among the common people but also from among the ruling classes. He taught his close followers to
lead a life of contemplation and remembrance of Allah while performing the normal everyday activities of
the world. He disliked initiating any would-be follower unless that person already had a profession. His
admonition to his close followers was to apply the teachings of Islam in their own lives in the world and to
transform their existence.
Among the many writings attributed to Hazrat Shaykh Abu'l-Hassan ash-Shazhili is famous litany "Hizb alBahar".
Introducing Coffee to the World : During his earlier period Imam Shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu) had firm meditation at the Saffron hill. 40 days
he was fasting and 40 nights he spent on prayers. Floral leaves and salt was the only food both for Sahar
& Iftar. Some times Imam felt very tiresome and he was thinking about how to overcome this? At that time
Allah (Jalle Shanahu) through some birds, showed coffee to Imam.

Those tiny birds wandering at the day time were praying and begging god at the night. But they were
brisk anytime. Making note of this Imam Shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu) was very much surprised. At the
while he saw those birds sitting at a tree and taking some seeds. After eating that those birds were
refreshed. Suddenly Imam collected those seeds and put it to the water and drank. What a surprise! All
this exhaustness flied off and Imam Shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu) was fully brisk and refreshed.
Historians write that was the first invention of coffee till today what we are using, and so the pride of
introducing coffee a good refresher goes to Imam Shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu).
LAST ADVICE-EVERLASTING KARAAMAT:When Sheikh Shazhili Imam and his followers (Mureedains) were staying at Humaisara on the way to
their Hajj, Imam's fever was high. So, Imam called maali (RA) who was in personal and humble service of
Hazrat Imam Shazhili (Razi Allahu Anhu) all the way and asked him to congregate all followers who were
there. As it was the Time of Prayer, everyone gathered at once. Qutbul Akbar, Ghousul Ash'har Hazrat
Sheikh Shazhili Imam (Razi Allahu Anhu) gave his Last Advice (Wasiyya) in general to that congregation.
In particular Sheikh Shazhili Imam (Razi Allahu Anhu) insisted about Hizbul Bahr, It's magnificence and
powers.
"This (Hizbul Bahr) is equivalent to the ship of Hazrat Syedina Nooh (Alaihis Salatus Salaam ) those who
boarded it, were redeemed. Like wise those who recites Hizbul Bahr will be redeemed and liberated in
both their lives of this world and next (Akhirah). This consists Ismul 'Azam. Recite this daily. Make your
kids, kith and kin to memorise and ensure their recital every day. Generations after generation do this as
a tradition. This will fetch you goodness, prosperity and excellence”. Uttered Imam Shazhili (Rali…).
Then, Imam personally called Hazrat Abul Abbas Al Mursi (RA) and gave him some advices. Also He
taught him whatever He wants him to be taught and appointed Sheikh Abul Abbas Al Mursi (RA) as his
first representative (Khalifa). Also Sheikh introduced Hazrat Mursi to the gathering of followers there and
told them,
"Oh! My most lovable disciples and followers, mursi will lead you all from the very second of my demisal.
As everything happens how Allah (Jalle Shanahu ) wishes, I've appointed him as my representative. After
my passing away, Allah (Jalle Shanahu) is to give him (mursi) a very dignitary position. The principles he
shows you will be a doorway to reach the Almighty".
By the prosperity of sheikh's duaa, Hazrat Abul Abbas lead them all, turned into a glorified Qutb and his
followers reached the doorway of Allah.
Then Imam Shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu ) presided magrib there and then called His son Sheikh
Muhammad (alias) Sheikh Sharfuddin, and asked him to bring water from that well of Humaisara.
Sheikh Sharfuddin with obedience looked at his father Sheikh Shazhili Imam (Razi Allahu Anhu ) and told
"oh! My Sheikh and my respected father, water from that well is too bitter to drink and some soft and pure
water is available with us."
Hearing this Sheikh Shazhili Imam uttered "oh! The chilness of my eyes! The piece of my heart. As you
think, I am not asking that bitter water to drink. My intention is different. Kindly bring that."
Obliging the words of the Respected father, Sheikh Sharfuddin went to that well and brought some water
in a vessel. Hazrat Sheikh Shazhili Imam took some water, gargled in his mouth and spitted in that same
vessel and ordered His son Sheikh Sharfuddin (Razi Allahu Anhu ) to put it back in that well and Sheikh
Sharfuddin followed Imam's instructions. SUBHANALLAH! This incident stood an everlasting wonder

(Karamat). Yes! Substantiating the greatness and glory of Hazrat Imam Shazhili ( Razi Allahu Anhu ),
bitter water in that well turned as sweet as honey for people to drink.
Till today, the taste of that water and it’s level in that well at Humaisara has never changed. Lakhs and
Lakhs of people who come over there for Ziyarat carry over liters of water from that well to their countries.
WISAL OF GAUSUL AKBAR IMAM SHAZHILI RAZI ALLAHU ANHU :On His way to Hajj, ona holy night, Sheikh Shazuli Imam (RA) was deeply involved in zikr, Istighfar and
reciting salawats. Shazhuli Imam had never committed a sin in his lifetime. Continuing his efforts in
reciting all the above Qutbul Akbar, Ghousul Ash’har, Sheikh of all Sheikhs, Qutb of all Qutbs, Ghouse of
all Ghouses, Imam of all Waliyullahs, a Descendant of Prophet Rasulullah (Sal…) through Imam Hasan
(Razi Allahu Anhu), the establisher of a Real Tariqa to Unite with Allah, the leader of all saaliheens, and a
rejuvenator of Islam, Al Qutb Ar Rabbani, Wal Ghouse Al Fardani, Hazrat Syedina Imam Nooruddeen
Abul Hasan Ali Ash Shazhili Razi Allahu tha’ala anhu…… left this world to Unite with Allah (Jalle
Shanahu) early morning at the time of “Sahar” on 12th night of the month of Shawwal in the year (1259
A.D.) 656 Hijri at Humaithara. Hazrath Imam Shazhili was 63 years of age at that time. Followers of Imam
Shazhili (Razi Allahu Anhu ) were found very much anxious and disturbed about Imam’s demisal. They
were drowned in a irreparable loss which can never be compensated. All the other creations of Allah
(Jalleshanhu) which were pursuing guidance from Imam shazuli (Razi Allahu Anhu ) were found
lamenting, mourning the decease of Hazrath Shazhili Imam.Sheikh Abul Abbas Al Mursi (Razi Allahu
Anhu) presided the funeral rituals and solemnized Janaza Prayers followed by burial. This happened after
the Subh Prayers on the 12th night of Shawwal 656 Hijri (1259 A.D.) at Humaisara. It is located in desert
called Eesaab, some 300 kms from cairo (Egypt) on the way to Makkah Al Mukarrama. Ibn Saffak
narrates in his book DurratulAsrar,““Sheikh Mursi said: Imam’s wafat happened on 12th night of shawwal
and we proceeded with funeral on 12th day at Humaisara. On the next day (ie.,) 13th shawwal we could
see a beautiful building built around Hazrat Sheik’s Mazar-e-Mubarak. Hazrat’s Sheikh’s Geneology was
written on that we were really surprised to see this But we could understand the pride and dignity Allah
(Jalle Shanahu) has offered to Hazrat Sheikh Hazrat Shazhili Imam (Razi Allahu Anhu )”.So, till the day of
qiyama Sheikh’s followers (like us) will be pride of following such a precious Sheikh from our Beloved
Prophet Rasulullah (Sal-lal-lahu Alaihi Wa Sallam)’s descendants.
GREAT SUFI SAINT / AULIYA OF ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
HAZRAT ABU AL ABBAS MURSI (RA) , THE FIRST KHALIFA OF HAZRAT IMAM HASAN SHAZULI
(RA)

GUMBAZ OF DARGAH SHAREEF / MASJID OF HAZRAT ABU EL ABBAS MURSI (RA) , ALEXANDRIA,
EGYPT ( Khalifa-e-Awwal Hazrat Imam Hasan Shazuli (RA) )

DARGAH SHAREEF AND MASJID OF HAZRAT ABU AL ABBAS MURSI (RA) , ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT (
Khalifa-e-Awwal Hazrat Imam Hassan Shazuli (RA) )
The most important historic Masjid in Alexandria, Egypt, as well as a very beautiful one, is considered to
be that of Hazrat Abu El Abbas El
Mursi(RA). Constructed in 1775 by Algerians, it was built over the tomb of the thirteenth century Murcia
Andalusan saint, Ahmed Abu al-Abbas al-Mursi (Abu’l ‘Abbas) who joined and then lead, as a devout
Sufi, the Shadhali brotherhood. Abu El Abbas El Mursi is in himself a very interesting story.

MAZAR-E-SHAREEF OF HAZRAT ABU AL ABBAS MURSI (RA) , ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT ( Khalifa-eAwwal Hazrat Syedina Imam Hassan Shazuli (RA) )

The primary area of pilgrims' tents and gatherings in the Sigar fields at the mawlid of as-Sayyid Ahmad alBadawi, a mediaeval mystic and founder of the Ahmadiya brotherhood, in Tanta
There are thousands of mawlids in Egypt. Most of them are small local affairs but the biggest of them, like
the mawlid of as-Sayyid Ahmad al-Badawi in this image draw hundreds of thousands of people to a
celebration that combines pilgrimage, meditation, ecstatic piety, music, charity, trade and amusements.
Although millions of Egyptians celebrate mawlids and see them as a beautiful moment of love and
devotion, many of their compatriots are very critical about these festivities and consider them backward
and un-Islamic. These Images and texts will not tell who is wrong and who is right in the debate; perhaps
there is not a true and wrong answer at all, but simply show what a mawlid is about and what it means to
different people.

MAZAR-E-MUBARAK-HAZRAT SYEDINA-AHMED-BADAWI
( QADDUS ALLAHU SIRRA UL AZEEZ ) , TANTA , EGYPT.

Crowds in front of the mosque of as-Sayyida Nafisa, a female mystic from the 8th century, during the
mawlid in her honour in Cairo
The appearance of mawlids is chaotic at the first sight: pilgrims' tents, ecstatic rituals, commerce,
amusements, very loud religious music, and heavy crowds. It is not a coincidence that in the Egyptian
idiom 'a mawlid in the absence of its master' - i.e. the saint - (mulid wi-sahbuh ghayib) implies a state of
total disorder. But mawlids do have their order, only it is of a flexible, ambiguous, festive kind that allows
for very different celebrations to come together in the "great night", the final and biggest night of festivity.
In the words of a pilgrim "The mawlid collects the pious and the sinner alike. So you see very many things
in the mawlid. There is safety in it, and that collects the bad, because where else should they go. So they
come and do the things they want to. The mawlid is like a bus: in it travel the sheikh and the thief, all of
society. You see the swing-boats and the sheikh, it's all in there."
So where does the bus go, I asked. his answer: "To our lord the Prophet, God willing."

Dhul-Nun al-Misri Tomb of Dhul-Nun al-Misri (AD 796-859) in Cairo's City of the dead. Dhul-Nun al-Misri
was a famous Egyptian Sufi (full name, Dhul-Nun Abu Faid Thawban ibn Ibrahim al-Misri).
Life
Born in Akhmim in upper Egypt in AD 796, al-Misri is considered among the most prominent figures of
early Sufism and holds a position in the Sufi chronicles as high as Junayd (d.910) and Bayazid (d.874).
He studied under various teachers and travelled extensively in Arabia and Syria. In 829 he was arrested
on a charge of heresy and sent to prison in Baghdad, but after examination he was released on the
caliph's orders to return to Cairo, where he died in 859; his tombstone has been preserved.

A legendary alchemist and thaumaturage, he is supposed to have known the secret of the Egyptian
hieroglyphs. His sayings and poems, which are extremely dense and rich in mystical imagery, emphasize
knowledge or gnosis (marifah) more than fear (makhafah) or love (mahabbah), the other two major paths
of spiritual realization in Sufism. None of his written works have survived, but a vast collection of poems,
sayings, and aphorisms attributed to him continues to live on in oral tradition.
More About Dhul-Nun al-Misri
As-salato as-salamo alaika Ya Rasulallah
Assalamu 'Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuhu
All Praise be to Allah who is the Lord of the Worlds, and may Endless Blessings be showered upon His
Most Beloved, and Final Messenger of Islam,Hazrath Muhammad Mustafa his Family,Companions the
Noble order of Awliya Allah and all the Righteous Servants of the Ahle Sunnat Wal Jamaat.
ALLAHUMMA SALLI ALA SAYYIDINA MUHAMMADINIS SAABIQI LILKHALQI NURUHU WA
RAHMATUL LIL AALIMEENA ZUHURUHU ADADA MAMADA MIN KHALQIKA WAMAM BAQIYA
WAMAN SAIDA MINHUM WAMAN SHAQIYA SALAWAATAN TASTAGHRIQUL ADDA WATUHEETU
BIL HADDI SALAATAN LA GHAAYATA LAHA WALA MUNTAHA WALAN QADAAA'A SALAWAATAN
DAAA'IMATAN BIDAWAAMIKA WA ALAAA AALIHI WASAHBIHI WA SALLIMA TASLEEMAM MISLA
ZAALIKA.

YA GHAWTHU'L-A'ZAMU AGHITH-NI FI KULLI AHWALI WA'NSUR-NI FI KULLI AMALI WA TAQALLABNI FI TARIQI-KA BI-HURMATI JADDI-KA MUHAMMDIN WA BI-SHIFA'ATI-HI WA RUHI-HI WA SIRRI-H

He was a famous Qalandar and dervish, And came from Egypt, Sufis say that the Qalandar order and the
Malamati order comes from him, He was very eminent in his spiritual statues and he walked on the path
of affliction and on blame (malamati). He spent most of his life travelling and wandering in deserts
His interests in Sufism began when he had a remarkable change when he saw a young Sufi who was
hanging upside down on a tree and was continuously saying to his Nafs (Ego) 'Until you dont come to my
side to pray to God and worship Him, I will continue to punish you, until you die'.
After seeing this Zul Nun began to cry, The dervish asked him about the reason of his crying. He said: 'I
thought that you've killed some one, that's why you are punishing yourself like that.' The young dervish
told him to go to a mountain where a Sufi is staying, he should go and meet him Zul Nun went there and
saw that a dervish is sitting there and his one leg was cut off and lying near him, Zun Nun asked him that
how did he lose his leg? The Sufi replied 'Once I was busy worshiping God when suddenly i saw a
beautiful woman passing through, I felt attracted towards her and moved towards her with bad intention
while i was just about to move i heard the Divine voice saying 'O shameless After 30 years of worshipping
Me, now you are going to worship Satan',
After hearing that I cut off my leg as it was the first that moved towards the woman', The dervish then told
Zun Nun about another dervish, who was living at the top of that mountain, but beause it was impossible
to climb over the mountain to go to the top, the dervish decided instead to tell Zul Nun about his story, He
said 'That dervish once sweared that he will never eat anything from the hands of humans, so for many
months he didn't eat anything, later God sent some bees to him, who regularly provided him with honey.
He is living by eating honey since then.
After seeing this all, Zul Nun retired from this world and began his journey on the Sufi path.
He kept his statues hidden and it was only when he passed away that people repented and knew who he
really was, It is known that when he died 70 people saw the holy prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) who said that 'I have come to meet Zhul Nun the friend of god', and on his forehead when he died
was written 'This is the beloved of allah, who died in love of allah, slain by allah, also on his funeral the

birds were seen to shadow his body with their wings.
After seeing this the egyptians repented and held remorse for all the injustuce they had done to him,
About his famous life it is said that Zhul Nun and his disciples were in a boat and were sailing down the
River Nile when a boat came towards them full of merry makers and sinners, The disciples seeing this
were disgusted and outraged they asked Zhul Nun to implore god so that their boat sinks, instead he
prayed to god to give them a good life in this world and the next the disciple were astonished by his
prayer but as soon as the boat came near the merry makers saw Zhul Nun and became emotional they
broke their flutes and began to cry and repented.
To this Zhul Nun said 'that a good life in the next world is the repentance in this world, now you and them
are all satisfyied with no harm to anyone'.
While traveling Zhul Nun met an old woman in the desert he felt intrigued to ask her a question , so when
the woman came near he asked her from where have you come from she replied 'From god' where are
you going 'To god', he then took out a peice of gold and offered it to the woman who replied 'Oh Zhul Nun
the notion you have formed about me is from the feebleness of your intelligence i work for god and accept
nothing except from god, I worship him alone and take from him alone'.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Tomb of Abu Hasan As-Shadhilli (RA), Abu Hasan,
Egypt 140 km from Mirsa Alam, Red Sea.
Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli

This now is something of the story of the life and sayings of the Shaykh and Master Abu alHasan ash-Shadhdhuli, whose full name was `Ali ibn `Abdullah ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar, who, on
his father's side, descended from the Fatimid-Hasanid line, and on his mother's side from
the Fatimid-Husaynid line.

He was born in the year 593 A.H./1196 C.E., in the mountain village of Ghumara in the Rif
area of the northern Atlas mountains of the Maghrib. The Berber tribe to which he belonged

had virtually separated itself from the rest of the Maghrib by refusing to accept the Religion
of Islam, which was otherwise universally followed in this region. Sidi Abu Madyan had tried
to teach and guide this tribe to the Truth, but they had preferred to live in their state of
spiritual ignorance, relying mostly upon witchcraft, magic and idols for their form of
worship.

There is little recorded about the very early life of `Ali ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar, but it is assumed
that whilst he was still very young he would have been taught the basic rites of the Religion
because he and his family were of the shurafa, that is, people who are related in the body
to the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him. These are people who are
untouched by the desire for worldly power and office or for material gains. Therefore, it
could be expected that he would have studied, first of all, at the famous madrasa of
Qurrawiyyin in Fez (Fas) which had been founded by the great grandson of Sayyidina alHasan, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him.
His first Shaykh and Master was Sidi `Abdullah ibn Harazim, a follower of Sidi Abu Madyan,
may Allah have mercy on them both, through whose guidance he entered the Path of Allah,
the Way of Tasawwuf. It was also through him that he was later moved to find the Qutb of
his time.

It is known that in the year 615 A.H., at the age of twenty-five, he travelled to the East and
notably to al-`Iraq, searching for the Master who possessed the complete knowledge of the
Path of the Truth of Allah, Praised and Exalted is He. There he was led to the Shaykh Abu
al-Fath al-Wasiti who was the inheritor of the holy and renown Shaykh and waliy of Allah,
Sidi Ahmad ar-Rifa'i, may Allah be pleased with him, who had founded and guided one of
the first and largest tariq in the Way of Allah in the southern marshes of `Iraq. Here `Ali
`Abdu 'l-Jabbar remained for a short time, until it became clear to the heart of the Shaykh
Abu al-Fath that this follower could only be satisfied by the deepest Spring of the Knowledge
(al-ma`rifa). Therefore he said to him, "You have come here seeking for the Pole (Qutb) of
Islam, but you have left him in the Maghrib."

In this way the murid `Ali ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar returned to his own country, until he was led
to his true Master, Sidi `Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish on the mountain of Jabal `Alam in the
Habt region of the Maghrib. The account of the first meeting between them has been given
in the previous chapter in the story of the life of `Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish, but one of the
Knowers of Allah, referring to such a meeting said: "Know that in his beginning, the first of
what the seeker of this Path needs is that he casts himself on the Shaykh who is a Knower
of Allah, skilled in the journey of descent and ascent. Before him he is like the corpse in the
hands of the one who is washing it. He does not resist the Shaykh when he understands
something to be lacking, even if it is not in the Law (ash-shari`a), as the Shaykh Sidi `Abdu
'l-Qadir al-Jilani, may Allah be pleased with him, said, "If I am a rebel in the judgement of
the shari`a, I am obedient in the knowledge of the Reality." Therefore he must wash
himself of all other knowledge and actions, and turn in repentance (tawba) from his bad
deeds. As one of the Knowers of this Path said, "The tawba of the act of rebellion is one
tawba, but the tawba of the act of obedience is a thousand."

Another of the Knowers said, "Make ablution with the Water of the Unseen, if you carry the
Secret. For with this he clings to him and keeps him company until the Shaykh is dearer to
him than himself, his property and his children. Until if he commanded him to do the

impossible, which cannot be thought of in the mind, he would do it without weariness or
turning away."

In this way, everything that Allah revealed to them of the outside and the inside knowledge
passed between the Shaykh `Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish and his follower, until `Ali ibn
Abdu'l-Jabbar became the true inheritor of his Master.
After a period of time, as Allah willed, Sidi `Abdu as-Salam told his beloved son and follower
to proceed to Ifriqiya, now known as Tunisia, where he should settle in the village of
Shadhila until Allah would send His Order for him to move to the city of Tunis, where he
would meet with certain difficulty and opposition. He was told nevertheless that he should
remain in Tunis, until the coming of an event which would permit him to leave this city and
to travel to the East where, as his Master said, "You will become the Qutb of your time."

Before leaving Sidi `Abdu 's-Salam's presence, his young inheritor asked him for parting
words of guidance, so that he might receive from him his message of the Order which Allah,
Exalted is He, intended for him at that moment. His Master, may Allah be pleased with him,
said, "O `Ali, Allah is Allah, and the people are the people. Therefore, let Allah's
remembrance live every moment in your heart. Leave behind all dependence on people, and
keep your heart from inclining towards them. Perform your duties and Allah's Guidance will
always be with you. Do not refer to people unless Allah, the All-Mighty, orders you to do so.
He has perfected for you your authority and friendship (walaya) with Him. Say, "O Allah! I
ask Your Mercy that I do not incline or yearn for people. Protect me from their evils, and
provide for me by not seeking help from them. Set me apart from them, for Thou art
powerful over everything."

Then `Ali ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar set out for the village of Shadhila, between Qayrawan and
Tunis where, rather than looking for a place to lodge, he retreated to a cave on the
mountain of Jabal Zaghwan, accompanied by his spiritual brother and companion, one of
the Knowers of Allah (ahli al-kashf), `Abdullah ibn Salama al- Habibi. Here they both lived
for a period of time, as Allah, the All-mighty, willed of them. `Ali ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar chose
this seclusion because he had not yet received permission from Allah, Praised and Exalted is
He, to guide others, and he recognized that a period of retreat from the world was
necessary for him, so as to strengthen his heart. He was shown that he still needed to
concentrate on the inner battle (jihad) with his self, which he had embarked upon with his
beloved holy Master Sidi `Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish. This he must do until he was certain
that he had emptied himself entirely of everything that was not for Allah, and he had
effaced himself in Him.

It was a very holy period of asceticism, seclusion and spiritual practices during which the
depth of his self-denial was accompanied by the manifestation of many spiritual gifts
(karamat) from Allah, some of which were recorded by his companion, Abu Muhammad alHabibi, who said, "One day on Mount Zaghwan, the Shaykh was reciting from the surat alAn`am until he reached the Words of Allah: 'Remind hereby, lest a soul should be given up
to destruction for what it has earned. Apart from Allah it has no protector and no
intercessor; though it offer any equivalent it shall not be accepted from it.' (6:69). (It,
referring to the self of the human being.) At this point the Shaykh became absent as he
repeated this aya again and again until his whole body was shaken by the Word of his Lord,

and as often as he leaned to one side, so the mountain leaned in like manner, and this
continued until his Spirit returned to his body, when the mountain also became still."

This same companion also recorded: After forty days of his keeping company with Sidi `Ali
ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar, feeding on nothing but herbs of the fields and laurel leaves until the
sides of his two cheeks began to pain him, he, may Allah be pleased with him, said to him,
"O `Abdullah, is it that you wish for food?" He replied, "O my Master, my looking at you
enables me to do without it." The Shaykh then said, "Tomorrow, if Allah wills, we shall go
down to Shadhila and some Gift from Allah will come to us on our way."

`Abdullah al-Habibi continued: So the next morning we descended, and while we were
walking through a valley the Shaykh said to me, "O `Abdullah, if I should leave this road do
not follow me." Then he became absent from the world, and he left the way until he was
some distance from me. Then I saw four birds, about the size of a stork, come down from
the sky and fly over his head. Each one of them came and spoke with him and then flew
away. Amongst them were birds about the size of swallows which surrounded him between
the earth and the horizon, hovering in circles about him. When they had disappeared from
sight, he returned to me saying, "O `Abdullah, did you see anything." I told him of what I
had seen and he said, "The four birds were some of the angels of the fourth Heaven who
came to question me about Knowledge, and about this I spoke with them. The birds
resembling swallows were the spirits of the Saints which came to receive a blessing from
our arrival."

It is recorded that Sidi `Ali ibn `Abdu 'l-Jabbar said: In the beginning of my travelling with
the Path of Allah I was wont to pursue the science of alchemy, and I would make petition to
Allah about it. I was told, "Alchemy is in your urine. Put into it whatever you wish and it will
become what you desire." So I heated a pickaxe, quenched it therewith, and it turned to
gold. Then my presence of mind came back to me and I said, "O lord, I asked Thee for a
certain thing but I did not attain it except by the use of unclean devices, and this is not
lawful." Then I was told, "O `Ali, the world is full of impurity, and if you desire it, you will
not attain it except by impurity." I replied, "O my Lord, deliver me from it." I was told,
"Heat the pickaxe and it will return to iron." I heated it, and it returned to iron."

After that he learnt that the basis of the search for, and the realization of the Truth of the
knowledge of all sciences coming from Allah, Most High, lies in the truthfulness of the
seeker's intention.
About this he, may Allah be pleased with him, told the following story: While I was in the
Maghrib, a certain man came to me and said, "I have been told that you possess a
knowledge of alchemy-so teach me." He replied, "I will teach it to you without omitting a
single particle, if you are able to receive it."

"By Allah I am able to receive it," the man replied. So I said to him, "Eliminate creatures
from your heart, and stop desiring that your Lord give you other than what He had
previously ordained for you."
He replied, "I am not able to do that." I said, "Did I not tell you that you would not be able
to receive it?" Then he left me.
He, may Allah be pleased with him, told of another story: While I was wandering one night

in the beginning of my travelling on the Path, I slept in a place where there were many wild
animals. These began to growl at me, so I went and sat down on a high hill and said, by
Allah, I will pray to His Prophet, prayers and peace be upon him, for has he not said,
"Whoever sends blessings upon me, by that act the blessing of Allah, the All-Mighty, will be
upon him tenfold, and if the blessing of Allah is upon me, I shall pass the night under His
Protection." So I did this and feared nothing. When the dawn appeared, I went to a pool of
water to make the ablution for the morning prayer (al-fajr), and there was a mass of reeds
from which partridges broke forth with a great fluttering of wings. Fright overtook me and I
turned back. Then I heard a voice say, "O `Ali, when you passed the night under the Care
of Allah amongst the growling animals, you did not fear, but when you arose today under
your own care, the fluttering of partridge feathers has made you afraid."
It was at this time that he was given his title (nisba) of ash-Shadhdhuli. He was shown that
this name was not due to the fact that he was an inhabitant of the village of Shadhila, but
that Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, said to him, "O `Ali, you are ash-Shadhdhuli with a
tashdid on the dhal, meaning one who is set apart (shadhdhu-li) for Me."
Shortly after this the Order came to his heart, "Go down to the people. They will benefit by
you." When he heard these words he said, "O my Lord and Sustainer, relieve me of their
company." Then he was told, "Go down `Ali. Peace will be with you." He said, "Will You
leave me to the people to eat from their money?" He was told, "Spend as you like, O `Ali,
for I am your Financier. Spend as you like from your pocket, or from the Unseen."

So it was that about the year 640 A.H./1242 C.E., the Shaykh ash-Shadhdhuli went down to
Tunisa and found lodgings near the al-Balat (the Tiled Mosque) where he began calling
people to Allah, and teaching them His religion, receiving help and support from the Sultan
Abu Zakariyya. The Shadhdhuliyya Order was first founded there around forty of his
students who were known as the forty friends (al-awliya' al-arba'un), and soon a great
number of people from all walks of life began to come to him for inspiration and guidance,
as the word spread of the great learning, purity of heart and wisdom of the holy Shaykh.
Tunis in those days was a big city and a centre of commerce and trade as well as a
gathering place for those seeking both religious and secular learning. Many people who were
already following the religion of Islam were seeking something purer, more complete, and
at the same time, simpler than what was being taught in the institutions of religious
learning. They were also looking for a message which would speak to the hearts of citydwellers whose everyday life and occupations were an important matter for them. Abu alHasan ash-Shadhdhuli's Teachings gave these people exactly what everybody was looking
for.

Someone has said, looking at the outside of Sidi Abu al-Hasan's message, and referring to
some of his letters to his followers, "This correspondence shows not only that Abu al-Hasan
ash-Shadhdhiuli had a deep knowledge of the Sufi Teaching of the eastern doctors, but also
a personal experience of spiritual realities. If he knew how to inspire his followers it was not
so much that he taught them a simple Sufism, but because he had the qualities of a
spiritual Master as is revealed in his letters. He certainly formed no intellectual system, but
he had qualities of spiritual discernment, and he knew how to extract from his own
experiences what was valuable for others."
In the same manner, another person has said, "It is a fact of basic importance that the
Shadhdhuliyya was born out of an urban surrounding, not necessarily in revolt against it,
but as an outcome of the existing patterns of political, religious and economic life."

It was also Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli's message to his followers to encourage them,
unlike many of the shaykhs before him and after his time, not to abandon their professions
and trades which they had been following before coming to the Path, and to dress
themselves in the same way as all the people with whom he, may Allah be pleased with
him, taught them to mix. It is said, in fact, that he did not like to take any student into his
Way who did not have a trade or profession. This was from the outer face of his Way, and it
was as though it was the outer key to the door of his Path which attracted many of those
who would have turned away from a more obviously ascetic Master.
>From the inner face of his Way, and for those who were searching with the inner Eye, Abu
al-Hasan's presence and Teachings carried a certain power of the Spirit which was the Gift
which Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, had bestowed upon him, and which came to him as
the inheritor of the Spirit of his Father, the Guide Sidi `Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish, Allah's
mercy upon him. It was known that the Love from his eyes was enough to bring the
wandering perplexed seeker into the Net of Allah. This was a special Gift from Allah, Most
High, for His beloved slave. It is the same Gift of the bestowing of the Essence of the deep
Secret Love of Allah coming from the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him,
and which has been passed down through this Shadhdhuliyya Line to this moment. May
Allah be praised and thanked in everything.

It was this relationship, springing from the deep Secret Love of the Essence, which revealed
to the orthodox Muslims the elite bond between the Master and his followers-the Shaykh
with his beloveds. Although it had always existed, it was through Abu al-Hasan ashShadhdhuli, may Allah protect his secret, that it took on a new spiritual depth. This added
depth came from the tasting of the true meaning of the annihilation (fana') in the Shaykh,
who is the living Spirit of the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him, in his
time. It is he who guides Allah's lover from his perfect annihilation of himself in himself, to
the perfect annihilation of himself in Allah, Most High, followed by the perfect subsistence
(baqa') in his Spirit.

Abu al-Hasan, may Allah be pleased with him, said, "Real truthfulness (sidq) and piety
(taqwa) are experiencing with the Master what you desire. Allah Praised and Exalted is He
has said, "He who comes with the Truth and believes it to be the Truth, they are the
godfearing. They have with their Lord what they desire."(39:34). This can be found only
with the true Master, he who gives the right intention to the student's heart. The real
intention means the absence of everything except the act intended upon undertaking, and
its perfection is a holding fast to it until its completion."
This teaching and its practices seemed to the orthodox believers to threaten the whole
structure of Islam as they knew it. But Sidi Abu al-Hasan, like his Master Sidi ibn Mashish
and his Master Muhyi-id-din ibn al-`Arabi before him, considered that only the knowledge
acquired through tasting could be true Knowledge. In this way he was indicating that the
knowledge of the inner Sufi Path was of a degree above that of the jurists and the people of
the outside Law (ash-shari`a).

In fact a certain person of the government of the Maghrib went to Sidi Abu al-Hasan and
said to him, "I do not see that you perform any great religious works. So tell me how it is
that you have reached such an elevated place amongst the people that they regard you so
highly?"

He, may Allah be pleased with him, replied, "I have a single work that Allah, the All-Mighty,
has prescribed to His People, and to which I cleave."

"What is that?" he asked.
I replied, "Withdrawal from you, and your world. Allah, Most High, has said: So turn thou
from him who turns away from Our remembrance and desires only the present life."
(53:29).
Sidi Abu al-Hasan then said, "Vision of the Truth came upon me and would not leave me,
and it was stronger than I could bear, so I asked Allah, the All-Mighty, to set a veil between
me and It. Then a voice called out to me saying, 'If you besought Him as only His Prophets
and Saints and Muhammad His Beloved know how to beseech Him, yet would He not veil
you from It. But ask Him to strengthen you for It.' So I asked for strength, and He
strengthened me, Praise be to Allah."

One day when one of his followers asked him, may Allah be pleased with him, to speak
about Union and Separation, he said, "My son, when you want that in which there is no
censure, Union is witnessed in your Secret, and Separation exists in your tongue." In other
words, the beloved of Allah is he who travels through things, recognizing them and their
Orders, and seeing the Face of Allah in everything. The knower, as Sidi Abu al-Hasan
indicated, is he who travels joyfully and happily obtaining the good of all things, and
because he trusts in Allah, the evil of things passes him by. But he who does not know and
does not trust, travels through things fearfully, anxious, restrained and imprisoned, and so
he attracts their evils, and their good misses him." Has not Allah, Praised and Exalted is He,
said, "Are they equal, those who know and those who do not know?"(39:9).

Sidi Abu al-Hasan said, "Know that the Secret of all the ranks is gathered together in a
rank, and it is the noblest, the highest, the greatest and the most immense. It is that your
inward is truly with Allah and your outward with the Creation by Allah. When your outward
is with the Creation and your inward is with Allah, then all your states are pure, from the
side of the outward. So the Creation does not reject you. From the inward side there is no
intermediary between you and Allah."

For that he, may Allah be pleased with him, said, "Make us Your slaves in all states, and
teach us knowledge from You by which we may become perfect both in our life and in our
death."
Again and again he, may Allah hallow his secret, returned to this Truth of the relationship
between the Knowledge of Allah and the state of being His slave. He said, "Allah, Praised
and Mighty is He, has said, "Only those of His servants who have knowledge fear
Allah."(35:28).
Then Sidi Abu al-Hasan also said, "The slave of this world is a prisoner, the slave of the
Hereafter is a hireling, but the slave of Allah is an `amir."

He, may Allah be pleased with him, counselled his beloveds as he said to them, "If you
desire to look towards Allah with the eyes of faith and firm belief at all times, then be
thankful for His favors, and be content with His Decrees. Whatever favor you have is from
Allah. Then, whenever evil touches you, call upon Him. If you desire it to turn away from

you, or yourself to turn away from it, worship Allah lovingly, not bargaining with Him, but
knowingly, with due respect and modesty."

A Knower who understood Sidi Abu al-Hasan's Secret said: "Allah made selves incline to
freedom and to love it, and He made them flee from bondsmanship and hate it. Whoever is
a knower and who entrusts himself to a Knower, only finds ease in bondsmanship. He who
is ignorant, or who entrusts himself to one who is ignorant, only finds ease in freedom." For
which he said, "Only the giving of the Perfect is perfect."
It was in this way that Sidi Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli taught his followers and students
and always reminded them, "Whatever Allah has willed will be, and whatever He has not
willed is not. There is no strength and power except with Allah."

However the Master's presence, and his continually growing influence amongst all manner
of people in Tunis, began to stir up envy and apprehension in the heart of a certain lawyer
(faqih) known as Abu 'l-Qasim ibn Bara. This person tried to bring legal charges against
him, and when this proved unsuccessful, he then sought to get the Sultan Abu Zakariyya's
ear by declaring that Abu al-Hasan was a fraud and an imposter who claimed to be of the
Fatimid line. He also charged Sidi Abu al-Hasan of being a potential agitator who was
stirring up trouble amongst the people against Abu Zakariyya's rule and authority.

Although the Sultan was generally speaking a just man, the charge of possible insurrection
to his rule brought apprehension to his heart, so he called a gathering of the `ulama and
fuqaha to question the Shaykh about his belief and intentions, while he himself sat listening,
but hidden from sight behind a screen. The outcome of this meeting was that none of the
charges brought by Ibn al-Bara' were in any way proved to exist, and the Sultan said to
him, "This man is one of the greatest Saints, and you have no power over him." He
therefore dismissed all those who had been gathered together to question Abu al-Hasan,
except the Shaykh himself whom he still retained in his presence. Then Abu al-Hasan asked
of him only to be allowed to have a jug of water to make ablution, a carpet for praying, and
to be able to speak to one of his muridun who was anxiously waiting outside. He, may Allah
be pleased with him, said to the Sultan, "By Allah, were it not that my Way teaches us to
act in accordance with the Law (ash-shari`a) I would surely walk out from here, or there."
As he said this, he pointed to one wall of the room, and then another which immediately
opened for him. He told his student to inform all his followers that he would be absent from
them for that day, but that, if Allah willed, he would pray the night prayer together with
them.

After he had finished his prayer, Abu al-Hasan was about to make a du`a to Allah, the AllMighty, asking him to bring some judgement upon Ibn al-Bara' and the Sultan for their
opposition to him, but then he heard the words. "Truly Allah will not be pleased with you if
you ask Him in anger towards a fellow creature." So he offered up the following du`a, which
later became a part of his well-known Invocation of the Earth (Hizb al-Barr): "O You Whose
Throne is spread over the heavens and the earth, the preservation of which is no burden,
the Sublime, the All-Mighty (2:256), I ask You for faith in Your Care, a faith by which my
heart will remain undisturbed from anxiety for my sustenance, and from fear of creatures.
Draw me near to You in a way that tears away the veils as You did with Ibrahim, Your
Friend and Messenger, who spoke to You and thereby did not need to ask You, for You kept
him safe from the fire of his enemy. How can anyone be in need of a veil to shroud him

from the harm of his enemies when You have made him not to be in need of the help of
Friends? I pray that You will conceal me in Your Nearness until I cannot see or feel the
nearness nor the distance of any other thing. You have the power over everything." (2:19).

One of Sidi Abu al-Hasan's students told about a certain incident relating to this lawyer, Ibn
al-Bara: One day the Shaykh met Ibn al-Bara and greeted him, but he turned away from
him and did not return his salutation. Shortly afterwards the canon lawyer, Abu `Abdullah
ibn Abi 'l-Husayn, the Sultan's chamberlain, passed by. When he saw the Shaykh, he
dismounted from his she-mule and hastened towards him greeting him by kissing his hands,
weeping and begging him for his intercession on his behalf. So the Shaykh interceded for
him and then continued on his way.
When Abu al-Hasan entered his house he said, "Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, has just
revealed to me concerning these two men, for I have been told, 'O `Ali, the marking
(wasm) of a person (`abd) with ill-fortune is in accordance with the fore-knowledge of
Allah, and he is blind to it, though he be very learned, and the marking of a person with
good fortune is according to the fore-knowledge of Allah, and it comes to him, do what he
may.'"

On another occasion he, may Allah be pleased with him, told of an incident, once more
involving iIbn al-Bara', which he recounted saying: I came upon a group of jurists among
the companions of the Chief Qadi of Tunis, Ibn al-Bara, a man with whom Allah, the AllMighty, was not well-pleased, and I greeted them and they turned away from me. That was
a painful experience. Then I heard the voice saying to me: "O `Ali, indeed you have
exaggerated your own importance and overestimated your worth, since you were sensitive
to their turning away from you. But who are they when they turn towards you, and how is it
when they turn their back? If you were one helped by Allah, you would be distracted
through your turning to Allah from their turning away from you. If you were under right
guidance, you would be distracted through Allah's turning to you from your turning towards
Him."

In His Wisdom, Allah, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise, sent ibn al-Bara as a deep blessing for
Abu al-Hasan at a time when he, may Allah be pleased with him, was testing him and
teaching him the deep Knowledge of His Path. He said, I heard someone say, "He who is
sensitive to the first shock of misfortune is not patient. He who burdens himself with trouble
has not resigned his affair to Allah. He who asks is not content with Allah. He who manages
his own affairs has not committed them to Allah. He who calls for help has not trusted.
These are five things, and how great is your need to be attentive to these five!" Say: "My
Lord, I stand in need of the good that You have sent down to me. So increase for me Your
Bounty and Beneficence, and make me one of those who are thankful for Your Favors."
Shortly after this, Abu al-Hasan decided to leave Tunis to make the Pilgrimage (Hajj ) if
Allah willed, and for this purpose he set out with his followers to the East. When the Sultan
Zakariyya heard of this he was very troubled and sent a message begging the Shaykh to
remain in Tunis. But he, may Allah be pleased with him, said to him. "I am not leaving
except with the intention of making the Hajj if Allah, Exalted is He, wills, but when He, Most
High, will have fulfilled for me my intention I shall, if He wills, return again."

Accordingly, Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli, together with some of his followers, journeyed
to Egypt, arriving in Iskandariya (Alexandria) where they were greeted with being detained

in the military camp by an order of the Sultan of Egypt. This was because Ibn al-Bara had
sent a message warning the Sultan that the Shaykh was a dangerous man who would stir
up trouble in his country. However, Allah, the All-Mighty, intervened, bringing proof to him
and all those around him, that the Shaykh, far from being a troublemaker, was a person of
great spiritual power, intent only to make peace for all the people wherever Allah, the AllMighty, sent him to be.

One of his students who was accompanying Abu al-Hasan said that he did not hear the
Shaykh pray against Ibn al-Bara, and he did not even mention him in any way until they
were by `Arafat, and this was on the Pilgrimage after leaving Egypt, when he said, "Say
Amin to my du`a, for just now I have been commanded to pray against Ibn al-Bara." Then
he said, "O Allah, lengthen his life, make his knowledge to be of no avail to him. Bring him
tribulation through his offspring. Assign him, at the end of his life, to be a slave of
oppression." And to Allah belongs the Order before and after (30:4).

Then after a few days Sidi Abu al-Hasan was able to leave Egypt with his followers, and to
fulfill the Pilgrimage, after which he returned to Tunis. There he remained for a number of
years until one day Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, brought him the young man who was
to become his successor and the inheritor of his station and his holy line. This was Abu 'l`Abbas al-Mursi. As soon as the Shaykh looked at the face of this young man from Spain,
he said, "Truly no one has brought me back to Tunis except this person."

Soon after this, Abu al-Hasan was given the Order to move to Egypt, which would be his
final home, about which he, may Allah be pleased with him, said: I saw the Prophet, prayers
and peace be upon him in a dream and he said to me, "Ya `Ali, go to Egypt and raise up
forty true followers (siddiqun) there." It was summer time and intensely hot and I said, "Ya
Rasul Allah, the heat is very great." He said, "Lo, the clouds will give you shade." I said, "I
fear thirst." He replied, "Lo, the sky will rain for you every day." He promised me many
miraculous gifts (karamat) on my journey. So I instructed my followers to prepare to depart
to Egypt."

One of the gifts which he had been promised and was shown was that he had become the
Qutb of his time.
So it was that in the year 646 A.H./1246 C.E., when he was fifty years old, Sidi Abu alHasan ash-Shadhdhuli entered Egypt and took up his residence in al-Iskandariya where he
lived for the rest of his life. He set himself up with his family and followers in one of the
great towers rising from the walls surrounding the city. The tower was well equipped for this
purpose since it comprised several stories which provided accommodation for his family, a
Mosque, a zawiya for his students where the Shaykh gave teachings, and rooms for other
guests.

Meanwhile in Ifriqiya his Spirit was kept alive by a small group of his students with whom he
kept up correspondence. Two of them wrote a book about the life of their Master. One of
these two students, Muhammad ibn as-Sabbagh was the author of The Pearl of the Secrets
and the Treasure of the Righteous (Durrat al-Asrar wa Tuhafat al Abrar), the source book
for the greater part of the life and sayings of his Master Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli.

Sidi Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli, may Allah have mercy upon him, was the founder of
what became a great Sufi Order, and which is still one of the biggest of the Sufi Orders to
this day. Yet he left no manual of instruction for his students, no handbook of practices, and
no treatise to follow. He used to say, "My companions are my books." What do exist
however are several Litanies which he composed including his Litany of the Ocean (Hizb alBahr), Litany of the Light (Hizb an-Nur) and Litany of Victory (Hizb al-Fath) which he used
to like to recite, and which he urged his students to learn by heart, and to make their
recitation a regular part of their spiritual practices. In the same way as the Wazifa of Sidi
`Abdu 's-Salam ibn Mashish is known to carry many unseen blessings, so are the Litanies of
Sidi Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli. It is recommended by our Shaykh, Sidi Muhammad alJamal ar-Rifa`i, that these should be read and recited by his followers in this holy Way, so
that our souls may be purified by them, and that our spirits may find inspiration and benefit
from them, with the lifting of veils from our hearts. One of the Knowers of Allah said about
the Way which our Master Abu al-Hasan set out for his followers: This Path of ours is the
pure Shadhdhuli Path. Its seeker must be based on its 'Imam. He is the Pole of the Poles
(Qutb al-Aqtab), Abu al-Hasan who when he first met his Shaykh said, "O Allah! I have
washed myself of my knowledge and my actions so that I do not possess any knowledge or
action except what comes to me from this Shaykh." This example became a condition for
the follower of the Path, that he should leave his own knowledge of existence, and judge by
that of the existence of the Shaykh, without turning away or dissatisfaction." It was also
said, "One of this Shadhdhuli Path is approached, and he does not go to anyone. He is
needed and does not need anyone. He is always desired by everyone but does not desire
anyone, except the One, the Unique, the Self-Subsisting (samad)." Another of them said
about the Way of Abu al-Hasan, "Know that this annihilation (fana') to which the people of
the Shadhdhuli Path refer, is like death, no more no less. The dead, annihilated one in Allah,
only dies by the self which emerges and enters by the mouth, and no more, because he is
like a corpse in the Essence without Attributes." And this is what our Master Sidi `Abdu 'sSalam ibn Mashish, may Allah have mercy upon him, said, "Drown me in the Spring of the
Sea of Oneness, until I only see, only hear, only find and only feel by It." Abu al-Hasan said,
"When Allah wishes him to reach Him, He eases it in this way: He makes manifest to him
some of the Sublime Attributes and Holy Qualities whose Divine Nature hid his own
attributes and qualities from the soul of the slave. This serves as a sign that Allah loves
him, as the Prophet, may prayers and peace be upon him, said in the hadith al-qudsi from
his Lord: When I love him I am the hearing by which he hears, and the sight by which he
sees, and the hand by which he strikes, and the foot whereon he walks." For he, may Allah
have mercy upon him said, "If He did not love you, He would not make you to witness the
Unity. The sign of His Love for His beloveds is that He puts the love of His remembrance in
our hearts." Then Abu al-Hasan said, in speaking about the meaning of the quality of dhikr,
"It is that you are making mention with the tongue and gazing with the heart.
" The remembrance of Allah (dhikr), as he, may Allah be pleased with him, said, is one of
the essential means of walking with success and fulfillment on His Path. Therefore he
counselled his students: "Know that it is important for the student of the Sufi Path for
reaching the goal of attaining Union (wusul) with Allah, to ask Allah's help, and to sit upon
the carpet of truthfulness (sidq), contemplating him by truthful dhikr. Also one's heart must
be bound to the practice of pure bondsmanship (`ubudiya) so as to reach the knowledge of
Allah (ma`rifa). Then continue in remembrance, thankfulness, watchfulness (muraqab),
repentance and seeking forgiveness." When Sidi Abu al-Hasan spoke about his Path, the
Shadhdhuliyya Way, he said, "Its confirmation is Sainthood (wilaya)." By this he meant the
witnessing of the knowledge of the Love of the Essence, through tasting and sincerity
(ikhlas). And he said, "The People of this Path seek the benefit of evil just as they seek the
benefit of good." In the same way he said, and may Allah protect his secret, "O Allah!

People are sentenced to abasement until they become mighty, and they are sentenced to
loss until they find. The one who has no abasement becomes the one who has no might,
and the one who has no loss becomes the one who does not find. The one who lays claim to
finding without loss is a liar." In one of the prayers which he, may Allah be pleased with
him, liked to use, he said: "My God, if I ask You for help, I have asked for something beside
You. If I ask for what You have guaranteed me, I show suspicion of You. If my heart rests in
anything but You, I have been guilty Of the sin of associating something with You. Your
Attributes in their Majesty are above contingency. How then can I be with You? They are
beyond the reach of causes, How then can I be near You? They are exalted beyond the dust
of earth, How then can my stay be other than You?" He, may Allah be pleased with him,
also said that so long as the seeker stops with his own attributes, he is still with his self
(nafs), and one of the attributes of the self is the desire to have vision and eye-witnessing
of Allah. He said, "The desire for Union with God is one of the things that most effectually
separates from Him." And he said, "Scrupulousness has to do with what goes out and enters
here (he pointed to his mouth) and with the heart, that there should enter it nothing except
what Allah and His Messenger love." Then he followed that, and said, "Whenever the spirit is
abundantly watered with the showers of sciences, and the self (nafs) is firmly rooted in
good works, then all good results. But whenever the self has power over the spirit, then
drought and sterility result, the Order is overturned and every evil befalls. So take heed of
the guidance of the Book of Allah and the healing words of His Messenger, prayers and
peace be upon him, for you will never cease to enjoy the good as long as you love these
two the most. But evil has already come to him who turns away from them." The People of
the Truth upon hearing vain talk, turn from it (28:55), and upon hearing the Truth welcome
it. Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, says, "Whoever performs a good deed, for him will We
increase it with goodness." (42:23). Then he, may Allah be pleased with him, added to that,
"Make us Your slaves in all Your Revelations (tajalliyat) so that we do not become too proud
for Your bondsmanship (`ibada) in Your Revelations." One of his followers said about the
nature of Sidi Abu al-Hasan's Teachings: Listen to these words of a Discourse coming from
Allah in the Unseen through our Shaykh: "The Cup of Allah is full of the knowledge
(ma`rifa) of the Truth (al-Haqq), whose clear Water is given to whom He wishes of His
chosen slaves amongst the Creation. Sometimes it is in a material image, sometimes as
meaning (ma1nawiya), sometimes as knowledge (`ilmiya). In its material picture it is
bestowed for bodies and selves (anfus). In the form of meaning it is for hearts and minds,
and in the form of knowledge it is for spirits (arhah) and for the Secret of the Secret Selves
(asrar). Sometimes a group of Lovers will come together and they are given to drink from a
single Cup, or it may be that they are given to drink from many Cups. Sometimes a person
is given to drink from a Cup, and more than one Cup. It may be that the drinks will vary
according to the number of Cups. Or it may be that the drinking from any one Cup will vary,
even though a great number of lovers drink from the same Cup." When he, may Allah have
mercy upon him, was questioned another time about Love he said, "Love is granted by Allah
to the heart of His slave, and it is that which distracts him from everything else other than
Him, so that he will see his Spirit enfolded in His Presence, and his Secret Heart
overwhelmed in contemplation of Him. Thus the slave asks for more, and more is given, so
that he enters into the sweetest of joys in the Union of his spirit with Him. He is dressed in
garments fitting for him who sits in proximity to him, and he reaches to the knowledge of
the Hidden Reality and the Revealed faces of Allah."
For that reason, it is said that the Saints are the Brides of Allah. The same questioner said
to the Shaykh, "Now that I have come to know of Love, tell me what the Drink (sharab) of
Love is, what the Cup of Love is, who is the Bearer of the Cup (saqi), what the meaning of
tasting (dhawq) is, what the drinking (shurb) is, what the quenching of thirst (riyy) is, what
intoxication (sukr) is and what sobriety (sahw) is?" He, may Allah hallow his Secret, replied,
"The Drink is the Light radiating from the Beauty of the Beloved. The Cup is the Essence of

the Subtlety of the Mercy which is in the tasting of the heart. The Cupbearer is he who is
the Friend of the Greatest of the Chosen Ones and the Righteous among His slaves. He is
Allah, the One Who knows the capacities and capabilities of His Friends. If that Beauty is
revealed to a person, and he enjoys it even for one breath or two, and then the veil covers
it again, he becomes the yearning taster. If he continues drinking for an hour or more, he is
the drinker. If this state continues and lasts until his very veins and all his members become
filled with the treasures of the Lights of Allah, then this is known as the quenching of thirst.
When a person is absent from his senses and his mind has left him, so that he does not
know what he says or what is said, that is known as intoxication. Sometimes when the Cups
go round, the states differ, and the knower is returned back to remembrance (dhikr) and
religious duties of the Law (ash-shari`a), or to subsistence (baqa') after intoxication, and
that is the time of their sobriety. This is when their vision is strengthened and enlarged and
their actions are increased." Allah Praised and Exalted is He, has said, "These are of the
Party of Allah ... and lo, is it not those of the Party of Allah who are the victorious ones."
(58:22). When Abu al-Hasan, may Allah have mercy upon him, once became ill in
Qayrawan, as he said: The Prophet, prayers and peace be upon him, came to me in a
dream and said, "Cleanse your garments of all impurities and then with every breath you
breathe you will enjoy Allah's Help." I asked, "What are my garments, Oh Rasul Allah?" He
said, "Allah has clothed you with the robe of knowledge (ma`rifa), with the robe of Love
(mahabba), with the robe of Unity (tawhid), with the robe of Faith (iman), and with the robe
of Surrender (islam). Whoever has spiritual knowledge, for him everything becomes of little
importance. Whoever loves Allah, for him all things become easy. Whoever affirms the
Oneness of Allah, nothing is associated with Him. Whoever has faith in Allah is safe (amina)
from everything. Whoever is surrendered to Allah does not disobey Him, and if he does so,
he returns repentant, asking to be forgiven, and finding forgiveness." As he, may Allah be
pleased with him, said: I knew then the meaning of the Words of Allah, "Your robe,
cleanse." (74:4). Another time he, may Allah be pleased with him, was explaining the
meaning of the Prophet's saying, prayers and peace be upon him, Prayer is the link of union
(silsila) of the slave to his Lord, and he said: "The sign of Union is the outpouring of Mercy
with the manifestations of Love. The manifestations of Love are the removal of the Veil and
the happiness in communion." On another occasion he said: I saw Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, may
Allah be pleased with him, in a dream and he asked me, "Do you know what the sign is for
the love of the world leaving the heart?" I replied, "No." He said, "Forsaking it upon finding
it, and finding relief upon losing it." He, may Allah be pleased with him, then said, "The
practices (awrad) of the faithful (saddiqun) are fasting, prayer, recitation of dhikr, reading
of Qur'an, guarding of the private parts, the turning of the lower self from desires, enjoining
what is halal, and forbidding what is prohibited, according to four principles, which are:
abstinence from worldly things, trust in Allah, submission to Allah's Decrees, and patience in
His testing. Sincere love is built on four corner-stones, the first one being faith, then comes
the belief in the Oneness of Allah, thirdly comes right intention, and fourthly high himma.
Also if a person does not have four virtues in himself, let him abandon hope of happiness,
these virtues being: knowledge (ilm), scrupulousness (wara), fear of Allah (hayba), and
humility towards the slaves of Allah. The principles, corner-stones and virtues are all
necessary for the seeker.
" Sidi Abu al-Hasan also said, "The bondsmanship (`ibada) of those who are trustworthy
consists of twenty things: eat, drink, clothe yourselves, travel, marry, settle down, do
everything that Allah has commanded. Do not be neglectful but serve Allah. Do not
associate anyone or anything with Him. Be thankful to Him. Avoid injuring others, and
spend generously. This is one-half. The other is performing prescribed duties, avoiding what
is unlawful and being content with whatever Allah decrees. Truly serving Him consists in
reflecting upon His Orders and thoroughly understanding the Religion (ad-din). The best
kind of service is asceticism towards the world which comes from an absolute trust in Allah.

This is the bondsmanship of the best of the believers. If you are ill, seek for a remedy.
Listen carefully to the Knowers and choose the holy ones from amongst them, the true
Guides, who put their trust in Allah."
When Sidi Abu al-Hasan had once asked his own Master, Sidi Ibn Mashish, concerning the
Well, or Spring (wird) of the People of the Reality, he said that Sidi `Abdu 's-Salam, may
Allah be pleased with him, had replied, "It is essential for you to have destroyed passion
and desires (hawa) and to love the Friend of Allah (al-waliy). The sure sign of Love is that
the lover is occupied with nothing except his Beloved." By this question he, Abu al-Hasan
ash-Shadhdhuli was in truth asking about the holy bond between Master and student. The
answer came to him, without any doubt, that only in the total surrender of the student's
complete being could he receive the perfect blessings which Allah had set aside for him.
Therefore Sidi Abu al-Hasan himself said, "If anyone is satisfied by his possessions he is
poor; if anyone is satisfied by his high reputation he is to be despised, if anyone is satisfied
with his kinsmen he is worthy of contempt and if anyone is satisfied with Allah he is truly
rich." Then he, may Allah be pleased with him, added, "The sign of commitment (tafwid) is
a lack of distress when distasteful things befall." In addition to his verbal Teachings Abu alHasan ash-Shadhdhuli also kept an extensive correspondence going with his followers,
especially those who had remained behind in Tunis. In particular, many letters passed
between him and Shaykh Abu al-Hasan as-Saqalli, and also with his companion and friend
of the cave of Jabal Zaghwan, the Shaykh `Abdu 's-Salama al-Habibi, who had remained in
Ifriqiyya keeping up a zawiya for the muridun of the village of Masruqin. As was said,
"These letters are considered to be of great importance for an understanding of his Way,
since his love and compassion for all his followers was well-known. He considered it to be a
duty for the Shaykh, as the Father (rabib), to know his beloveds intimately, and to help
them wherever they might be."
Abu al-Hasan's follower, Ibn Sabbagh, recorded many stories about the karamat (gifts or
spiritual attainment) of Sidi Abu al-Hasan, a number of them having been related to him by
the follower, Abu 'l-`Aza'im Madi who kept company with the Master in the latter part of his
life in Egypt. One such story is as follows, as Abu 'l-`Azaim Madi said: The Shaykh sent me
from Iskandariyya to Dumyat for something that he needed. There was a man with us of
the people of Dumyat who asked the Shaykh's permission to accompany me and to travel
with me, and permission was granted him for this. On approaching the Gate of the Lotus
Tree (one of the Gates of Iskandariyya), the man took out some money to buy bread and
condiments. I said to him, "You do not need anything." He said to me, "We shall find the
shop of a certain person in the desert." He mentioned the shop of a man from Halwan in
Iskandariyya. I said to him, "It is better, if Allah wills, to do as I say." Now I had been
accustomed, whenever I travelled, to take no provision of food with me, but when I became
hungry I would hear the voice of the Shaykh saying to me, "O Madi, go over to your right
and you will find something to eat."
In like manner, when I was thirsty I would find fresh water and cooked food. We left
Iskandariyya and walked, hastening on our journey until the day was well advanced. Then
my travelling companion said, "O Madi, give me something to eat for I am hungry."
Immediately I heard the Shaykh's voice saying to me, "O Madi, your guest is hungry. Go
over to your right and you will find wherewith to feed him." I went over to the right-hand
side of the road and we found a pot full of sweet cakes perfumed with musk and rose-water,
and we ate them until we were filled. The man was amazed and wept at what he saw. I
asked him, "Which of the two is more tasty, this food or that in the shop of the man from
Halwan of whom you spoke?" The man said, "By Allah, I have certainly not seen the like of
this before, and such as this has never been made in the palace of a king." The man wanted

to gather up the remnants of the holy food, but I prevented him from doing this, and I left
them as they were. When we had walked on a short distance we became thirsty. Instantly
my beloved Shaykh's voice came to me saying, "O Madi, go over to your right-hand and you
will find water."
Thereupon we found in the sand a pool of fresh water, from which we drank, and beside
which we rested for a while. On arising we found not a drop of water to be seen. Thereupon
the man said, "Where is the water which was here in this place?" I said, "I know nothing
about it." Then the man said, "By Allah, this Shaykh is truly endowed with great powers. By
Allah, I will not return to my people until I shall have obtained what this Master has
obtained, or I will die in Allah." So he left his fur-lined cloak with me and walked off into the
desert exclaiming, Allah! Allah! Abu 'l-`Azaim Madi continued: When I had finished my
journey and returned to my Master, he said to me, "O Madi, you have lost your guest." I
said to him, "You are the one who has lost him whom you fed with the sweet cakes in the
desert, and whose thirst you quenched with the water in the sand." Then he, may Allah be
pleased with him, said to me, "He has passed along with those who are betaking themselves
to Allah." Abu 'l-`Aza'im Madi also related: One day the Shaykh was talking to his assembly
of followers on the subject of asceticism (az-zuhd) regarding worldly goods. In the group
assembled to listen to him was a poor man wearing worn out clothes while his teacher wore
fine-looking garments. The poor man said, "How is it that the Shaykh talks about asceticim
while wearing these clothes? I am the ascetic with regard to worldly goods." Our Master Abu
al-Hasan said, "O you disputer, your clothes are the garments of worldly desire (raghba addunya) which are crying out with the tongue of effort and poverty, but our garments cry out
with the tongue of abstinence (ta`affuf) and sufficiency (ghina). As soon as he heard these
words, the poor man stood up before all those assembled, and said, "I, by Allah, the Mighty,
am the one who says likewise in my heart, and I ask for forgiveness of Allah, and turn to
Him in repentance." Then the Master told Madi to clothe the poor man in fine garments. It
was related that when Sidi Abu 'l-`Abbas' son, who was called Ahmad Shahabu-id-din,
reached puberty, his mother said to Sidi Abu al-Hasan ash -Shadhdhuli, "O my Master, my
son Ahmad has come to manhood.
" Then he, may Allah be pleased with him, said to her, "Bring him to me so that I may give
him my final injunction, and teach him those rights of Allah which are required of him." So
his mother brought her son to the Shaykh's presence. He, may Allah be pleased with him,
looked intently at the young boy, for a moment, then he turned his eyes away from him.
Then he said to him, "Arise, O my son, may Allah always guide you", and he made du`a to
Allah for him. When the youth had left the Shaykh's presence, his mother said to the
Master, "Sidi, indeed I did not hear you give him your final message, or even address a
word to him." He, may Allah be pleased with him, said to her, "When he was sitting in front
of me, Allah allowed me to see the outcome of his life, and I found nothing in his actions
against which to warn or counsel him, so I felt ashamed before Allah to speak to him.
" There is also a story about the Master Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli, which was related by
a man named Abu `Ali `Umar whose father told him that two of his friends had told him of
how Sidi Abu al-Hasan had drawn near to them one night while they were in a small fort.
Abu `Ali `Umar said: We had ten sheep which we had received on credit for the purpose of
making a profit from them. We had killed one of the choicest of our small flock for the
Shaykh, who asked us, "Why have you done this?" We said to him, "This is for the blessing,
if Allah wills.
" One of the two men said to the Shaykh, "By it (the blessing) will a thousand measures of
grain be stored up for us?" He said, "And by it a thousand measures of grain, if Allah wills."

They then told of how, after only a short time, they had acquired a thousand sheep and had
stored up a thousand measures of grain. Abu Ali `Umar added: I was present at the time of
their counting, and I ate of their offspring. Finally, many stories are told about the Battle of
al-Mansurah in the year 1250 C.E., when the Crusader King Louis of France invaded Egypt,
and in which the Shaykh took part fighting in the front line with his followers. When Sidi Abu
al-Hasan and many of his beloveds, as well as his friends amongst the `ulama and the
awliya, heard that the Muslim community was under attack, they immediately made their
way to al-Mansurah to join in the battle for Victory or Paradise (an-nasr aw al-janna),
knowing full well that Paradise is under the shadow of the sword. On the day of the battle
the Shaykh mounted his best horse, one of his followers then handing him his sword. When
he clasped it in his right hand he asked for another, and with one in each hand he rode out
into battle. When he was asked afterwards how he could fight so marvelously, because at
that time his eyesight was very weak, he pointed to his heart saying, "If the Eye of the
heart sees clearly, what is the need for the eyes of the body?" The Master Abu al-Hasan
ash-Shadhdhuli had made it his custom that every other year he would travel to Mecca for
the Pilgrimage. Likewise in the year 656 A.H./1258 C.E., the very year in which a few weeks
earlier the Mongol ruler Hulugu Jenghiz Khan had sacked Baghdad, he made preparations to
go on the Pilgrimage as usual. However, this time he asked that a pickaxe, shovel, and a
shroud should be included in their baggage. As was his custom he set out on the southern
route, known as the spice route, overland to Damanhur, then via Qahira, up the Nile to 'Idfu
in Upper Egypt. From there he would cross the Red Sea to Jiddah, and finally make the twoday camel ride to Mecca. At Damanhur, a young boy, who was a student of the Qur'an,
begged his mother to let him go with the Shaykh and his party to make the Pilgrimage. His
mother, who was a widow, earnestly requested the Shaykh for her son that he be allowed to
travel with his party, to which he replied, "We will look after him as far as Humaythira.
" And so it happened. It was related that Abu al-Hasan, may Allah have mercy upon him,
had said, "When I entered the land of Egypt and established my dwelling there, I prayed to
Allah, the Most High, saying: Ya Rabb, have You caused me to dwell in the land of the
Copts, to be buried amongst them, until my flesh becomes mingled with their flesh and my
bones with theirs? A reply then came to me: No `Ali, you will be buried in a land which Allah
has never oppressed." It is also recorded that in the year of his death Abu al-Hasan ashShadhdhuli was heard to say, "Once when I fell ill, I said: Allah, O Allah, when will the
encounter with You take place? I was told: Ya `Ali, when you reach Humaythira, then the
encounter will come." He said, may Allah have mercy upon him, "I saw as if I were buried at
the base of a mountain before a well containing a little salty water, which became more
abundant and sweet." And he said to his beloveds, "This year I shall perform the Pilgrimage
of substitution (hajjat an-niyaba).
" One of Abu al-Hasan's followers recorded what happened: Soon after entering the desert
of `Aydhab, both the young boy and the Shaykh fell ill, the boy dying the day before we
reached the watering-place of Humaythira. The followers wanted to bury the youth where
he had died, but the Shaykh said, "Carry him to Humaythira." When we arrived at this
resting-place we washed the boy, and the Shaykh prayed over him before we buried him.
That evening the Shaykh, who was also very sick, called his companions around him and
spoke to us, counselling us to recite his Litany of the Sea (Hizb al-Bakhr) often, and he said,
"Teach it to your children for the Greatest Name of Allah (al-ismu 'l-`azam) is in it." Then
he talked privately to Sidi Abu al-`Abbas al-Mursi, giving him his orders as his successor
with his special blessing. He, may Allah have mercy upon him, said to his followers, "When I
am dead, look to Abu al-`Abbas al-Mursi for he is the Caliph (Khalifa) to come after me. He
will have an exalted station amongst you for he is one of the Doors (abwab) of Allah,
Praised and Exalted is He." Later that evening he called for a jar of water to be filled from
the well of Humaythira. When he was told, "Ya Sidi, its water is salty and bitter, but the

water we have is fresh and sweet," he replied, "Give me some of it for my intention is not
what you think." When we brought him the well-water he drank a little of it, rinsed his
mouth with it and spat into the jar. Then he said, "Pour the water into the well.
" Immediately the well-water turned sweet and fresh to taste, and it was abundant enough
to refresh all the travellers who stopped to replenish themselves at this place. His followers
said, "The Shaykh passed the night in holy preparation and discourse with his Beloved God,
continually mentioning His Name until the dawn came when he was still." Thus the words of
Sidi Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli became true, because he had said, "This year I shall
perform the Pilgrimage of substitution." By this he informed his followers of the hadith of
the Prophet, prayers and peace be upon him, "If anyone leaves his home for the purpose of
performing the Pilgrimage and dies before accomplishing it, Allah deputizes an angel to take
his place in performing the Hajj each year until the Day of Resurrection (yawm al-qiyama)."
Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli, the Beloved and Friend of Allah, had asked Him to allow him
to die in a place without sin, and in this Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, granted him his
wish. He, may Allah have mercy upon him, had told his son-in-law and successor, Abu al`Abbas al-Mursi, that he should give his body to a veiled man on horseback who would
appear, wash him and bury him, leaving then by a path up a steep hill where Abu al-`Abbas
should not follow him. Everything happened as Abu al-Hasan, may Allah protect his secret,
had said.
However, Abu al-`Abbas did follow the veiled horseman up the hill, and he saw his face,
which was that of Abu al-Hasan himself, who told him to return to the valley again. Then
the veiled man disappeared. From this sign Abu al-`Abbas understood that, in fact, it was
the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him, himself who had appeared in the
face of his Master. There is now said to be a handsome Mosque at the tomb which is visited
by pilgrims every year going and returning from Mecca. From the hill above the Mosque the
beloveds of the Way of Allah can see the light shining from the tomb of the Prophet, may
prayers and peace be upon him, lying to the East across the Red Sea. Our Shaykh and
Master, `Ali ibn `Abdullah Abu al-Hasan, the founder of this great Shadhdhuliyya Way, left
behind him, as he did for many people of his time, so also for us today, a spiritual Path
within the Religion of Islam, which gives to those who follow it in sincerity and humility,
deep meaning and purpose to our lives in this material world. It is the Straight Path to God,
so that the Order which he founded still lives and flourishes in many parts of the world, and
especially in the West. There is the well-known saying amongst the People of Allah, "The
Last Days will fall on the Shadhdhuliyya Path.
" Above everything else, the Master Abu al-Hasan ash-Shadhdhuli left the transmission of
the Highest Essence (ad-dhat al-1aliya) to all his successors, the Guides who inherit from
him, and who have kept the Spirit of the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon
him, alive in every time. With the complete and perfect annihilation (fana'), and the
complete and perfect return to subsistence (baqa') in and through the presence of the
Master, the follower of this Path can receive the knowledge of this highest Essence, which is
that of the Spirit of the Prophet Muhammad, prayers and peace be upon him, the Last of
Allah's Messengers for the world. None of the deep meaning of this holy knowledge can be
passed on through learned treatises, nor does it live in any books, except in the Book of
Allah, Praised and Exalted is He, the Holy Qur'an. It is only through the Good Pleasure and
Grace of Allah and for the fulfillment of His Order that He bestows this blessing upon whom
He wills of His slaves.
He, the Most High, said, "The People of the Book know that they have no power over
anything of the Bounty of Allah, and that the Bounty is in the Hand of Allah, and He gives it

to whomsoever He wills, and Allah is of Mighty Bounty." (57:29). May Allah, the All-Mighty,
cause the blessing of our Master to be repeated, and may He gather us together with him in
the assembly of our Prophet, our Mediator, our Intercessor, our Beloved Muhammad, may
prayers and peace be upon him. May Allah bless him and give him abundant peace so long
as the Sovereignty of Allah shall endure." All Praise is to Allah the Lord of all the Worlds.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Imâm Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul Razzâq al-Husayni alZabîdî, Abul Fayd and is widely known as Murtadâ al-Zabîdi. [1145-1205 AH/ 1732-1790
CE] He was a Hanafî scholar, lexicographer, linguist, a grandmaster in Hadîth, genealogy,
biographies and personal histories [Hadîth, ansâb, rijâl]. He was a prolific writer. Apart from
Arabic, he was proficient in Turkish, Persian and a language of Karaj.

Shattari :
Shattari is a Sufi mystical order (tariqah) originating in Persia in the fifteenth century A.D. and later taken
to India. The word Shattar means "speed", "rapidness" or "fast-goer and is a system of spiritual practices
which lead quickly to a state of annihilation of the ego in God (fana) and subsistence through God (baqa).
Idries Shah(RA), writing in The Sufis, states that the Shattari technique or "the Rapidness" originated with
the Naqshbandi Sufi Order and that after the early nineteenth century it returned to "the custody" of that
"parent school".
The Shattari succession or chain of transmission (silsilah) is said to ultimately go back to Sheikh Bayazid
Taifur Bustami(radiAllah Anhu),whilst the order itself, which uses the Shattari techniques, is a branch of
the Tayfuri Khanwada and was reputedly founded by Sheikh Sirajuddin Abdullah Shattar(RA) (d. 1406
CE), a descendent of Sheikh Shihabuddin Suhrawardi(radiAllahanhu) Shattar was deputized and given
the honorific "Shattar" by his teacher Sheikh Muhammad Taifur (radiAllahanhu) in recognition of the
austerities he faced in achieving this station (maqaam).
The book Jawahir-i khams, (The Five Jewels).
Originating in Persia, the order and its teachings were later brought to India by Sheikh Abdullah
Shattar.(RA) According to Idries Shah(RA), "Hazrat Shattar (RA) visited India in the fifteenth century,
wandering from one monastery to another, and made known the method. His procedure was to approach
the chief of a Sufi group and say, 'Teach me your method, share it with me. If you will not, I invite you to
share mine.'"
Hazrat Shattar's(radiAllahanhu) successor was Shah Wajih ad-Din (RA) (d. 1018 AH / 1609 CE), a "great
saint" who wrote many books and founded an educational institution (madrasa).[6]
One of the order's notable masters was the 16th century Sufi saint and musician, Sayyid Muhammad
Ghawth (RA) (d. 1562/3 CE), who developed the Shattari more fully into a "distinctive order"; taught the
Mughal Emperor Humayun,] and wrote the book Jawahir-i khams, (The Five Jewels). The influence of the
Shattari Order grew strong during Sayyid Muhammad Ghawth(RA) leadership and spread through South
Asia.

Sayyid Muhammad Ghawth(RA) was also a tutor of the Mughal emperor Akbar's favorite musician,
Tansen. It is uncertain whether Tansen was tutored in Sufism, in music or in both, but Tansen was
familiar with Sufism. Sayyid Muhammad Ghawth(RA) tomb in Gwalior is a well-known tourist attraction,
and regarded as an excellent example of Mughal Architecture. Tansen was buried in Ghawth's tomb
complex
Suhrawardiyya:
Suhrawardiyya is the name of a Sufi order founded by Iranian Sufi Diya al-din Abu 'n-Najib as-Suhrawardi
(RA) (1097 – 1168).
He was a murid of Ahmad al-Ghazali(RA), who was a brother of Imam Abu Hamid al-Ghazali.c. 545 A.H.
he was teaching Shafi'i fiqh at Al-Nizamiyya of Baghdad Academy. His surviving work is called Kitab
Adab Al-Muridin.
Many Sufis from all over the Islamic world joined the order under the founder's nephew Hazrat Shihab addin Abu Hafs 'Umar(RA) (1145-1234), who was sent as emissary to the court of Khwarezm Shah in
Bukhara by the Khalifa in Baghdad. His son is buried in Tashkent. Later the Order spread into India
through Hazrat Jalaluddin Surkh-Posh Bukhari(RA) and Hazrat Baha-ud-din Zakariya(RA).
The principal role in the formation of a conservative ‘new piety’ and in the initiation of urban commercial
and vocational groups into mysticism was played by the Suhrawardiyya silsila. Suhrawardiyya originated
in Iraq but succeeded only in India to take shape as a fraternity with its infrastructure, internal hierarchy of
members and cloisters and a single centre in Multan and Uchch. The Suhrawardiyya is a strictly Sunni
order, guided by Shafi`i madhab. The Suhrawardiyya trace their spiritual genealogy to Hazrat Ali ibn Abi
Talib (A.S.)through Junayd Baghdadi and al-Ghazali(RDA).
Shaikh Shihab ad-din Abu Hafs Umar al-Suhrawardi(RA), took recourse to active life, renounced
reclusion and excessive fasting, maintained close contacts with the authorities, and undertook diplomatic
missions and political settlement of conflicts. His luxurious cloister in Baghdad, with gardens and bath
houses, was specially built for him by Caliph an-Nasir, on whose behalf Abu Hafs travelled as an
ambassador to the Ayyubid Sultan Malik al-Adil I of Egypt, to Khwarezm-Shah Muhammad of Bukhara
and to Kaiqubad I, the Seljuk ruler of Konya.
Shaikh Abu Hafs Umar al-Suhrawardi(RDA), the author of “Awarif al-Ma’arif”, directed his disciples Hazrat
Jalaluddin Surkh-Posh Bukhari & Shaikh Baha-ud-din Zakariya of Multan (1182-1262 AD) to make Multan
the center of his activity. Iltutmish appointed him as "Shaikhul Islam" after the invasion of Multan and
topple its ruler, Qabacha. During the Mongol invasion he became the peace negotiotor between invaders
and muslim army.
Another Suharwardi, Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) buried at Konya, Turkey, received formal initiation
into the Sufi way under Shaykh Baha'uddin Zakariya (RA), Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) lived in Multan
for 25 years as one of the Suhrawardis, composing poetry. As Shaykh Baha'uddin(RA) was dying, he
named Hazrat Fakhruddin 'Iraqi (RA ) to be his successor.
When it became known that Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) had been named head of the Suhrawardi
Order, some in the order became jealous and denounced him to the Sultan who sought to have 'Iraqi
arrested.
Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) fled the area with a few close companions, and they eventually made their
way to Makkah and Medina. Later they moved north to Konya in Turkey. This was Konya at the time of
Rumi. 'Iraqi often listened to Rumi teach and recite poetry, and later attended Rumi's funeral.

Although Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) was nominally the head (in exile) of a large and respected Sufi
order, he humbly became the disciple of another Sufi master—Hazrat Sadruddin Qunawi(RA), who also
lived in Konya at the time. Hazrat Sadruddin Qunawi(RA) was the son-in-law of the recently deceased
Sufi philosopher Shaikh Ibn 'Arabi(RA). Although less known in the West today Hazrat Sadruddin
Qunawi(RA) was perhaps the pre-eminent Sufi teacher in Konya at the time, even better known than his
neighbor Rumi.
Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) was deeply devoted Hazrat Sadruddin Qunawi(RA) and to the teachings of
Ibn 'Arabi(RA). It was a series of speeches Hazrat Sadruddin Qunawi(RA) delivered on the esoteric
meaning of Ibn 'Arabi's great works that inspired Hazrat Fakharuddin Iraqi (RA) to compose his own
masterpiece of commentary and poetry named the Lama'at or Divine Flashes.
When Fakhruddin 'Iraqi died he was buried near Ibn 'Arabi's (RA)tomb.
Baha-ud-din Zakariya’s(RA) successor then was his son Shaikh Sadruddin ‘Arif(RA). His disciple, Amir
Husayn(RA)., the author of “Zad- al-Musafirin”, wrote several works on the doctrine Wahdat al-Wujud.
Shaikh Arif’s(RA). son and caliph, Shaikh Ruknuddin (RA). was highly respected by the Delhi Sultans
from ‘Alauddin Khilji to Muhammad Ibn Tughlaq.
After the death of Shaikh Ruknuddin(RA) the Suhrawardiyya silsila declined in Multan but became
popular in other provinces like Uch, Gujarat, Punjab, Kashmir and even Delhi. Suharawardiyya order of
Sufism became popular in Bengal (Contemporary Relevance of Sufism, 1993, published by Indian
Council for Cultural relations).
It was popularised and revitalized by Hazrat Jalaluddin Surkh-Posh Bukhari(RA) known as Makhdum
Jahaniyan, the world traveler. He was puritan and strongly objected the Hindu influences to Muslim social
and religious practices.
Another contemporary mystic who is worthy of mention was Shaikh Sharfuddin Yahya Manairi (RA). (d.
1380 AD). He belonged to the Firdausia order, a branch of Suhrawardiyya. He compiled several books,
i.e. “Fawaid al-Muridin”, “Irshadat al-Talibin”,”Rahat al-Qulub”, etc.
Owaisiya:
Owaisiya is the name of a Sufi order founded by Hazrat Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu)
Hazrat Owais Qarni(radi Allah anhu) was born in the village of "Qaran" in Yemen. River "showor" flowed
through the city of Zubaida.
The family was so poor that there was no money to send him to Maktab or a teacher. The miracle here is
that Hazrat Rasule Karim (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) became the spiritual guardian of this child and
though they never met, Hazrat Rasullullah (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) guided him at all times - such
was their bondage. This is the reason why Rasullullah (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) would often look
toward Yemen, and say : "I am getting the beautiful fragrance Allah's blessings in the breeze. It is for
Owais Qarni." Hazrat Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu) could never meet Rasullullah (sal lal laho tala alaihi
wasalam), primarily because he used to take care of his sick mother. She would not allow him to go
anywhere. After the battle of Uhud, when Hazrat Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu) came to know that the
Prophet had lost a few teeth during the encounter, he broke all his teeth one by one till none was left - as
he did not know exactly how many or which ones were lost by the prophet (sal lal laho tala alaihi
wasalam). Such was the bondage of divine love between the two men, who never met each other. Once
he went to Madina but failed to meet his most loved guardian. It is on record that on that day the Prophet
(sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) suddenly left home to say prayers in the mosque, leaving hurried
instructions that a great saint was coming to visit him shortly and that it was predestined that they shall
never meet in this world Hazrat Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu) knocked the Prophet's door minutes after

the Prophet had left. When he was told that the Prophet had just left for a nearby mosque, he only smiled,
cried for a while and then left. Years after the Prophet's demise, on repeated requests from Khalifa Hazrat
Umar (radi Allah anhu), Hazrat Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu) visited Madina where his most admired lay
buried. He asked Umar (radi Allah anhu) to come just outside the border of Madina to meet him. Umar
(radi Allah anhu) did what the great saint had bid, but asked why he ordered him to meet him outside
Madina? Owais Qarni (radi Allah anhu) said, "Omar, how can you walk so close over the soil under which
lay buried the body of Muhammad (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam) I cannot even set my foot on the city
where he lies buried." Such was the depth of his love for the Prophet (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam). At
last, only after the passing away of his mother, he could pay respects to Rasullullah's (sal lal laho tala
alaihi wasalam) holy grave. Such was pre-ordained for the greatest lover of Allah and his Prophet (sal lal
laho tala alaihi wasalam). But it illustrated the pedestal of mothers. Serving them would take precedence
over visiting even the Prophet(sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam).Hazrat Owais Qarni(radi Allah anhu) used
to avoid meeting people who called on him, observing that the Day of Judgement was near and he could
not afford to waste his time in earthly gossips.Qarni taught := He who recognises God as a friend makes
friendship with no other creature= Consider the Quran like Khidr, thy guide, in the path and never forget
death. Pray regularly and always.= Remember night is meant for worship not sleep.
The Prophet Salla Allahu 'alayhi wa Sallam told on the day of judgment that Allah will create 70,000
angels same as Owaise of Qarni Radi Allahu anhuand when Owaise of Qarni Radi Allahu anhu will come
there in between them and will proceed to the heaven, no one will recognize him except Allah, because in
the world he used to worship away from the mankind and so he will be kept away from the mankind on
the day of judgment.
In his last days he met Ali Ibn Taleb alayhis 'salam and participated in the war of Seffin and was martyred
there. There is a group of people who consider themselves as Owaisia. For them there is no need of
teacher and they do not have any source with them like Owaise of Qarni Radi Allahu anhu, but they are
on the right path of religion due to the Grace of Allah.
His Radi Allahu anhu grave is in a small village of Yemen, which is far away from capital Sana.
Mevlevi:
The Mevlevi Order, or the Mevlevilik or Mevleviye a Sufi order founded in Konya (in present-day Turkey)
by the followers of Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Balkhi-Rumi(radiAllah anhu), a 13th century Persian poet,
Islamic jurist, and theologian. They are also known as the Whirling Dervishes due to their famous practice
of whirling as a form of dhikr (remembrance of God). Dervish is a common term for an initiate of the Sufi
path; the whirling is part of the formal Sema ceremony and the participants are properly known as
semazens.[1]
The Mevlevi was founded in 1273 by Rumi's(radiAllah anhu). followers after his death, particularly by his
successor Hüsamettin Çelebi who decided to build a mausoleum for Mevlâna, and then Mevlâna's son,
Sultan Veled Celebi (or Çelebi, Chelebi, meaning "fully initiated"). He was an accomplished Sufi mystic
with great organizing talents. His personal efforts were continued by his successor Ulu Arif Çelebi.
The Mevlevi believe in performing their dhikr in the form of a "dance" and music ceremony called the
Sema, which involves the whirling from which the order acquired its nickname. The Sema represents a
mystical journey of man's spiritual ascent through mind and love to "Perfect". Turning towards the truth,
the follower grows through love, deserts his ego, finds the truth and arrives at the "Perfect". He then
returns from this spiritual journey as a man who has reached maturity and a greater perfection, so as to
love and to be of service to the whole of creation.
Rumi has said in reference to Sema, "For them it is the Sema of this world and the other. Even more for
the circle of dancers within the Sema Who turn and have in their midst, their own Ka'aba." and what he is

saying is that when, like in Mecca you have come closer to God, likewise when you perform Sema you
are also closer to God.
Khalwati:
The Khalwati Sufi order (or Halveti, as it is known in Turkey) is an Islamic Sufi brotherhood (tariqa). Along
with the Naqshbandi, Qadiri and Shadhili orders, it is among the most famous Sufi orders. It was founded
by Pir Umar Khalwati(rehmatullah alaih) in the city of Herat in medieval Khorasan (now located in western
Afghanistan).
The order spread mostly by wandering Dervishes in vast area, now being part of Iran, Iraq, Syria and
Turkey. It originally attracted the attention of the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt and Syria who by and large
supported the Sufi orders and gave a great deal of reverence to wandering Dervishes. From their centers
of worship (so called tekkes) in these areas, the order began to spread to the urban centers of the Islamic
world.
The order grew in popularity during Ottoman times and spread from its origins in the Middle East to the
Balkans (especially in southern Greece,Kosovo and Macedonia, to Egypt (where it was a popular Sufi
order amongst many of the Sheikhs of al-Azhar University),[citation needed] Sudan and almost all corners
of the Ottoman Empire.
The Khalwati order had many tekkes in Istanbul, the most famous being the Jerrahi, Ussaki, Sunbuli,
Ramazaniyye and Nasuhi. Although the Sufi orders are now abolished in the Republic of Turkey, the
above are almost all now mosques and/or places of visitation by Muslims for prayer.
The Khalwati order however, still remains strong in Egypt where the Sufi orders do receive a degree of
support from the government. The Khalwati order also remains strong in the Sudan.
The Nigerian Sheikh Usman Dan Fodio, although a Qadiri, was initiated into the Khalwati order along with
the Naqshbandi order, and Shaykh Ahmed at-Tijani was also originally a Khalwati.[citation needed]
The name of the order is derived from the term "khalwa", which refers to a spiritual retreat.
Ba'Alawi :
The Ba'Alawi Sadah has a Sufi tariqa. It is founded by al-Faqih Muqaddam As-Sayyid Muhammad bin Ali
Ba'Alawi al-Husaini(rehmatullah alaih), who died in the year 653 AH (1232 CE). He received his ijazah
from Abu Madyan(rehmatullah alaih) in Morocco via two of his students. Abu Madyan was a student of
Abdul Qadir Jilani (radiAllah anhu), as well as one of the syaikhs in the Shadhiliya tariqa chain of spiritual
transmitters from the Holy Prophet Muhammad (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalam).
Rehmaniya:
Hazrat Maulana Fazl-E-Rehman Gujmuradabadi(rehmatullah alaih) was the Gaus,Kutub, Imam,Mujaddid
of his time and was followed and loved by evry one, He is one of the most repected Auliya Allah in the list
of all. He was the mureed and jansheen Khalifa of Hazrat Arif-E-Haq Khwaja Afaq Sahab (rehmatullah
alaih). He was born on 1st Ramzan Mubarak 1208 Hijri and died on 21st Rabi ul awwal 1313 Hijri. He use
to not drink milk until it was magrib for the whole month of ramzan mubarak. He was so much involved in
the love of Allah and our Holy Prophet (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) and in the same way our
Holy Prophet (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam) & His Family (Ahle Bayat)use to love him .When ever
he wanted he had the didar(vision) of holy Prophet (Salla Allahu ta'ala 'alayhi wa Sallam). He had spend
his whole life teaching the qalities of Islam, Sunnah, Love and Humanity. He dedicated his whole life for
the welfare of mankind. He had the khilafat from Qadri, Chisti, Naqshbandi and Soharwardi Silsila. He

also shares the blood realtion with all this 4 silsila including silsila-e-arabiya. He also took the knowledge
of silsila-e-madariya from his pir sahab but his main intrest was in silsila-e-naqsbandiya. Many time he
was blessed with the vision of Panjatan Pak(alaih salam), Shaba-E-Karam(radiallahu anhu), Gaus-e- Pak
(radiallahu anhu) he use to call him Nana jan, Mujadid Alif Sani(rahmatullah alaih) and many great
personalities.
Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) is a grt muhadis of his time and has taught hadees
shareef to many great personalities like :
Haji Waris Pak,
Mawlana Sayyid Shah Al'e Rasul Qadri Barkati Marahrawi
Sayyad Ahmad Barelwi
Mawlana Fazl-e-Haq Khayrabadi
Mawlana Mahboob Ali Dehlawi
Mufti Sadr al-Din Aazurdah
Mawlana Muhammad Ali
Mawlana Ahmad Ali….. and many more(peace be upon them all)
See what he has said about Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazl-e-Rehman Gujmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih):
Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) damaad (son inlaw) asked him that what is the use of
teaching Maulvi Fazl-E-Rehman from Isha to Tahajud change the timings. Hazrat Shah Abdul Aziz
Dhelvi(rahmatullah alaih) replied the reason for teaching Maulvi Fazl-E-Rehman alone is that he is learing
directly from the bargah(presence) of our Holy Prophet(sal-lal-laho-tala-alahi-wasalm) and this is the only
reason why i have asked you to attain the classes so that you might gain something, I suggest you should
learn from Hazrat Maulana Shah Fazl-e-Rehman Gujmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih). He is getting the
knowledge of Hadees Shraif directly from Holy Prophet(sal-lal-laho-tala-alahi-wasalm) what ever he wants
he asks our Holy Prophet(sal-lal-laho-tala-alahi-wasalm) and it is granted to him.
The People of Firangi mehal and many grt shcolar use to say that who ever wants to see the life of
Prophet (sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalm) and the sahaba(radiAllah anhu) in todays day must see Hazrat
Maulana Shah Fazl-e-Rehman Gujmuradabadi (rahmatullah alaih).
Warsi:
Sarkar Waris Pak (rehmatullah alaih) was a great Sufi saint of india is admired by peoples of all faiths.
Sarkar Waris Pak(rehmatullah alaih) owned the Qadriyya -Razzakiyya Silsila. His genealogy shows that
he was born in the 26th generation of Hazrat Imam Hussain(alaih salam). The date of his birth is disputed
varying from 1233 A.H. to 1238 A.H. The author of Maarif Warisya has put the date of his birth as 1234
A.H. corresponding to 1809 of the Christian era. His father, Syed Qurban Ali Shah(rehmatullah alaih)
belonged to a land-lord class and was a man of considerable learning having completed his education in
Baghdad.
He accepted millions of people belonging to all faith in to warsi silsila.During that Period Firangi Mahal
was the famous religious centre for north indian muslims and they too were Qadiri People so it was
obvious for them to have intimacy with Sarkar.Ulemas of Firangi Mahal regarded him as Kamilieen .

Hazrat Khaman Peer Baba(reh) Lucknow railway station :: Hazrat Anwar Shah
Baba(rehmatullah alaih) :: Syed Haji Waris Ali Shah (Dewa Sharif) :: Hazrat Ashraf
Jehangir :: Hazrat Makhdoom Shah Mia sahab :: Hazrat Abbas :: Hazrat Shah Meerza Agha
Mohammad Rahmatullahi Allaih :: Hazrat Shah Raza
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Dewa Sharief : Haji Waris Ali Shah was born in early nineteenth century in Dewa in a
family of Hussaini Syeds. His genealogy traces origin from Hazrat Hussain, the grandson of
Prophet Muhammad and martyr of Karbala, through 26 linkages in between. Some
researchers have concluded his date of birth in the year 1809 A.D. His parents died when he
was three years old and he was brought up by his grandmother. He was sent to maktab
(preparatory school) at the age of five, where he learnt Quran by heart. Like all holy men,
his biography has been embellished to look more holy than human.

Jhoomars in Gumbads Shariff off the Mazaar
He did not feed on his mother’s milk during daytime as an infant; neither did he
take it on 10th of Moharram, the Yaum-e-Aashurah (the day Imam Husain, his
relatives and friends were killed in Karbala, now in Iraq).
He seldom read his books but to the amazement of his tutor he could say his
lessons correctly. He preferred solitude to books and often slipped away out of
doors to spend long periods in retirement and contemplation. He was never seen
playing with children of his age and took pleasure in giving them sweets and
distributing money among the poor. It soon became evident to those around him
that he was not quite of the earth.
When he was 11 years old, he pledged allegiance to his mentor and brother-in-law, Hazrat
Khadim Ali Shah who made him his spiritual heir. At he age of fifteen he undertook a long
journey of 12 years that took him to Saudi Arab (it wasn’t exactly ‘Saudi’ at that time but oh
well), Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Rome, France, Belgium, Germany, and Russia. He traveled on
foot and performed Hajj 10 times during the course of his journey. He also met Sultan
Abdul Majid, the Ottoman ruler, while visiting Constantinople and was the guest of Prince
Bismarck in Berlin. His followers claim that he was the first Sufi to actually visit Europe.

Free Rooms with Free Food is available at the Dargah shariff
for 3 days for all Guests.
After returning from his sojourn, he resided in Dewa and preached the message of love till
his death in 1905. Even today he continues to inspire millions of devotees who flock to his
shrine every year. On any given day one would find as many Hindus and Sikhs if not more
as Muslims visiting his shrine and seeking blessings. There is a majestic mosque and a
Khaankaah (place for spritual salvation) near his shrine as well as shops selling souveneirs
and sweets.
Dewa Sharief is a religious place which enshrines the tomb of Syed Haji Waris Ali
Shah or Syed Waris Ali Shah in Barabanki. It is located 25 km from Lucknow. During
the months of October and November the Deva Mela is held which attracts thousands of
devotees.

Masjid Al Waris
Waris kaa ko’ii waaris nahiiN
Waris Pia(ra) in his life visited Sarkar Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi(ra) many times.

He used to always say "Waris Ka koi Waris nahi".
Once when he visited Sarkar Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi(ra) Shah Fazle Rehamn
Gunjmurdabadi(ra) was having two sons
1) Shah Ahmed Miya Sahab (ra) and the second one was
2) Saidu Baba (ra) who was a mazoob by birth.( Mazoob are those who are directly
connected to Allah.) Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra) use to always tell every one
not to disturb Saidu Baba (ra) in anyways if any thing went wrong i am not responsible.
So when Waris Pia (ra) visited Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra) at that time the age
of Saidu Baba(ra) was only 12 years he use to always sit outside the gate at the entrance of
the masjid leading to the khanka of Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra). So when
Waris Pia(ra) came to Gunjmuradabad sharif as he was entering the masjid he saw Saidu
Baba (ra) sitting at the enterance so for respect he offeres salam to him on which saidu

baba asked Waris Pia (ra) who are you on which Waris Pia(ra) I am Waris on hearing this
Sadu Baba (ra) replied Allah Waris. After hearing this Waris Pia (ra) entered the masjid to
meet Shah Fazle Rehman Gunjmurdabadi (ra). When they both meet Waris pia asked Shah
Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi(ra)arey chachajan who ladka kaun hai jo bahar baitha hai on
which Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra) replied arey us ne tujhse kuch keh to nahi
diya on which waris pia (ra) narrated the whole story that happened outside. Shah Fazle
Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra) after hearing the whole thing told waris pia ki tum bahut nasib
wale ho ki us bache ne tum se kaha ki Allah Waris agar wo kehdeta ki Tu kya waris Allah
Waris to tum ne jo bhi aj tak paya ta ibadat karke sab khatam hojata. and from that day
waris pia stoped saying Waris ka koi Waris nahi .
Sarkar Shah Fazle Rehamn Gunjmurdabadi (ra) has never been to Deva sharif instead Waris
Pia (ra) use to come to him and use to call him chachajan.
The Family Connection
Apart from Faridan bibi, our family has had other connections with Haji saahab as well.
Masih Uddin Ahmad, one of the London educated Bar-at-Law cousins of my great
grandfather became ‘westernized’ in his outlook on his return from vilaayat. At my ancestral
home in Ahmadpur he joked about Haji saahab and his mytical powers and then went to
sleep. In the night he awoke shouting and told others that he saw Haji saahab standing next
to his bed threatening to turn it over. At dawn the horse-cart was prepared and Masih Uddin
Ahmad went to Dewa to become a disciple of Haji saahab. He willed to be buried at the
footsteps of the shrine of Haji saahab and his grave is on the left side of the entrance to the
shrine.

One of my aunts was married in a village near Dewa called Kheoli. All her in-laws are
disciples of Haji saahab and he used to visit their home at Kheoli. My aunt tells me this
story whenever I visit her home that during rainy days when Haji saahab came down to
visit, he would walk on the wet ground and his feet never gathered mud.

Dargah at Night

Dewa Mela
It is one of the most popular and big gatherings in the city of Barabanki each year. Even
though the Urs of Haji saahab is commemorated on 1st Safar every year, Dewa mela is
organized at a fixed time period from 8th to 18th October of each year. The management of
Dewa mela is handled by a trust whose chairman and secretary are the current District
Magistrate and SDM of Barabanki respectively. The first chaadar on the shrine is always
from the District Magistrate to kick start the mela. The mushaira and kavi sammelan
organized during the Dewa mela have still maintained the standard and are one of the
sought after events in the area. Some of the biggest poets have recited their verses at the
Dewa mela. It also houses one of the biggest baazaars and villagers from far and near come
for shopping goods and for an evening of entertainment.
In The End
Every marriage and each arrival of a newborn in our family is followed by a mandatory visiti
to Dewa Sharif. However beliefs have certainly dulled in my generation and people now go
there as a mark of respect to elders and traditions than anything else. My father tells me
that when he took me to Dewa Sharif as a kid of a few months, my lips were trying to kiss
the grave of Haji saahab. He can’t understand as an adult why I won’t do the things others
have done before me. He can’t understand why I would not bow before the grave. He is
however hopeful that the immense love my tender heart felt for Haji saahab as a kid would
overcome all hurdles my beliefs poses today and one day and I will visit Dewa as a devotee
and not a visitor. He is still waiting.

Karim shah baba dargah is in Deva sharif he was disciple of Waris Pak and his
mazaar is similar to waris pak but jst a little smaller in height
An edited version of this article by Mohib Ahmad earlier appeared at the Indian Muslim opinion website at
www.IndianMuslims.in

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Ashraf Jehangir. Kichowha.Near Lucknow.
Hazrat Sultan Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf Jahangir Semnani [d.807] Rahmathullahi alaih. Kicchocha Shareef Dargah Rasulpur, Kicchocha Sahreef, Dist: Faizabad
Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf rahmatullahi alayh was born in 708 A.H., in Semnan, Iran.
Dargah Rasulpur, Kicchocha Sahreef, Dist: Faizabad
His father Hadrat Sultan Sayyad Ibrahim Noor Bakshi rahmatullahi alayh governed the city for
approximately 20 years. As well as being a highly noble and just ruler he was also a great scholar,
theologian and Sufi. His mother Bibi Khadija Begum was also from the pedigree of distinguished and
notable mystics and saints. She was a very religious and pious lady particularly renowned for her
punctuality in tahajjud prayer.

EDUCATION
Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf rahmatullahi alaih, started their education at the age of 4 years, 4 months and
4 days. Allah, the most Sublime, blessed Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf rahmatullahi alaih with immense
ingenuity, intellect and knowledge. By the age of 7 they had already acquired and memorized the entire
Qur'an al-kareem by heart with seven types of qirat, and excelled in the study of Qur'anic exegesis
'tafseer', narration and sciences of hadith, Islamic law 'fiqh' etc. At 14 years they had mastered all the
subjects including theology and philosophy, maturing into the most accomplished and proficient scholar.
Amongst their notable teachers were His Eminence Mawlana Imad al-Din Tabrezi, Imam Abd'ullah Yafai
at Makkah Mukarramah, Baba Mufrah (s/o the great Najm 'al-Din Kubra) at Iskandaria and Mawlana
Ahmad Haqqani ridwanallahi ta'ala aly'him ajma'een. Hadrat Makhdoom Ashraf (rahmatullahi alaih), had
overwhelmed even the great scholars and theologians from as far as Baghdad with his remarkable talent
which was recognized in the historic and famous Persian book Lata'if-e-Ashrafiya, in the following
couplet;

"Chuna Mashhoor Ghasht Az Darse Talim,
ke Pas Ahle Funun Kardand Taslim"

'His popularity excelled in his early education,
that the learned men acknowledged his ability'
After the completion of his education Hadrat Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf rahmatullahi alaih attributed a lot
of his time in teaching. Amongst his pupils was his nephew Hadrat Sayyad Abdul Razzaq 'Noor al-Ayn'
Jilani rahmatullahi alaih - 11th direct descendant of The Great Ghawth al-A'zam, Sayyad as-Shaykh
Abd'al-Qadir al-Jilani Radi Allahu ta'ala anhu.
Wissal : Hadrat Makhdoom Ashraf Rahmatullahi alaih left this world on the 28th Muharram 808 A.H.
Some time before his passing away he had his dargah (shrine) constructed exactly the way he wanted.
On the 26th of Muharram he went to visit his dargah and noticed a 'pen' and some paper on the side of
the grave. He sat in the grave and wrote two booklets namely 'Basharat ul Muradeen' and 'Resal-eQubria', an extract from Resal-e-Qubria is presented below :
' In this short time that i have stayed in the grave seventy thousand splendor (Tajally) of elegance of Allah
Subhanahu wa Ta'ala, angels descended on this Fakir and intimate Muqaraban of Allah Subhanhu wa
Ta'ala Angels showed so much exalting (izaz) and kindness that cannot be expressed in words. The
announcer from the sublime court of Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala -'Bargahe Elahi' announced in the world
of Angels (Alam-e-Malakut) that "Ashraf is my beloved (Mahboob) I write kindness and forgiveness on the
forehead of his disciples and show care to his disciples with absolution (Maghferat) and forgiveness
(Mafee)". All praise to Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala his glad tidings for our companions. After that it was
the order of Allah Subhanahu wa Ta'ala and eight thousand angels, thirty thousand of Haramain Shareef,
one thousand from Bait al-Muqaddus, one thousand from Abdal of Maghrib (west), one thousand from
Rejalud Ghaib of Sarndip, and one thousand Maradaneh Ghaib from Yemen will perform your bath. Your
funeral prayer will be said in front of Baitullah Shareef and you will be buried in the earth for the benefit of
slaves (Banda) ; he who comes on your grave will get his barkaat and maghferat.'
RELIGIOUS SERVICES :It is an accepted fact that the mystics of Islam have rendered valuable services to the cause of Islam in
every period. The religious and literary services, done by Hadrat Sultan Sayyad Makhdoom Ashraf
Semnani Rahmatullahi alayh are the golden chapter of the history of Islam in general, and history of
tasawwuf in particularly. He lighted the candle of reformation and spirituality in the darkness of infidelity at
Kicchocha Shareef and brought those astray on the right path.
It is narrated that twelve thousand non-believers accepted Islam having been impressed with Hadrat
Makhdoom Ashraf Rahmatullahi alayh's purity of character and spirituality. Hadrat Nizami Yemani
Rahmatullahi alayh in his book, 'Lataif-e-Ashrafi has written that wherever Hadrat Makhdoom Ashraf
Rahmatullahi alayh went he delivered spiritual lectures in the dialect of that locality and wrote four books
in the area dialect and left them with the locals to benefit from.
Construction of grave : It is interesting and amazing to say that he got his grave constructed in his life
time. He laid the foundation stone of his grave and placed in its foundation stone from Mecca brought by
Hazrat Ruknuddin Sair (R.A.) within minutes. He asked to make grave with brick and it should be as wide
and high that he could say prayer standing Hazrat Jamshed Qualandar was engaged in its construction
for twelve years . Hazrat Noorul Ain (R.A.), Hazrat Shaikh Mohammad Durre yatim and Hazrat Shaikh
Marauf Addwmwi also participated. He used to visit grave daily. In his last time he passed whole day and
night in the grave and wrote Resalae Quabria and Basharatul Moridin. He also predicted that he who
would come to his grave, he would get his desire. The date of its construction can be calculated from "
Arshe Akbar" 793.
URS DATE of this Dargah : Urs is celebrated on the 27TH of Moharam
Thanks and regards,
Khaleel Ahmed Irfani ( Khadim Dargah Hazrath Lalu Bhai Qasir Chisti ( Khwaja-e-Bangalore ) and
Astana-e-Irfani Hyderabad.

3. Hazrat Makhdoom Shah Mina Sahab (rehmatullahi aleh)

Hazrat makhdoom shah mina sahab (rehmatullahi aleh) belongs to the family of hazrat
abu bakra siddique (rehmatullahi aleh) . His father name was hazrat shaikh
kutub(rehmatullahi aleh) . He moved from delhi to jaunpur after residing some days In
jaunpur he moved to dalmau.but due to bad conditions of wealth he moved finally to
lucknow.after comming to lucknow he directly meet haji harmain sahab(rehmatullahi
aleh) whose mazar sharif is in medical college lucknow.
Both of them had a great relationship and in few days the become vey good friends. One
day haji harmain sahab (rehmatullahi aleh) . Told kutub sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) to
get marry and told him that from him a boy will born whose name will be added to hazrat
haji harmain sahab (rehmatullahi aleh)and one day he will make our silsila very proud.
Hazrat shaikh kutub(rehmatullahi aleh) got married very soon and the time came when
hazrat makhdoom shah mina sahab (rehmatullahi aleh) was born as told by Hazrat
makhdoom shah mina sahab (rehmatullahi aleh) was born in lucknow in 800 hijri 1397.
Haji harmain sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) told her wife that the boy who will take birth at
hazrat shaikh kutub(rehmatullahi aleh) will be feed by her milk.on hearing this her wife told
that there is no milk remaining in her as she had become old. On whichHaji harmain
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) told her wife that when boy will be born allah will by his grace give
her the milk to feed the boy and when hazrat makhdoom shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi
aleh) was born there was enoungh milk to feed the new born Hazrat makhdoom shah mina
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) . Haji harmain sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) wife use to tell that
whenever she was without "wazu" Shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) use to not drink
milk.

Education : the zahiri talimat was given to him by qazi faridun. When shah mina
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was 10 years old Hazrat bandagi miya(rehmatullahi aleh) who was
the khadim of hazrat raju kattal(rehmatullahi aleh) and was great knower of marifat
teached other
Spiritual exersice to him. When shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was 12 years old he
became the kutub-e-waqt.
His qutubiyat was disclosed by dada zinda shah madar(rehmatullahi aleh) of makhanpur
sharrif to one of his murred who use to visit him often taking the request and the problems
of people of lucknow . One day when he the murred of dada zinda shah madar(rehmatullahi
aleh) told him about the problems of the people of lucknow dada zinda shah
madar(rehmatullahi aleh) told his murred that the wilayat of lucknow has been given to
shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) on which the murred in enquired that who is shah mina
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) . Dada zinda shah mada(rehmatullahi aleh) then replied that he is
12 year boy and what he look liked and told his mureed that from today onwards all the
problems and request will be adressed to shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) from that day
his fame spread all over lucknow and people from all over the place and relogion use to
come to visit him for solving their problems and shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) use to
solve the problem with great love and kindness.

Khilafat : hazrat makhdoom shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was the mureed and
khalifa of hazrat makhdoom shaikh sarang sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) . The mazar sharif of
hazrat makhdoom shaikh sarang sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) is at mazgawan sharif near
barabanki.
Shaikh sarang sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was the murred of hazrat haji harmain
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) . Shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) use to walk bare foot from
lucknow to mazgawan sharif to meet hi pir sahab. He belongs to the chistiya and shorwardi
silsila.
Shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was very parhez gar and muttaki. In the night of cold
winters when ever he used to feel asleep he used to put cold water on himself completely
making him and his cloth wet so that he cant sleep due to the wetness and can worship
allah. Some times he used to sit on stones and when he felt very tired he used sleep on that
stones making him unable to sleep. He used to spent whole nights worshipping allah and
fasting many days. In this way by killing his nafs and the inner evil desire he got the real
divine light of allah and his beloved prophet(s.a.w.s).
Miracles : in his life shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) has shown many miracles from
which i am mentioning a few.
1) hazrat shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) khanka was very old and was made up of
wood and mud one day due to heavy rain the khanka came down killing the people sitting in
the khanka
On seeing this hazrat shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) told his khadims
To remove the people burried inside the fallen khanka and to put each of them people in the
water filled in the pot hole near the plant of khajoor (date). As soon as the people were
submurged in the water they became alive surpising the surrounding people and the time
came when all the people were alive leaving one.
2) once hazrat shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) student hazrat makhdoom shaikh saud
khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh) was fallen very ill

And was not getting well. He tried all the medicine but the medicine were unable to cure
him. One day he told one guy to go to his pir sahab and tell him about the problem shaikh
saud khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh) was going through. The guy went and told the whole
thing to hazrat shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) at that time hazrat shah mina
sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) was busy preparing food for hazrat chiragh dhelvi(rehmatullahi
aleh) urs-e-mubarak from somwhere a roti dipped in ghee and sugar came to the bargah of
hazrat shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) . He gave the roti to that man and told him to
give the roti to hazrat shaikh saud khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh) and tell him to eat the
whole roti not leaving any the guy gave the roti to hazrat shaikh saud
khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh) and hazrat shaikh saud khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh)
Ate the whole roti as told by his pir sahab after eating the roti hazrat shaikh saud
khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh) felt asllep and when he got up he was in full health.
At the time of the demice of hazrat makhdoom shah mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) he use
to mainly stay in his hujra as he was severly fallen ill and for six months he not spoked with
any one and after six months his condition became very critical and finally he took the
pardah (died) 23 safar 884 hijri 1479.
At the time of his demice his age was 84 years. The urs e pak of hazrat makhdoom shah
mina sahab(rehmatullahi aleh) is celebrated with great joy and love and it starts from 22
safar and remins till 25 safar.
He had two khalifa :
1) Hazrat makhdoom shaikh saududdin khairabadi(rehmatullahi aleh)
2) Hazrat shaikh kutubuddin(rehmatullahi aleh)
HIS MAZAR SHARIF IS IN LUCKNOW NEAR MEDICAL COLLEGE
---------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Dargah of Hazrat Abbas in Lucknow
---------------------------------------------------------------------------About Lucknow Lucknow pronunciation (help·info) is the capital city of the state of Uttar Pradesh, India. It had a
population of 2,541,101 in 2006[1] . Lucknow is also the administrative headquarters of Lucknow District and Lucknow
Division.
Origin of name
In ancient times, Lucknow was part of Kosala kingdom (modern Ayodhya) ruled by Ikshvaku dynasty to which Lord Rama
belongs. It is believed that he gave the territory comprising of modern Lucknow to his devoted brother Lakshman.
Therefore, the original name of Lucknow was Lakshmanpur, popularly known as Lakhanpur or Lachmanpur[citation
needed]. Other stories mention that Lucknow was named after a very influential person called 'Lakhan Ahir' who built the
fort 'Qila Lakhan'. The name 'Qila Lakhan' later became Lucknow.
History
Lucknow's medieval history begins with its elevation to a capital city under the Nawabs of Awadh. The architectural
contributions of the Awadh rulers, many paintings of whom are maintained at the Art Gallery today, include numerous
Masjids and palaces. Of the monuments standing today, the Bara Imambara, the Chhota Imambara, and the Roomi
Darwaza are notable examples, although neglect by the authorities has put them in danger of turning into ruins.
The province of Awadh (anglicized to Oudh) was annexed by the British rulers of India in 1856. In the Indian Rebellion of
1857(also known as First War of Indian Independence), the garrison based at the Residency in Lucknow was besieged by
rebel forces. The famous Siege of Lucknow was relieved first by forces under the command of Sir Henry Havelock and Sir

James Outram, followed by a stronger force under Sir Colin Campbell. Today the ruins of the Residency, and the
picturesque Shaheed Smarak offer reminiscences of Lucknow's role in the events.
During the siege of the Residency in 1857, it was the students of La Martiniere College that went ahead to defend the
Residency. For the valour that they displayed, La Martiniere College at Lucknow was awarded the battle honours of the
British Empire. Thus making it the first college to receive such honors.

Sarwari:
The Sarwari Qadiri Sufi tariqa was originated by Sultan Bahu (rehmatullah alaih) in the seventeenth
century. The first part of its name, Sawari, derives from the fact that Sultan Bahu claimed to have taken
the oath of allegiance directly from Muhammad(sal lal laho tala alaihi wasalm). The second part, Qadiri,
signifies that this order is essentially an offshoot of the Qadiri order, because Sultan Bahu also claimed to
have been a disciple of Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani (radiAllah anhu).
The Sarwari Qadiri order is very similar in its over all philosophy to the Qadiri order, but distinguishes
itself in certain points, the most notable being Sultan Bahu's stress and extensive reliance on the practice
of 'Tasswar-e-Ism-Zaat' for this disciples. The basic idea of this practice is to visualize the Arabic name of
God, Allah as having been written on the disciple's heart.
Zahediyeh:
The Zahediyeh Sufi Order was founded by Sheikh Zahed Gilani (rehmatullah alaih) of Lahijan. As a
precursor to the Safaviyeh Order, which was yet to culminate in the Safavid Dynasty, the Zahediyeh
Order and its Murshid, Sheikh Zahed Gilani(rehmatullah alaih), reserve a distinct place in the history of
Iran
The Turkish Bayrami and Jelveti orders are derived from him

